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FOREWORD

Dear friends and colleagues,

Inside those sections items are arranged according to the time of creation - starting with oldest.

We are thrilled to present to you the joint catalogue of Globus Books (San Francisco) and the
Wayfarer’s Bookshop (Vancouver).
The Wayfarer’s Bookshop was established in 1996 and specializes in exploration, travel and voyage
related rare books, manuscripts, maps & prints, photographs and art.
Globus Books was established in 1971 and specializes in books in Russian and about Russia, including
the emigree editions.
In 2021 a new department at Globus Books was formed: Globus Rare Books & Archives which will
amongst other things be, in collaboration with the Wayfarer’s Bookshop, producing catalogues on
travel and exploration related items while keeping an emphasis on the Americas and the Pacific
and Russian explorers and travellers. Here now our first joint catalogue: The Pacific Rim in Print,
Manuscript & Photograph where we joined our research and bookselling forces to present to you 49
historically important items in print (including books, maps and prints), manuscript (archives, drawings
and letters) and photography on the Pacific Rim.

The books presented in the catalogue include some of the rarest and most important first editions
of Russian travel and exploration history - the accounts of travels of Vassily Golovnin, Joseph Billings,
Ivan Simonov (astronomer of first Russian Antarctic expedition), Peter Dobell as well as rare Japanese
accounts of California and Sakhalin.

The items in the catalogue are historically significant for the following countries and places:
Australia, Chile, Fiji (#44, #46), Hawaii (#05, #07, #09, #13, #32, #44, #45, #46), Hong Kong (#17, #32),
Indonesia, Japan (#02, #04, #11, #12, #17, #32, #42), Mexico, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines (#09, #39), Singapore (#17, #09, #32, #47), Tahiti (#44, #46), Tonga;
Antarctica (#06, #20), California (including San Francisco) (#07, #11, #13, #14, #22, #35, #41), Chukotka
(#01, #05, #16), Colorado, Costa Rica, Kamchatka (#01, #03, #07, #13, #23), Khabarovskiy Kray, Nevada,
Siberia (#08, #15, #16), Pribilof Islands, Utah.

This selection of 49 items will be exhibited at the California Rare Book Fair 11-13th of February, 2022
at the booth of Globus Books #703.

The manuscripts include archival material from the time of the Alaska gold rush, an original letter by
Ivan (Adam Johann von) Krusenstern regarding Antarctica, and a magnificent album of 15 watercolors
of the Russian Far-East settlements etc.
The photography section is represented by photo albums and large collections of photos, dedicated
to the different places around the Pacific Rim. Each catalogue entry is accompanied by an extensive
number of photos (check Globus Books website for additional images) and detailed historical
descriptions.

All the items will be shipped out of San Francisco, California. Please let us know if you have any
additional questions before placing an order.

The items in the catalogue are arranged according to their nature:
- Printed Items
- Manuscripts and Drawings
- Photographs
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[NORTH PACIFIC]
Sarychev, G.A. Puteshestvie Kapitana Billingsa chrez Chukotskuyu Zemliu ot Beringova
Proliva do Nizhnekolymskago Ostroga i Plavanie Kapitana Galla na Sudne Chernom Orle
po Severovostochnomu Okeanu v 1791 godu... [i.e. Voyage of Captain Billings through
the Land of the Chukchi from the Bering Sea to Nizhnekolymsky Ostrog, and the Sea
Voyage of Captain Hall on the ship Black Eagle over the North Pacific Ocean in 1791...]
St. Petersburg: Naval Typ. 1811. [2 – t.p.], iv
[preface], 191 pp. Quarto. With three copper
engraved plates by Kozma and Ivan Chesky, and
three folding copper engraved maps. Period
light brown Russian full calf, neatly rebacked in
style; maroon gilt lettered morocco title label
on the spine; new endpapers. Title page slightly
age-toned, one plate with some minor damp
staining, and one map with a minor repair of
black margin, but overall a very good copy.
S Prilozheniyem Slovaria Dvenadtsati Narechii
Dikikh Narodov, Nabliudeniya za Stuzheyu v
Verkhnekolymskom Ostroge, i Nastavleniya
Dannago Kapitanu Billingsu iz Gosudarstvennoi
Admiralteistv-Kollegii. Izvlecheno iz Raznykh
Zurnalov… Gavrilom Sarychevym [i.e. with
the addition of a vocabulary of Twelve
Dialects of Savages, Observations of Frost in
Verkhekolymsky Ostrog, and the Instruction
Given to Captain Billings from the State
Admiralty Board. Extracted from Various Journals
by Gavrila Sarychev].
First edition. An indispensable addition to
Martin Sauer’s and Gavriil Sarychev’s accounts of
the Northeastern expedition (1785-1793) under
command of Joseph Billings (ca. 1758-1806).
“Sarychev’s own description in Russian of
Billings’ expedition in which he participated
appeared in print in 1802. However, Sarychev
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was not in that part of Billings’ party which
traversed the Chukchi territory overland.
Therefore, his above-mentioned work does not
contain any description of it. A few years later
the Russian Admiralty instructed Sarychev to
go over Billings’ papers and those of some of
his companions and to compile a description
of Billings’ trip over the Chukchi territory. The
present work is the result of this research and
it contains material on Alaska as well, including
a valuable map and a brief vocabulary of the
natives of the Aleutian Islands (various parts of
them, as their languages differ), as well as the
vocabulary of the inhabitants of Kadiak Island.
This is a valuable addition to the description
of Sarychev of his own trip (see no. 57 of this
bibliography)” (Lada-Mocarski, 67).
The book contains a detailed description of
Billings’ travel across the Chukotka peninsula in
August 1791 – February 1792, which received
only a brief overview in Sauer’s account, as he,
like Sarychev, didn’t participate in this trip. There
are only short notes of this leg of Billings’ travel
in chapters XVIII, XX, and XXII of Sauer’s account
(this one contains a “Sketch of Captain Billing’s
expedition across the land of Tshutski,” based
on a journal of the expedition member, pp. 319329).
The second part of the book describes the
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voyage of Captain Robert Hall on the ship
“Cherny Orel” (“Black Eagle”) in May-September
1791, which also received only a short mention
in Sauer’s account (pp. 259-260). The ship was
built on the Kamchatka River in 1790 and
launched in May 1791 to replace the perished
ship “Good Intention”. The account describes
its construction and departure for Unalaska in
May 1791. The party planned to meet another
expedition ship “Slava Rossii” near Bering Island
but didn’t find it there, so they proceeded to
Unalaska. There they found three crew members
of the “Slava Rossii” with the instruction from
Billings to go to the Bering Strait and wait for
them in the St. Lawrence Bay. After passing the
Pribilof Islands (St. Paul’s), St. Matthew Island,
and the Diomede Islands, the ship arrived at
the meeting point, but didn’t find Billings there
and returned to Unalaska, passing St. Lawrence
Island. The account includes geographical
coordinates of the coasts and islands passed
and a mention of the Shelekhov’s ship which
wintered on Unalaska.
A brief dictionary of twelve languages of
the northeastern Siberia and the Aleutian
Islands published in this book is fuller than
that in Sauer’s account and includes additional
dictionaries of the sedentary and nomad
Chukchi and Koriaks, the tribes of Kamchatka
(living near the Bolsheretsk fort, the Kamchatka
River, and the Tigil River), and of the Aleuts
(from the Andreanof Islands, Fox Islands and
the Kodiak Island). Sauer’s account contains
only one general dictionary of the languages of
Kamchatka, the Aleutian Islands and the Kodiak
Island).
The book also contains the overview of the
notes taken in the Vekhnekolymsky Fort from
October 1786 to April 1787, with the excerpt
from the expedition meteorological journal
(pp. 130-142), and the “Instruction of Her
Imperial Majesty from the Admiralty Board
to Mr. Joseph Billings, Captain-Lieutenant of
the Fleet, commanding the Geographical and
Astronomical Expedition intended for the
Northeastern Part of the Russian Empire” (25
articles, pp. 143-189).
The plates in this edition were produced by
the famous Russian engravers Kozma and Ivan
Cheskys and show a celebration in the tent of

the elder of reindeer Chukchi, mode of travel of
nomad Chukchi (in sleighs drawn by reindeer),
and reindeer Chukchi in various costumes. The
maps depict St. Lawrence Bay and a nearby
Mechigmen Bay (both in the Bering Sea, the
eastern part of the Chukotka Peninsula), based
on the survey of expedition member Batakov.
Large folding Mercator map of the Arctic Sea,
Bering Strait, and part of the North Pacific
which shows the shores of Chukchi land in the
west and of North America in the east, with
St. Lawrence Island and St. Matthew Island
in the south; the map marks Billings’ party’s
route across the Chukotka peninsula from the
Mechigmen Bay to the Nizhnekolymsky ostrog.
“In 1785, at the suggestion of William
Coxe, the historian, Billings was appointed
by Catherine II to lead an expedition to the
Chukotsky peninsula in northeastern Siberia,
with the objective of filling the gap in the maps
left by the Great Northern Expedition. Billings
left St. Petersburg in 1785, accompanied by
Martin Sauer (his historian and secretary) and
Carl Heinrich Merck (a naturalist), and was in
Okhotsk by Juy 1786. <…> In 1790 a second
expedition, with the ship Slave Rossii and with
an escorting craft, the Chernui Orel under
Saruchev took Billings to the Aleutian Islands,
and as far as Mount Elias on the coast of Alaska.
At Unalaska, in June 1790, Sauer declared that
the native inhabitants, with their Stone Age
culture, were far superior to the toadies who
made up the court circles at St. Petersburg and
who had no culture at all. Sarychev investigated
the Aleutians and the southern coast of
Alaska, visiting Unalashka in June 1790, and
Schugatskikh Bay (= Prince William Sound)
in July. In the summer of 1790, Billings and a
party of seven, including the naturalist Merck,
reached Lavrentiya Bay. Unable to round the
East Cape, he travelled westward overland to
Nizhnekolymsk. The expedition returned in
1793, having accomplished little in the way of
new discoveries” (Howgego, To 1800, B96).
Lada-Mocarski 67; Sabin 77124; Mezhov
14349; Obolyaninov 2405; Wickersham 6133.
Price: $32,500 USD
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[JAPAN - NAGASAKI]
Krusenstern, Adam Johann von, Tilesius, Wilhelm Gottlieb von Tilenau & Ukhtomsky,
Andrei Grigorievich. [Large Copper Engraving from the Famous Atlas of Captain
Krusenstern’s First Russian Circumnavigation, Titled:] Sudno Printsa Chingodzina, na
Kotorom Rossiysky Poslannik Poyekhal s Korablya na Bereg. Das Fahrzeug auf welchem
der Russische Gesandte zuerst in Nangasaki ans Land fuhr [i.e. The Boat of Prince
Tschingodzin on Which the Russian Ambassador Travelled Ashore from the Ship].
[St. Petersburg]: [Morskaya Typ.], [1813].
Copper engraving, ca. 37,5x53,5 cm (14 ¾ x
21 in) on the leaf of laid paper ca. 43x60 cm
(17 x 23 ½ in). Engraved title in Russian and
German, names of the artist and engraver under
the image; plate number in the right upper
corner. A couple of very minor tears on the blank
margins not affecting the image, otherwise a
very good strong impression with wide margins.
Plate LIV from the famous Russian edition
of the Atlas of Krusenstern’s circumnavigation
in 1803-1806 (Atlas k Puteshestviiu Kapitana
Krusensterna… SPb, 1813). The Atlas and
three volumes of text published in Russian
in 1809-1812 is the first publication of the
account of the first Russian circumnavigation
accomplished in 1803-1806 on the Russian
ships “Nadezhda” and “Neva” under command of
Adam von Krusenstern and Yury Lisyansky. The
book became an important piece of European
literature of exploration and discoveries and
within ten years was translated into German,
English, French, Italian, Dutch, Swedish and
Danish. The price for the Russian edition at the
book market right after the publication was
150 rubles (with atlas) and 25 rubles (text only)
(Russian State Archive of the Navy, f. 14, op. 1,
d. 210, l. 87a). The complete Atlas (containing
engraved title page + 112 maps and plates)
is a great rarity and a famous desideratum for
state and private collections around the world,
“one of the best – if one may say magnificent –
examples of Russian printing and engraving of
the nineteenth century” (Lada-Mocarski, 61, 62).
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The engraving depicts the boat of the local
feudal lord which transported the expedition
member and the first Russian ambassador
to Japan Nikolay Rezanov (1764-1807) from
“Nadezhda” to the specially prepared house in
Nagasaki. Rezanov stayed there in September
1804 – March 1805 during the negotiations
aimed to establish diplomatic relations
with Japan. The mission turned out to be
unsuccessful, and “Nadezhda” returned to
Petropavlovsk. In his account, Krusenstern wrote
that the owner of the boat was “Prince of Fisen”
(lord Nabeshima, the daimyo of Hizen Province,
who was in charge of the defense of Nagasaki
during “Nadezhda’s” stay there). The caption
to the plate says it was “Prince Tschingodzin”
(daimyo of the neighbouring Chikuzen Province
who was present at the negotiations with
Rezanov and, like Nabeshima, was responsible
for the defense of Nagasaki). Note that the
engraving shows four Russian guards, Russian
Imperial eagle and the ensign of Nabeshima
of Hizen on the back of the Japanese boat. The
engraving was made after the original drawing
by Wilhelm Gottlieb Tilesius von Tilenau
(1769-1857), German naturalist and artist
who participated in Krusenstern’s expedition.
The engraver, Ivan Chesky (1782-1848) was a
member of the Russian Academy of Arts (1807),
known for his masterly engraved architectural
landscapes, portraits and book illustrations,
including engravings for Alexander Pushkin’s
“Eugene Onegin”.
From the first English edition of Krusenstern’s

account: “On the 17th of December the
ambassador was conveyed on shore, for which
purpose the Prince of Fisen sent his boat, a
vessel exceeding in size (being 120 feet long)
and magnificence everything I had hitherto
seen. The walls and ceilings of the numerous
cabins were all varnished over in the most
handsome manner; and the stairs, which were
of redwood, were polished so highly as to
have the appearance of lacker. The decks were
covered with mats and the most costly carpets;
the curtains to the doors were of rich stuff, and
the whole boat was hung up with double rows
of silks of different colours. As the ambassador
stepped on board, the Russian imperial standard
was hoisted and waved together with the flag
of the Prince of Fisen; and his guards, which
accompanied him on board the vessel, took their
place on the upper deck close to the standard.
The imperial fortresses were ornamented
with new flags and curtains, and manned by a
number of Japanese troops in their best clothes:

an innumerable fleet of boats surrounding the
vessel and accompanying the ambassador to
the city.” (Krusenstern, Captain A.J. Von. Voyage
Round the World in the Years 1803, 1804, 1805
& 1806. London, 1813. Vol. 1, pp. 272-273).
Price: $2,250 USD
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[KAMCHATKA]
Krusenstern, Adam Johann von & Tilesius, Wilhelm Gottlieb von Tilenau. [Original
Copper Engraving from the Famous ‘‘Atlas k Puteshestviiu Vokrug Sveta Kapitana
Krusensterna’’ (Atlas to the Circumnavigation of Captain Krusenstern), Titled:] Tab.
XXVIII. Grobnitsa Kapitana Klerka v Petropavlovske. Captain Clerkes Grabmal im Hafen
St. Peter und Paul [i.e. Captain Clerkes’ Tomb in Petropavlovsk].
[St. Petersburg]: [Morskaya Typ.], [1813].
Copper engraving ca. 34x52 cm (13 ½ x 20
½ in). Copper engraved title in Russian and
German on the lower margin. A couple of minor
repaired tears on the extremities, a minor
water stain on the lower margin, but overall
a very good strong impression of this copper
engraving.
Plate XXVIII from the famous Russian
edition of the atlas to Adam von Krusenstern’s
circumnavigation in 1803-1806 (Atlas k
Puteshestviiu Kapitana Krusensterna. SPb, 1813).
Published on the funds of the Russian Imperial
Cabinet, the atlas became one of the most
luxurious Russian editions of the early 19th
century. The complete atlas (with 118 engraved
views and scenes, according to the Russian State
Library) is a great rarity, with only one copy
found in Worldcat (National Maritime Museum
in Greenwich), but separate engravings are also
very rare.
Our engraving depicts the tomb of Charles
Clerke (1741-1779), who took part in all three
circumnavigations of James Cook. After Cook’s
death in Hawaii in February 1779, Clerke took
command of the third expedition and continued
looking for the Northwest Passage in the
Bering Strait, but died from tuberculosis near
Kamchatka just a few months later, in August
1779. He was buried in Petropavlovsk next to
the grave of Louis Delisle de la Croyère (ca.
1685-1741) – a member of Vitus Bering’s Great
Northern Expedition, who died of scurvy in
1741 on the way back from Alaska. During their
stay in Petropavlovsk in September 1805, the
members of Krusenstern’s expedition renewed
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the tombs and built a wooden pyramid with
commemorative boards above both graves.
The plate shows two Russian officers in naval
uniform and bicorne hats, standing next to
a wooden monument and a large tree; the
engraving also features several log houses
and a group of Kamchadals; a glimpse of the
Avacha Bay is seen in the far right. Krusenstern’s
account of the expedition contains a detailed
description of the erection of the monument
(see: Voyage Round the World in the Years
1803, 1804, 1805 & 1806… on board the ships
Nadezhda and Neva under the command of
Captain A.J. von Krusenstern… Vol. 1. London,
1813, pp. 202-205).
The engraving was made from the drawing
from life by Wilhelm Gottlieb Tilesius von
Tilenau (1769-1857), a German naturalist
and artist who participated in Krusenstern’s
expedition. The engraver, Andrey Ukhtomsky,
was a prominent Russian artist, a member of
the Russian Academy of Arts (1808), the head
of the printing house of the Academy, and the
curator of the Academy’s library. Charles Clerke
is notable for being the author of the first
account of Captain Cook’s death. His letter to the
Admiralty mentioning Cook’s murder on Hawaii
was written in Kamchatka on June 8, 1779, and
was first published as a pamphlet in Reval in
1780 (Hawaiian National Bibliography 18).
Overall a beautiful copper engraved
illustration of Krusenstern’s circumnavigation,
which reveals the close connection between the
first explorers of the North Pacific.
Price: $3,750 USD
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[JAPAN]
Golovnin, V.M. Zapiski Flota Kapitana Golovnina o Prikliucheniyakh Yego v Plenu
u Yapontsev v 1811, 1812 i 1813 Godakh. S Priobshcheniyem Zamechaniy Yego o
Yaponskom Gosudarstve i Narode [i.e. Notes of Fleet Captain Golovnin about his
Adventures in Japanese Captivity in 1811, 1812 and 1813. With the Supplement of
His Notes about Japanese State and People]; [In 3 Parts]; [BOUND WITH:] Rikord,
P.I. Zapiski Flota Kapitana Rikorda o Plavanii Ego k Yaponskim Beregam v 1812 i 1813
Godakh i o Snosheniyakh s Yapontsami [i.e. Notes of Fleet Captain Rikord about his
Sailing to the Japanese Shores in 1812 and 1813, and His Relations with the Japanese].
St. Petersburg: Morskaya Typ., 1816. Three
parts of Golovnin’s work plus a work by Rikord,
all bound in two volumes. Quarto. [2 – halftitle], [2 – t.p.], [4 – two different dedications to
Alexander I], [2 - preface], [2 – table of contents],
[4 – list of Diana’s crew], 285, [1 - errata]; [2 –
t.p.], [2 – table of contents], 206, [2 – advertising
& errata]; [2 – t.p.], [2 – table of contents], 169,
[1 - errata]; [2 – half-title], [2 – title page], [4
– two dedications to Alexander I], [2 – table
of contents], 137, [1 - errata] pp. Golovnin’s
work: with two folding copper engraved maps
and a small printed sketch in text (vol. 1, p.
144). Rikord’s work: with four folding copper
engraved maps and plans, and a lithographed
portrait of Takadaya Kahei. Two volumes bound
in period brown full calves; spines with mildly
faded gilt-tooled decorative ornaments and
gilt-lettered titles. Paper slightly age-toned
and with occasional very mild foxing, spines
with minor cracks on hinges neatly repaired,
several bookshop stamps and notes on the rear
pastedown endpapers, second volume with
minor small holes on a couple of the blank
margins of the leaves at the rear, but overall a
very good set of these rare works.
Rare first edition of Vasily Golovnin’s famous
account of his voyage and captivity in Japan in
1811-1812, supplemented by the book of his
friend and subordinate, Captain Petr Rikord, who
carried out Golovnin’s rescue operation in 1812-
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1813. A notable Russian explorer of the Pacific,
in 1807-1814, Golovnin headed the Russian
expedition to Kamchatka, Russian America
and the Kurile Islands on board the sloop
“Diana.” Although only completed in the eastern
direction up to Sitka, Golovnin’s voyage is
considered the third Russian circumnavigation,
after the famous voyage of “Nadezhda” and
“Neva” under the command of Adam von
Krusenstern and Yuri Lisiansky in 1803-1806,
and “Neva’s” voyage to Russian America under
the command of L. Gagemeister in 1806-1809.
It was also the first major Russian voyage to the
Pacific, which used a ship completely built on
a Russian wharf (“Diana” was built on the Svir
River in the modern Leningrad oblast).
In summer 1811, Golovnin and several
members of the “Diana’s” crew (navigator
Khlebnikov, midshipman Moor/Moore and four
sailors) were taken captive by the Japanese
on the Kunashir Island (southern Kuriles) and
were imprisoned for two years in Matsumae
(Hokkaido). The main reason for what became
known as the “Golovnin incident” were the
raids on the Southern Sakhalin and the Kuriles,
carried out in 1806-1807 by the Russian ships
under the command of naval officers Nikolai
Khvostov and Gavriil Davydov. The officers
followed the orders of count Nikolai Rezanov
(1764-1807), the first Russian ambassador to
Japan and a participant of the first Russian
circumnavigation, who was disappointed
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with the failure of his mission to Japan in
1805. Finally, Golovnin and the members of
his party were released in 1813 after lengthy
negotiations between the Japanese authorities
and Golovnin’s second-in-command Petr Rikord.
The leading facilitator was a Japanese merchant
Takadaya Kahei, who, together with his ship
Kanze-maru, was captured at sea by Rikord
in 1812. Takadaya Kahei learned Russian and
assisted during the negotiations, convincing the
Japanese authorities to release their Russian
captives.
The three-volume Golovnin’s account contains
a captivating description of his imprisonment
and life in Japan, the attempt of escape in
March 1812 and final liberation in 1813. The
third part of the book is entirely dedicated to
Japan – geography, climate, language, manners
and customs, religion, administration, laws,
industry and trade, military, nations conquered
by Japan and paying tribute. The maps include:
“A map of the Sakhalin Sea with the chain of
all Kurile Islands, of which the southern ones
were described in 1811 by the sloop Diana
under the command of fleet Captain Golovnin”
(compiled by navigator Andrey Khlebnikov who
stayed in captivity with Golovnin); and “A plan of
the Izmena [Treason] Bay, called so by Captain
Rikord after the Commander of the sloop Diana
Captain Golovnin had been taken captive on its
shore.”
Petr Rikord’s account starts with Golovnin’s
capture in July 1811 and describes Rikord’s
voyages and travels between Petropavlovsk,
Okhotsk, Irkutsk, Kunashir, Edermo (Erimo,
Hokkaido) and Hakodate (Hokkaido)
until Golovnin’s release in October 1813.
Interesting notes are dedicated to the history
of his relations with Takadaya Kahei and his
personality. The plates include a lithographed
portrait of Takadaya Kahei and four copperengraved maps: “Plan of the port of Edermo,”
“Plan of the port of Hakodate,” “Plan of the
middle part of the town of Hakodate, where in
1813 took place the liberation of the Russians,
taken captive on the Kunashir Island in 1811;”
and “Plan of the customs house, prepared for
the negotiations with the Russian Commander
on October 5, 1813.” Although issued separately,
the accounts by Golovnin and Rikord formed the

continuous narrations and were preferred to be
bought together by Russian bibliophiles. Our
copy unites both works under two beautiful full
calf bindings, made shortly after the publication
in 1816. Overall an important illustrated Russian
travel book and an early source on the early
history of Russian-Japanese relations.
Howgego 1800-1850, G15. was first published
as a pamphlet in Reval in 1780 (Hawaiian
National Bibliography 18).
Overall a beautiful copper engraved
illustration of Krusenstern’s circumnavigation,
which reveals the close connection between the
first explorers of the North Pacific.
Price: $65,000 USD
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[HAWAII]
Kotzebue, Otto von. [Important Large and One of the Earliest Maps of Honolulu
Harbour from the Famous and Exceedingly Rare Atlas to Kotzebue’s First
Circumnavigation on board brig “Rurik” in 1815-1818, Map Titled:] Ploskaya Karta
Gavani Ganaruru. Dekabrya 1816 [i.e. Plain Chart of Honolulu Harbour, December 1816].
St. Petersburg: Morskaya Typ., 1821-1823.
Copper engraved map: printed area size ca.
116x65,5 cm (45 ½ x 25 ¾ in); plate size ca.
127x98 cm (50 x 38 ¼ in). Copper engraved title
in Russian in the cartouche on the lower part of
the map. Several minor stains on the left margin,
but overall a very good copper engraved map
with wide margins.
Large beautiful map of Honolulu harbour
and one of the most important maps from the
exceedingly rare atlas to the official account of
Otto von Kotzebue’s first circumnavigation on
board brig “Rurik” in 1815-1818.
“The two Hawaiian maps [in this atlas,
the present being double page and thus the
much larger and detailed one] provide the
first detailed mapping of Honolulu and are
preceded in publication only by the Golovnin
map published in St. Petersburg, 1822 (see
No. 545) <…> Map [19] depicts what is today
central Honolulu from Iwilei (here a fish pond)
to roughly what is now the Kewalo basin. The
fish ponds and cultivated areas marked “Garden
where grow Taro, sugar cane & bananas” are
at the top, then Honolulu fort and “Royal
Magazine.” An irregularly shaped heiau (here
called a “Morai or Mosque”) is in the centre of
the plate, with more fish ponds and a burial
place. As in the previous maps, great attention
is paid to detailed sounding measurements and
reefs” (Forbes 527). The map also indicates the
type of seafloor (coral, sand, or mud).
Although Forbes notes that Kotzebue’s
map of Honolulu harbour was published
later than the map from Golovnin’s account
of circumnavigation on sloop Kamchatka
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(Golovnin, V. Puteshestviye vokrug sveta… na
voennom shlupe Kamchatke v 1817, 1818 i
1819 godakh. 2 vols, SPb.: Naval typ., 1822),
Kotzebue’s map was in fact drawn earlier (in
December 1816, unlike Golovnin’s map, which
could not have been drawn before he arrived to
Oahu in October 1818). Kotzebue’s map is also
much more detailed.
Kotzebue’s map of Honolulu was never
reissued in such detail and quality. It was not
included in the German edition of Kotzebue’s
account (Kotzebue, O. v. Endeckungsreise in
die Süd-See und nach Berings-Strasse: 3 vols.,
Weimar, 1821). The second Russian edition
of Kotzebue’s circumnavigation on “Rurik”
was published in 1948 and includes only the
diminished copy of the map of the southern
coast of Oahu Island (Kotzebue, O. Puteshestviya
vokrug sveta. 2nd ed. M.: Gos. Izd. Geogr. Lit.,
1948).
The Kotzebue expedition is known for
important discoveries in the South Pacific (new
islands in the Tuamotus and Marshall Islands
archipelagos), along the coasts of Alaska
(Kotzebue Sound and Eschscholtz Bay), Chukotka
(St. Lawrence Bay) and in the Bering Strait, as
well as for one of the earliest Russian accounts
and maps of the Kingdom of Hawaii, which Rurik
visited twice – in the autumns of 1816 and 1817.
The official account of the circumnavigation
was published in Saint Petersburg under
the title “Puteshestviye v Yuzhny Okean i
v Beringov Proliv… na korable Riurike pon
nachalstvom flota leitenanta Kotzebue” (3 vols.,
typ. of N. Grech, 1821 and 1823). The text was
accompanied by a beautiful elephant folio

collection of 21 maps and charts, titled “Atlas k
Puteshestviyu Leytenanta Kotzebue na Korablie
Rurike v Yuzhnoye More i Beringov Proliv” (Atlas
to the Voyage of Lieutenant Kotzebue on the
ship Rurik to the Southern Sea and Bering Strait.
SPb., Naval typ., ca. 1821-1823). Both the text
and the atlas were published privately, at the
expense of the Russian State Chancellor Nikolay
Rumyantsev (1754-1826), who also sponsored
the construction of “Rurik” and the whole
expedition, so the print run of both publications
was very small. Worldcat registers only eight
paper copies of the atlas in the western libraries
(Library of Congress, British Library, New York

Public Library, Alaska State Library, Hawaii State
Archives, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Warsaw
University, Darmstadt University).
Overall one of the earliest (earliest drawn)
and exceedingly rare and important large
Russian copper engraved maps of Honolulu
Harbour.
Selected bibliography of Kotzebue’s atlas:
Sabin 38289, Wickersham 6195 (incorrectly
described), Howes 258, Arctic Bibliography 9192,
Obolyaninov 1317, Svodny Katalog Russkoy
Knigi (1801-1825) 3985, Lemus (Russkiye
Geograficheskiye Atlasy, XIX vek) 61.
Price: $32,500 USD
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[ANTARCTIC – FIRST DETAILED ACCOUNT OF BELLINGSHAUSEN’S VOYAGE]
Simonov, I.M. [A Complete Set (Twelve Issues) for the Year 1822 of:] Kazansky Vestnik,
Izdavayemy pri Imperatorskom Kazanskom Universitete [i.e. The Kazan Herald, Published
at the Imperial Kazan University], [Containing the Complete First Publication of]:
Plavaniye Shlyupa Vostoka v Yuzhnov Ledovitom More [i.e. Voyage of Sloop “Vostok” in
the Southern Ice Sea].
Kazan: Univ. typ., 1822. Books 1-12 (JanuaryDecember) or parts 4-6 (numbered from the
beginning of the publication in 1821).
Twelve Octavo issues (from ca. 24,5x16 to
ca. 21,5x13 cm). [Part 4]: [2 – t.p.], 58; 59-134;
135-194; 195-248 pp. [Part 5]: [2 – t.p.], 56, [2
– table of contents of part 4, January-April]; 57120; 121-187; 189-245, [2 – table of contents
of part 5, May-August] pp. [Part 6]: [2 – t.p.],
68; 69-128; 129-184; 185-247, [2 – table of
contents of part 6, September-December] pp.
All issues in the original publisher’s wrappers
with printed decorative borders (the January
issue in grey wrappers, all other issues – in navy
blue wrappers). Housed in a handsome custommade navy morocco clamshell box with cloth
boards; spine with gilt-tooled decorations and a
gilt-lettered title. Several wrappers with minor
tears and losses neatly repaired, the February
issue trimmed, but overall a beautiful annual set
of this rare magazine preserved in its original
state.
A very rare complete annual set of the early
Russian provincial periodical “Kazansky Vestnik,”
which is famous for the first publication of
Nikolay Lobachevsky’s groundbreaking work
on non-Euclidean geometry “On the Origin of
Geometry” (printed in five parts of the magazine
for 1829-1830, see more in the Christie’s 1998
catalogue of Haskell F. Norman’s library’s sale:
https://www.christies.com/en/lot/lot-1339879).
Affiliated with the Imperial Kazan University,
“Kazansky Vestnik” was published monthly
in 1821-1833; among its other important
publications are the present first detailed
account of Bellingshausen’s Antarctic expedition
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(1822), Lobachevsky’s article on pedagogics (“O
vazhneishikh nachalakh vospitaniya,” August
1832), reviews to Nikolay Karamzin’s famous
(“Istoria Gosudarstva Rossiiskogo” (“History of
the Russian State”), articles on the history of
Yekaterinburg, travels to Central Asia, &c.
According to the Russian Brockhaus & Efron
Encyclopedia, “Kazansky Vestnik” was published
with a small print run of 500 copies for the
first year (1821), 300 copies for the second year
(1822) and 205 copies for the “last” year (1833).
Worldcat doesn’t find any paper copies of
complete annual sets of “Kazansky Vesnik” in the
western libraries. Odd volumes are held in the
libraries of the University of California, Berkeley
(part 5, May-August 1822), the University of
Chicago (part 10, January-April 1824), the
University of Illinois (part 12, 1824), Stanford
University (part 34, 1832), and the University of
Göttingen (March, April, July and August 1830).
This annual set for 1822 is exceedingly
rare and contains the first detailed printed
account of the first season of the first Russian
Antarctic Expedition of 1819-21 under the
command of F.F. Bellingshausen (1778-1852)
and M.P. Lazarev (1788-1851). During its two
seasons in Antarctic latitudes, the expedition
surveyed the uncharted southern shore of
South Georgia, discovered several islands
in the South Sandwich and South Shetland
groups, did the first circumnavigation of
Antarctica mostly within the Antarctic circle,
and discovered the Peter I Island and Alexander
I Island near the Antarctic peninsula. It was
during the first Antarctic season, on January 16,
1820 O.S. (January 28 N.S.), that Bellingshausen

approached the continent up to 69°21’28” south
latitude and became the first to observe what
is now known as the Antarctic continental ice
shelf (modern-day Bellingshausen ice shelf near
the Princess Martha Coast in the Lazarev Sea).
Due to the general agreement that ice shelves
are an integral part of the Antarctic continent,
Bellingshausen is considered the discoverer of
continental Antarctica. According to another
point of view, he is one of the three explorers
who discovered Antarctica in 1820 (together
with Edward Bransfield, who sighted the Trinity
Peninsula on January 30, 1820, and Nathaniel
Palmer, who discovered the Antarctic Peninsula
on November 17, 1820).
The official account of Bellingshausen’s
expedition wasn’t published until 1831
(Dvukratnye Izyskaniya v Yuzhnom
Ledovitom Okeane i Plavaniye Vokrug
Sveta, v Prodolzheniye 1819, 20 i 21 godov,
Sovershennye na Shlyupakh Vostoke i Mirnom

pod Nachalstvom Kapitana Bellinsgauzena…
SPb., 1831, 2 vols text & atlas). Printed in a run
of only 600 copies, it quickly became “one of the
rarest publications concerning the Antarctic”
(Rozove 31). For the ten years between the
expedition’s return to Kronstadt in July 1821
and the publication of its official account in
1831, the main source of information about its
history and results were the articles in Russian
and European periodicals, as well as rare and
little-known freestanding publications by
the expedition astronomer, Kazan University
professor Ivan Mikhailovich Simonov.
The “Kazansky Vestnik” for 1822 contains
the first and only publication of Simonov’s
private journal, kept during the expedition’s
first exploratory season in the Antarctic. The
journal chronologically covers the period from
the “Vostok” and “Mirny’s” departure from Rio
de Janeiro on December 11, 1819 to “Vostok’s”
arrival to Van Diemen’s Land on March 25, 1820.
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The material was published in the six issues of
the magazine and altogether occupies 43 pages
(March, pp. 156-165; April, pp. 211-216; May,
pp. 38-42; July, pp. 174-181; October, pp. 107116; and December, pp. 226-232). The journal
provides a lively original account of day-to-day
events with the indication of significant dates,
filled with Simonov’s personal impressions of
what he experienced. He reports about “Vostok”
and “Mirny” surveying the southwestern coast
of South Georgia and meeting there with
British whalers, one of whom spoke Russian
(December 15), the discovery on December 22
and 23 of three islands in the South Sandwich
group, which they named after Marquise de
Traversay (Leskov, Zavodovki & Visokoi Islands
of the Traversay group), the volcanic eruption
on one of the new islands which they visited
and collected lava specimens from (December
24), and the survey of the other South Sandwich
Islands (Saunders, Montagu, Bristol, &c.;
December 28 – January 4). The entry for January
16, 1820 (when Bellingshausen first sighted the
Antarctic continental ice shelf) reports that the
party “ascertained our latitude as 69°22’ and
shortly after noon saw the pack ice and went
back.” Also interesting are Simonov’s notes on
the barren landscapes of the South Georgia
and South Sandwich Islands (December 15, 17),
the formation and structure of the sea ice and
icebergs (January 7), various atmospheric and
astronomical phenomena, including colourful
aurora australis (February 11, 12 & 13, March 2,
3, 4, 6) and lunar eclipse (March 17), measuring
the ocean depth and seawater temperature
(December 20, 27), two major ocean storms
which “Vostok” endured (February 18-19 and
March 9-10) and the ship’s damage, harvesting
fresh water by shooting cannon balls into
an iceberg (January 26), the appearance and
fearlessness of penguins, penguin and seal
hunting (December 20, 24, January 7, 8), roasting
penguins and albatrosses for dinner (December
20), several whale sightings (December 20),
the first seaweed encountered when moving
to warmer waters (March 18), fluorescent sea
(March 24), &c.
To our best knowledge, Simonov’s journal, first
published in “Kazansky Vestnik” in 1822, was
never reissued. Its publication stopped in the

December issue of 1822 and was not continued,
despite the note “continuation in the future”
on the last page (December 1822, p. 232). Most
likely, the need for further publication ceased
with the publication later in the same year
of Simonov’s address read at the University’s
meeting on July 7, 1822. The 59-page brochure,
titled “Slovo ob uspekhakh plavaniya shluypov
Vostoka i Mirnogo okolo sveta i osobenno v
Yuzhnom Ledovitom more, v 1819, 1820 I 1821
godakh” (“An address on the achievements of the
voyage of sloops Vostok and Mirny around the
world, and especially in the Southern Ice Ocean,
in the years 1819-21,” Kazan: Univ. Typ., 1822)
described the whole expedition, including the
discoveries in the South Pacific and the second
season in the Antarctic, and summarized its
results. The account of the first Antarctic season
in the “Slovo…” is abridged and occupies about
eight pages (pp. 14-21), in comparison with over
forty pages in the “Kazansky Vestnik.” Only the
first season was published in Kazansky Vestnik
in the six articles because of “Slovo…” which
is supported by the librarians of the Scientific
Library of Tomsk University (https://virtuarium.
ru/exhibition/pod-parusom-otkrytiy-dokumentypervoy-antarkticheskoy-ekspeditsii#Simonov).
It has become evident that Simonov’s
publications about Bellingshausen’s expedition
in the “Kazansky Vestnik” generally went
unnoticed and remained largely unknown
to western scholars in the 19th and 20th
centuries. It was “Slovo…” that got translated
into German in 1824 (Beschreibung einer neuen
Entdeckungsreise in das südlische Eismeer
[Description of a recent voyage of discovery into
the Southern Ice Ocean]. Wien: Wallihausser,
1824) and became the basis of several
European publications about Bellingshausen’s
expedition, issued before the official account
was finally printed in 1831. Three major
Antarctic bibliographies covering the articles in
periodicals (see Chavanne, Denucé and Roscoe
in the selected bibliography below), in their
lists of publications about Bellingshausen’s
expedition issued before 1831, register only the
1824 German edition of Simonov’s “Slovo,” as
well as articles in German, French and English
magazines, based on his later communications
with or letters to Alexander von Humboldt,

Baron Franz Xaver de Zach, or his former teacher
Joseph von Littrow.
The first analysis of the contents of Simonov’s
journal published in the “Kazansky Vestnik”
(1822), as well as its first translation into
English can be found in the fundamental
research of Bellingshausen’s expedition by Rip
Bulkeley, published in 2014 (Bulkeley 2014, pp.
144-158). According to Bulkeley, the journal was
never republished in Russian (Ibid. p. 144).
Although not the very first Russian
publication about Bellingshausen’s expedition,
Simonov’s journal published in the “Kazansky
Vestnik” (1822) remains the first major detailed
account of the expedition and its first Antarctic
season of December 1819-March 1820. Bulkeley
registers six earlier Russian articles on the
topic, published in 1821 (see the bibliographies
in Bulkeley 2014 and 2021). These include an

excerpt from Bellingshausen’s brief five page
official report to the Russian naval minister
written in Port Jackson in April 1820 (published
in the “Syn Otechestva”, 1821, part 69, No. 17,
pp. 133-137, and later widely republished in the
contemporary European press), two anonymous
journalists’ articles also brief written after the
expedition’s return to Kronstadt in July 1820
(published in the “Otechestvennye Zapiski,”
part 7, No. 16, pp. 233-242; and “Russky Invalid,”
No. 196, 24 August 1821, pp. 786-788), and
four materials in the “Kazansky vestnik” for
1821 (February, pp. 135-139; July, pp. 170-172;
September, pp. 57-65; October, pp. 98-107). All of
these materials are brief and lacking detail. This
is best seen in Bellingshausen’s official report,
which is dedicated to the expedition’s first
Antarctic season, as it occupies only five pages.
The materials in the “Otechestvennye Zapiski”
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and “Russky Invalid” combine the data from
Bellingshausen’s report with the impressions on
the expedition’s arrival.
The “Kazansky Vestnik’s” materials of
1821 include the publications of three short
letters sent by Simonov from Rio de Janeiro
or Port Jackson to the head of the Kazan
University and department of education
Mikhail Magnitsky. Two of them describe the
expedition’s movements and explorations in
the Atlantic and South Pacific, and only one
letter, occupying three pages, talks about its
first Antarctic season (1821, July, pp. 170-172).
The October publication is a brief report of
Simonov’s astronomical observations during the
expedition; its first English translation was also
published by R. Bulkeley (Bulkeley 2014, pp. 158162).
So, the conclusion is that Ivan Simonov’s
journal, published in the six issues of the
“Kazansky Vestnik” for 1822, is the first major
printed account of the first season of F.
Bellingshausen’s Antarctic expedition of 181921. It was never republished in Russian and
first translated into English in 2014. It’s a
lively first-hand unique account written during
the expedition, which makes it an important
addition to the official account of 1831.
Selected bibliography:
Bulkeley, R. Bellingshausen’s first accounts
of his Antarctic voyage of 1819-1821// Polar
Record 49 (248). 2013, pp. 9-23.
Bulkeley, R. Bellingshausen’ and the Russian
Antarctic Expedition, 1819-21. London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2014.
Bulkeley, R. The Historiography of the First
Russian Antarctic Expedition, 1819-21. London:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2021.
Conrad, L.J. Bibliography of Antarctic
exploration: Expedition accounts from 1768 to
1960. Washington, 1999.
Chavanne, J., Karpf, A., Chelavier de Le
Monnier, F. Die Literatur über die Polar-Regionen
der Erde. Wien, 1878. Nos. 5736, 5789-5791,
5796, 5798, 5800, 6399, and others.
Denuce, J. Bibliographie Antarctique. Bruxelles,
1913. Nos. 2843-2853.
Howgego, R.J. Encyclopedia of Exploration,
1800 to 1850. Hordern House, 2004.
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[Roscoe, J.] Antarctic Bibliography/U.S. Naval
Photographic Interpretation Centre. Washington,
1951. Nos. 23-13.1 – 23.-13.12.
Rosove, M.H. Antarctica, 1772-1922.
Freestanding publications through 1999. Santa
Monica, 2001.
Spence, S.A. Antarctic Miscellany: books,
periodicals & maps relating to the discovery and
exploration of Antarctica. London, 1980.
Interesting Russian Internet resources:
Original expedition papers from the Russian
State Archive of the Navy:
https://rgavmf.ru/virtualnye-vystavki/k-200letiu-otrritiya-antarktidi
Documents and printed accounts of the
expedition from the collections of the Scientific
Library of Tomsk University:
https://virtuarium.ru/exhibition/pod-parusomotkrytiy-dokumenty-pervoy-antarkticheskoyekspeditsii#Simonov
Simonov’s biography and selected
bibliography from the Russian Brockhaus
Encyclopedia:
https://viewer.rusneb.ru/ru/rsl01002921723?
page=490&rotate=0&theme=white
Selected bibliography of Kotzebue’s atlas:
Sabin 38289, Wickersham 6195 (incorrectly
described), Howes 258, Arctic Bibliography 9192,
Obolyaninov 1317, Svodny Katalog Russkoy
Knigi (1801-1825) 3985, Lemus (Russkiye
Geograficheskiye Atlasy, XIX vek) 61.
SOLD
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[PACIFIC - CALIFORNIA, HAWAII & RUSSIAN AMERICA]
Golovnin, V.M. Puteshestvie Vokrug Sveta po Poveleniyu Gosudarya Imperatora,
Sovershennoye na Voyennom Shliupe Kamchatke v 1817, 1818 i 1819 godakh Flota
Kapitanom Golovninym [i.e. Travel Around the World by the Order of the Emperor,
Executed on the Naval Sloop Kamchatka in 1817, 1818, and 1819, by Fleet Captain
Golovnin/ Published by the State Admiralty Department on the approval of the Naval
Ministry].
St. Petersburg: Naval Typ., 1822. 2 vols. Quarto.
[2 – h.t.], [2 – t.p.], [2 - preface], [4 – table of
contents], [1 - errata], 512, xliv; [2 – t.p.], [4 –
preface and two lists of illustrations], [2 – table
of contents], 205, [1 - errata], cxxvii pp. With
two large folding copper-engraved maps (one
partly outlined in colour), six folding copperengraved plans, six folding copper-engraved
plates with coastal profiles, one folding copperengraved plate with ship’s positions, and two
folding tables of statistical data. Two handsome
period light brown quarter calves with marbled
papered boards; spines with blind-stamped
decorative ornaments and dark green Morocco
labels with gilt-lettered titles; all edges
speckled. Period ink numbers on both front free
endpapers, very mild minor water stains on a
couple of leaves, the plan of Honolulu with a
minor tear, but overall a beautiful set in very
good original condition.
First edition. Very rare Russian imprint with
only seven paper copies found in Worldcat
(Yale University, Stanford University, University
of Washington/Seattle, Alaska State Library,
Washington State University/Pullman,
Smithsonian Institution, New York Public
Library).
Rare first edition of the official account
of Vasily Golovnin’s second independent
circumnavigation on the naval sloop
“Kamchatka” in 1817-1819, with early accounts
of Russian America, California and Hawaii and
the first printed plan of Honolulu harbour.
The main goals of the voyage were “to deliver
military and other supplies to the Russian
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outpost at Kamchatka; to stop at the outposts
of the Russian-American Company and inquire
into the treatment of the native population, and
to more closely determine the extent of islands
in possession of Russia hitherto imperfectly
surveyed” (Forbes 545).
Golovnin left Kronstadt in June 1817, crossed
the Atlantic, called at Rio de Janeiro, rounded
Cape Horn, visited Callao, crossed the Pacific
Ocean sighting the “Augaga” (possibly, Ua Huka)
and Eiao Islands (northern Marquesas), and
arrived in Kamchatka in May 1818. Then he
went to Russian America, visiting the Aleutian
Islands, Kodiak Island, Sitka, and proceeded
further down the northwest coast of America
to California, stopping at Monterey, Port
Rumyantseva (Bodega Bay) and Fort Ross. After
that, “Kamchatka” went to the Sandwich Islands
and stayed there for about two weeks (October
20 – November 3, 1818). On the way back, the
ship visited Manila, Cape of Good Hope, St.
Helena (where Napoleon was detained at the
time) and the Azores, returning to Kronstadt
in September 1819. Among the expedition
members were future famous Russian explorers
Ferdinand Wrangel (1797-1870), Friedrich von
Luetke (1797-1882), Fyodor Matyushkin (17991872), future chief manager of the Russian
American Company Adolf Etholen (1799-1876),
and others.
The official account of Golovnin’s voyage on
“Kamchatka” was published in 1822 in the Naval
typography on the order of the State Admiralty
Department, of which he was then an honorary
member (Golovnin became a full member

in January 1823). The Department’s official
magazine recorded that Golovnin presented the
manuscript of his work for approval on August
12, 1820, and that it was decided to publish it
in two volumes; the print run was not specified
(Zapiski, Izdavayemye Gosudarstvennym
Admiralteyskim Departamentom. Part V., SPb.,
1823, p. xxix).
The narrative is separated into two parts:
a general account of the voyage with the
description of the main events and lands visited
in vol. 1, and primarily nautical observations
and advice for navigators in vol. 2. As Golovnin
noted in the preface, this structure of a voyage
account was offered for the first time (vol. 1, p.
[5]). The main text in vol. 1 is accompanied with
eight supplements: 1) List of Kamchatka’s crew
and passengers; 2) Dimensions of “Kamchatka”;
3) Translation of the letter to Golovnin from the
Viceroy of Peru Joaquin de la Pezuela; 4) A letter
of Yury Lisuansky to the publisher’s of the “Syn
Otechestva magazine” about Golovnin’s account
& Golovnin’s reply in the same magazine;
5) Statistical table of the settlements of the
Russian American Company; 6) Statistical table

of the missions in Upper California; 7) Notes
to the report read to the American Congress
in January 1821; 8) [A story of the Hawaiian
“Lauri”].
The main text in vol. 2 is accompanied with
25 supplements: 1) Instructions to Golovnin
from the Imperial Admiralty Collegium;
2) Instructions to Golovnin from the State
Admiralty Department; 3) Instructions from
Golovnin to “Kamchatka’s” crew; 4) Krusenstern’s
article “About the flaws of compass declination;”
5) Table of currents from the Washington Islands
to Kamchatka; 6), 7) & 8) Bearings, taken in
June 1818 at the Commander Islands, Medny
& Atta Islands; 9) Nunivak Island, discovered
on July 11, 1821 by Captain Vasilyev; 10)-13)
Bearings or geographical coordinates of Atka
Island, Shumagin Islands, & Sitkinak Island;
14) Magnetic needle inclinations at the Kodiak
Island; 15) Instruction on how to maneuver the
ship on anchor in currents; 16) Latitudes and
longitudes of the Farallon Islands; 17) Notes on
the construction of ships intended for oceanic
voyages; 18)-23) Tabled of currents from New
Albion to Sandwich Islands, Mariana Islands,
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Bashi Island, Manila, Bangka Island, Sunda Strait,
Cape of Good Hope, St. Helena, Ascension Island,
and the Azores; 23) Features of the underwater
rock in the strait between the Fayal and Pico
Islands; 25) Rules, abided by foreign vessels to
avoid accidents during maneuvers in narrow
straits together with many other vessels.
The illustrations include two large folding
maps. One of them shows the Chiniak Bay on
the Kodiak Island with the settlement in St.
Paul’s harbour – a capital of Russian America
before 1804 and a nucleus of the modernday community of Kodiak. The shoals and
underwater rocks on the approaches to St.
Paul’s harbour are outlined in pink. The second
one is a large folding and very detailed map of
the Sitka Sound with the approaches to New
Arkhangelsk. Six folding plans show Honolulu
harbour, Rumyantsev (Bodega) Bay, port of San
Luis de Apra and Umatac Bay (both in western
Guam), a coastal view of Horta (Faial Island, the
Azores) and Horta harbour. Six plates of coastal
profiles (each housing from four to two profiles)
show Point Pinos in Monterey Bay, Farallon
Islands off the coast of California, Big Island
and Mauna Loa, Hawaii, Guam Island, Manila
Bay and environs (including Mount Mariveles
and Corregidor Island), several islands in the
South China Sea, Sumatra, Java, and the Table
Mountain. The plan of Honolulu harbour and
four coastal profiles (the landmarks of Manila
Bay and the Table Mountain) have engraved
notes that they were drawn by the expedition
member, “garde-marine” (midshipman) Vikenty
[Semyonovich] Tabulevich.
Forbes considers Golovnin’s plan of Honolulu
the first printed map of the city (Forbes 527).
It was made during “Kamchatka’s” stay in Oahu
on October 26-28, 1818 (see vol. 2, pp. 108-113
of Golovnin’s 1822 account). Although taken
later than the plan of Honolulu in the atlas of
Kotzebue’s travel on “Rurik” (Kotzebue stayed
in Oahu on November 27 – December 14, 1816
and October 1 – 14, 1817), Golovnin’s account
was published in 1822, whereas Kotzebue’s Atlas
although undated, was not finished until 1823.
Our copy doesn’t include the one-page
printed announcement that the publication
would proceed without the engraved views
and portraits, which were delayed by the

Imperial Academy of Arts (sometimes bound
before the half title in vol. 1, see more in LadaMocarski 82). Since the announcement is dated
September 25, 1823, i.e. later than the official
date of publication, it was most likely not bound
with all copies of the edition.
“There is no contemporary translation of the
Russian original into any European language.
For the first English-language edition, with
important annotation, see V.M. Golovnin.
Around the World on the Kamchatka in 18171819, edited by Ella Lury Wiswell (Honolulu:
Hawaiian Historical Society, 1979)” (Forbes 545).
The second Russian publication took place
as vol. 3 of Golovnin’s rare “Collected Works
and Translations” (Sochineniya i Perevody; 5
vols., SPb., 1864). Forbes states that the 1864
publication “differs in some respects from the
account of his voyage in the Kamchatka (St.
Petersburg, 1822; see no. 545)” (Forbes 2563).
The comparison of both editions revealed the
addition of several small notes from the editor
in the text and slight modifications in the data
presented in the tables of the 1864 edition). The
1864 edition reproduced all maps, plans and
coastal views, but in a reduced size and in the
technique of industrial lithograph, not copper
engraving.
The third Russian publication, with omissions
and without vol. 2 (as it, in the opinion of Soviet
editors, contained mostly technical information),
took place only after WWII (as a part of Golovnin,
V.M. Sochineniya. M.-L.: Glavsevmorput, 1949,
508 pp.; and in a separate edition: Golovnin,
V.M. Puteshestviye vokrug sveta, sovershennoye
na voyennom shliupe “Kamchatka” v 1817, 1818
i 1819 godakh flota kapitanom Golovninym.
M.: Mysl, 1965, 384 pp.). The 1949 and 1965
editions, for the first time, published some of
the original illustrations by the expedition
artist Mikhail Tikhonov, from the collections of
the Scientific Research Museum of the Soviet
Academy of Fine Arts (see prefaces to both
editions).
A list of maps and plates in the order of
appearance:
Vol. 1.
1) [Four coastal profiles of Point Pinos,
Farallon Islands, Big Island of Hawaii and

Mauna Loa, ca. 58x24 cm]: Vid mysa Pinosa na
rumbe SO 83°, v rasstoyanii 7 mil Italyanskikh;
Vid Faralyunskikh Yuzhnukh ostrovov na
NW, v rasstoyanii 3 mil Italyanskikh; Vid
Faralyunsskikh Severnukh Kamney na NW 60°, v
rasstoyanii 7 mil Italyanskikh; Vid vostochnogo
mysa ostrova Ovaigi na NW 45°, v rasstoyanii
8 mil Italyanskikh; Vid gory Mouna Roa na
ostrove Ovaigi, na NW 80°, v rasstoyanii 43 mil
Italyanskikh i prodolzheniye berega do O-go.
mysa.
2) [Four coastal profiles of Guam Island, ca.
58,5x24 cm]: Vid S-oi okonechnosti ostrova
Guahana na SW 73°, v rasstoyanii 25 mil
Italyanskikh; Prodolzheniye togo zhe ostrova
do N. okonechnosti, kotoraya byla na NW 39°
v rasstoyanii 18 mil Italyanskikh; Vkhod v
zaliv Kalderu; Vid ostrova Guahana s zapadnoi
storony v rasstoyanii 5 ¼ Italyanskikh mil.
3) [Four coastal profiles of Manila Bay and
South China Sea Islands, ca. 70x24 cm]: Vid
gory Maribellas na NO N, v rasstoyanii 35 mil

Italyanskikh; Vid ostr. Bashi v rasstoyanii 6
Ital. mil, S. okonechnost na SW 76° po komp.
snyat Gard. Tabulevichem; Vid ostr. Graftona
v rasstoyanii 5 Ital mil, N-ya okonechnost
na NO 21 ½°. snyat Gard. Tabulevichem; Vid
vkhoda v Manilskuyu bukhtu v rasstoyanii
ot ostr. Koredgidora 10 Ital mil, sredina sego
ostrova byla na NO 63° po komp. snyat Gard.
Tabulevichem; Ost. Sinalan SO 80°.
4) [Four coastal profiles Manila Bay and South
China Sea Islands, ca. 58x24 cm]: Vid beregov pri
vkhode v Zaliv Manilly, chto na ostrove Lukonii;
Ostrov Sinalan na SO 80°, po sim pelengam
nakhodilis v rasstoyanii 10 mil Italyanskikh ot
ostr. Koredgidora; Vid ostrova Dokana na rumbe
SW 76°00’; Vid ostrova Toti na rumbe SW 79°00’
v rasstoyanii 10 mil Italyanskikh.
5) [Four coastal profiles of Sumatra and
Gaspar Strait islands, ca. 23,5x57 cm]: Vid
mysa Tosina na rumbe SO 11°00’ v rasstoyanii
15 mil Italyanskikh; Vid ostrova Banki mysa
Rio na rumbe NW 74°00’ v rasstoyanii 11 mil
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Italyanskikh; Vid ostrova Gaspara na rumbe
NO 84°00’ v rasstoyanii 9 mil Italyanskikh;
Vid ostrova Srednyego na rumbe SW 22°30’
v rasstoyanii 10 mil Italyanskikh; Vid ostrova
Sumatry.
6) [Two coastal profiles of Java and Table
Mountain, ca. 58x24 cm]: Vid Yuzhnogo mysa
ostrova Yavy, snyat na rumbe SO 28°00’; Vid
Stolovoy Gory mysa D.N. v rasstoyanii 36 mil
Italyanskikh na NNO, snyat Gard. Tabulevichem.
7) Plan porta Svyatago Ludovika Apry na
zapadnoi storonye ostrova Guahana, odnogo iz
Marianskikh [Folding plan of Port of San Luis de
Apra, western Guam, ca. 41,5x25 cm];
8) Vid ostrova i goroda Fayala s Chapmanova
kamnya [Folding view of the island and city of
Fayal, ca. 43,5x25 cm];
9) Plan vkhoda v gavan Gonoruru na ostrove
Vuagu. Sostavlen gardemarinom Tabulevichem
[Folding plan of the entrance to the Honolulu
harbour, ca. 42x30 cm];
10) Plan zaliva Rumyantseva na severozapadnom beregu Ameriki, s oznacheniyem
glubiny v futakh [Folding plan of Rumyantsev
(Bodega) Bay, ca. 42,5x25 cm];
11) Plan Fayalskogo Reida [Folding plan
of the Fayal Island crossroads, the Azores, ca.
46x30,5 cm];
12) Plan zaliva Umaty, nakhodyashchegosya v
Yugo-Zapadnoi chasti ostrova Guahana [Folding
plan of the Umatac Bay, southwestern Guam, ca.
40,5x25 cm].
Vol. 2.
1) Karta zaliva Chiniatskogo,
nakhodyashchegosya pri ostrove Kadyake so
vkhodom v Pavlovskuyu gavan k selyeniyu
Rossiisko-Amerikanskoi Kompanii. Sostavlena po
opisi, sdelannoi v 1808, 1809 i 1810kh godakh
byvshimi tam morskimi ofitserami [Folding
map of the Chiniak Bay on Kodiak Island, partly
outlined in colour, ca. 48x53,5 cm];
2) Karta zaliva Sitkhi, nakhodyashchegosya
u severo-zapadnogo berega Ameriki, s
oznacheniyem vkhoda k glavnomu RossiiskoAmerikanskoi Kompanii Seleniyu, imenuyemomu
Novo-Arkhangelsk. Sostalvena po opisi,
proizvedyonnoi v 1809 godu morskimi
ofitserami [Large folding map of Sitka Bay and
other adjoining parts of Russian possessions on
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the northwest coast of America, ca. 94,5x64 cm].
3) Folding engraved table “of various
positions of a sailing ship anchored on one
anchor, when there is a current” (after p. lxxxviii,
ca. 25x40,5 cm).
“V.M. Golovnin, one of the outstanding Russian
naval officers of the nineteenth century, made
several voyages to the North Pacific and to the
northwest coast of America. He has left valuable
accounts of his voyages and of the investigation
of the state of the Russian colonies in America,
which he conducted by order of the emperor
in 1818. <…> The work described herein is of
utmost importance and of great rarity” (LadaMocarski 82).
“At the beginning of vol. 1 (usually just
before the h.t.) there should be found “an
announcement” dated Sept. 25, 1823, and
signed by Golovnin’s initials, V.G. In this
announcement the author referring to vol. 2
(pp. [6 and 7]), which lists all the maps, plans
and views belonging to this work, indicates
that, in accordance with the wishes of the
Emperor, the plates of views, portraits, etc., are
to be engraved and printed separately by the
Academy of Arts. Maps and plans, on the other
hand, are already finished and will be found in
the work, with the exception of the General Map
of Russian Possessions in the North East Ocean.
The publication of this particular map has been
postponed pending the receipt of information
from the Russian navigators who were charged
by the Government and the R.-A. Co. with the
exploration of the northwest coast of America.
As regards the engraving of the plates of views,
the Academy has not yet started this work, but
the necessary instructions are being given to
this effect. In order not to withhold from the
public any longer the narrative of this voyage,
which has been printed for some time, the
Admiralty Department has decided to issue it
without these plates of views, inasmuch as they
will probably be ready in the near future” (LadaMocarski 82).
“Golovnin sighted the island of Hawaii on
October 19 [1818] and anchored at Kealakekua
Bay on the 20th, there trading and examining
both Kaawaloa and Kealakekua before
continuing to Kailua, Kona. While his interview

with Kamehameha was short, as the king
wanted to play a game, he records perceptive
remarks on various chiefs and mentions the
wives of Kamehameha.
At Oahu (October 27) he met American
captains, saw Boki, Don Marin, and various
chiefs, and dined with Captain Davis. Golovnin
proceeded to Waimea, Kauai, and departed
Hawaii November 3, 1818. A supplemental
chapter summarizes social, political and
commercial conditions at the time of his visit.
Golovnin’s account of the Hawaiian “Lauri” is
found in the appendix. <…>
This narrative includes one of the earliest
maps of Honolulu. Volume 1 has a folding map
(Plan of Honolulu, 36,5x26 cm) that shows
“Kriepost Akamana” (Fort Akamana) and beside a
house “C.B.” with legend B “Dom Amerikanskikh

korabelshchikov” (house of American
shipbuilders) [and] C. “Pristan” (pier). Above and
to the left is a European house with A. “Dom
Ispantsa Manini” (the house of the Spaniard
Manini). Above this is marked D. “Domiki,
shalashi i khizheny zhiteley” (houses of straw,
huts and shacks of the [local] inhabitants)”
(Forbes 545).
Svodny Katalog XIX 1856, Wiskersham 6164,
Smith 3639, Howes G 232.
SOLD
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[SIBERIA]
Bekker, Wilhelm Ivanovich. Zhizn i Opizaniye Puteshestviya Kazaka Nazimova iz
Vostochnoi Sibiri, s Granits Kitayskoy Imperii v Sanktpeterburg Peshkom. Sochineniye
Sibiryaka V. Bekkera [i.e. Life and Account of the Travel of Cossack Nazimov from Eastern
Siberia, from the Frontiers of the Chinese Empire to Saint-Petersburg, by Foot. Written by
V. Bekker, a Siberian].
St. Petersburg: Privileged typ. of Fischer, 1831.
Octavo (ca. 23,5x14,5 cm). [6], 112, 12 pp. With
a lithographed portrait frontispiece (drawn by
A. Notbek, lithographed by A. Radtsikh). Period
brown quarter calf with marbled papered
boards; spine with faded gilt-tooled decorations
and a gilt-lettered title. Previous owner’s name
in manuscript on verso of the frontispiece.
A partly removed stamp and an ink note of
a Soviet bookshop on the rear pastedown
endpaper. Binding rubbed on extremities,
corners slightly bumped, spine with cracks on
hinges, occasional mild staining of the text, but
overall a very good copy of this rare book in very
original condition.
First edition. Very rare Russian imprint
with only one paper copy found in Worldcat
(University of Chicago); its scan became the
basis of all available e-copies. The book has
never been translated into other languages; the
second edition (looking more like a reprint) was
published in 2012 (Moscow: Librokom, 2012).
A rare private Russian imprint with an
unusual story of a partly religious, partly loyalist
pilgrimage from Verknudinsk in Eastern Siberia
(modern-day Ulan-Ude, Buryatia) to Saint
Petersburg. The Siberian Kossak Andrey Nazimov
(ca. 1786 – after 1843), decided to undertake
a journey by foot from Verknudinsk to Saint
Petersburg to fulfil his dream and see Russian
Emperor Nicholas I and his family. Nazimov left
Kyakhta on March 2, 1840 and reached Saint
Petersburg a year later, walking via Lake Baikal,
Irkutsk, Nizhneudinsk, Krasnoyarsk, Tomsk, Omsk,
Yekaterinburg, Kazan, Yadrin (Chuvashiya) and
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Moscow. He then went on a side journey to the
Valaam Monastery on Lake Ladoga and returned
to Saint Petersburg in April 1841, where he
was received and bestowed with presents by
the Emperor and his family. Nazimov stayed in
the capital until July 1841 and was received
by several representatives of the Russian
elite circles. On the way back, he made a side
trip to Kyiv and Voronezh and returned to
Verkhneudinsk in July 1842.
Most of the book is a detailed description
of Nazimov’s journey. Several passages talk
about his numerous misfortunes – when he
was forced to join a party of runaway convicts
on the way from Kansk to Krasnoyarsk, was
almost murdered by robbers on the border of
the Tomsk province, or was robbed and tied to
a bridge on the border between the Orenburg
and Kazan provinces. Over a dozen pages are
dedicated to the story of his attempts to be
received by the Emperor and the audience itself.
There is a detailed list of Nazimov’s presents:
a golden watch from the Emperor, a snuffbox
from the Empress, an icon of the Mother of God,
the Bible and several other religious books from
the other members of the Imperial family. The
lithographed frontispiece portrays Nazimov
with all his presents and a marble bust of
Nicholas I. Other interesting passages describe
the Sarov Monastery and its head Rev. Ilarion,
the churches of Irkutsk, Vladimir, Rostov, Uglich,
Moscow, Tver, Torzhok, Novgorod, the Trinity
Lavra of St. Sergius, Valaam Monastery, and
many others. A four-page passage describes the
visit of Alexander I to the Valaam Monastery in

the autumn of 1815, which took place during a
major storm on Lake Ladoga.
The book’s author is Wilhelm Bekker, a Saint
Petersburg bureaucrat who either originated
or previously lived in Siberia. A passage on p.
95 most likely refers to Nazimov and Bekker’s
meeting in Saint Petersburg in April 1841: “In
the crowd, Nazimov met a Siberian he knew
before, who had served in Kyakhta. They started
a conversation, and when the bureaucrat got
to know that the Kossack didn’t have a place
to stay, he invited him to stay in his place.”
Apparently, Bekker’s story is based on his talks
with Nazimov during the latter’s stay in Saint
Petersburg in the spring of 1841. The last
twelve pages are occupied with an excerpt from
Nazimov’s original travel diary, describing his
journey from Kazan to Vladimir in SeptemberOctober 1840. Later in life, Bekker authored

several more books, dedicated to his travels to
Nizhny Novgorod (Puteshestviye iz Peterburga
do Nizhnego Novgoroda vodyanum putyom, M.,
1952), the Saratov province (Vospominaniya o
Saratovskoy gubernii, M., 1852), Russian Baltic
provinces (Poyezdka v Ostzeyskiye gubernii,
M., 1852) and the Italian Bari (Puteshestviye
irkutyanina v Bargrad dlia pokloneniya
moshcham sciatitelya Nikolaya Chudotvortsa,
SPb., 1861).
Overall a rare illustrated 19th-century Russian
account of a foot journey from modern-day
Buryatiya and Lake Baikal to Saint Petersburg.
More about Nazimov: Polovtsev, A. Russkiy
Biograficheskiy Slovar (vol. 11); Biblioteka dlia
chteniya (1842, vol. 50, pp. 25-28); Severnaya
Pchela (1841, No. 260, p. 1); Vologodskiye
Gubernskiye Vedomosti (1843, No. 8, pp. 75-79).
Price: $6,500 USD
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[HAWAII, SINGAPORE, PHILIPPINES]
Dobell, Peter/Petr Vasil’evich; [Dzhunkovsky, A.S.] Puteshestviia i Noveishiia
Nabliudeniia v Kitae, Manille i Indo-Kitaiskom Arkhipelage Byvshego Rossiiskogo
Generalnogo Konsula na Filippinskikh Ostrovakh, Kollezhskogo Sovetnika Petra Dobelia,
Sostavil i s Angliiskogo Perevel, s Vysochaishego Soizvolenia A. Dzh. [i.e. Travels and
Latest Observations in China, Manila and the Indo-China Archipelago by a Former
Russian Consul General in the Philippine Islands, Collegiate Councillor Petr Dobell,
Compiled and Translated from English, by the Highest Permission A. Dzh.].
St. Petersburg: N. Grech, 1833. Octavo, 2 vols.
Xxxvi [i-ii - t.p., iii-vii – table of contents, ix-x
- dedication to K. Bulgakov, xi-xii - second
dedication, xiii-xxxvi – translator’s preface
& Dobell’s biography], 237, [1 - errata]; [2 –
t.p.], vii – table of contents, 272 pp. With two
lithographed frontispieces (A. Bruloff fecit,
Lith. V. Langer). Period style brown full sheep
bindings housed in a brown cloth slipcase.
Spines with gilt-tooled ornaments and giltlettered title labels; Occasional very mild foxing,
a couple of pencil markings in text, but overall a
very good set of this rare work.
First edition. Very rare Russian imprint with
only six paper copies found in Worldcat. This
is the first Russian edition, published three
years after the first English edition («Travels
in Kamtchatka and Siberia,» 2 vols., London,
1830). The Russian edition contains seven new
chapters and seven supplements, not present in
the English edition, with the important account
of Dobell’s voyage to Hawaii and the audience
with King “Riho-Riho” (Kamehameha II), the
text of Kamehameha II’s 1820 letter to Russian
Emperor Alexander I, Dobell’s first biography
and original descriptions of the Philippines,
Singapore, and the Malay Archipelago. The first
French edition in one volume (Sept années en
Chine… Paris, 1838) is a direct translation from
the Russian edition done by Russian prince
Emmanuel Mikhailovich Golitsin/Galitzine
(1805-1853). It has no text difference with the
Russian edition (apart from some changes in the
order and structure of chapters xiii-xvii). Forbes
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was incorrect in his statement that “the author’s
remarks on his voyage to Hawaii are not in this
[Russian] edition” (Forbes 836). In fact, they are
present in the Russian edition (pp. 111-129) and
make it superior in significance to the French
one.
The Russian edition contains thirteen
chapters from the first English edition, dedicated
to Dobell’s travels across China, the Philippines
and South-East Asia in 1798-1828, with nice
descriptions of Canton, Macao, Pearl River,
Bocca Tigris, Whampoa (Pazhou) Island, Chinese
manners and customs, etc. The whole part about
“Travels in Kamtchatka” in 1813-1812 from the
English edition (the entire first volume and the
first four chapters of the second volume) is not
included. As the Russian translator noted, “Since
Siberia, thanks to endeavours of many of our
travellers, is known to the public much better
than China, I had the courage to publish only
what the respected Author communicated to us
about the latter…” (Preface, p. xiii-xiv).
Seven additional chapters (XIII, XIV, XV, XVII,
XVIII, XIX, and XX) base on Dobell’s private
diaries (Preface, p. xiv). They contain information
about Dobell’s success in salvaging and selling
the remnants of the ship “Albion” wrecked
near Whampoa Island in 1807, the rescue of
Boston ship “Atahualpa” from Chinese pirates or
“Ladrones” in 1806, the rescue of Philadelphia
ship “Asia” at the Bocca Tigris strait in 1807
(with an original article on ginseng written by
the Russian translator), Admiral William’s Drury
occupation of Macao during the Napoleonic

Wars in 1808, etc. Two chapters (XVII and XVII)
give one of the first overviews in the Russian
language of the islands of South-East Asia and
the Malay Peninsula. They contain stories about
Borneo, Sumatra, Formosa (Taiwan), the Bugis
Kingdom of Wajoq in south Sulawesi (mistakenly
called a separate island), the foundation of
Singapore, tin mining and trade, opium, Javanese
coffee and the raise of its consumption, Chinese
settlers, trade with Chinese and Europeans,
prospects of potential advantages for Russia
to start the trade with South-East Asia, etc.
Two chapters describe Manila, the Luzon Island
and the cholera riots in October 1820. The
chapter about Dobell’s visit to Hawaii describes
King Kamehameha II, retells the conversation
between him and Dobell, and gives details
of Dobell’s speech at the Hawaiian Chiefs’
council, mentioning prime minister William
Pitt Kalanimoku. There is also an account of
the letter from Kamehameha II to Alexander
I, talking about the issues with the RussianAmerican Company after Georg Schaeffer’s
attempt to establish a Russian colony on Atuvai
(Kauai) Island in 1815-1817.
The preface contains the first biography of
Dobell, compiled by the translator and based
on Dobell’s diaries and oral stories (Preface, p.
xvi). The main text is accompanied by seven
supplements, including articles from “some
Russian and foreign periodicals,” the text of
Kamehameha II’s letter to Alexander I and a
concise dictionary of selected Chinese words
and names. Two supplements to vol. 1 are
dedicated to Chinese wedding customs: “An
excerpt from the translations from Chinese
by Mr. Henry Matthew Clark” (p. 223-228),
“Customs at Chinese weddings in Peking” by
“L-sky” [Russian sinologist Zakhar Fyodorovich
Leontievsky] (pp. 228-237). Supplements to vol.
2: “About the Chinese migration [to Southeast
and Southern India]” (pp. 222-233); “About
Manila, [by a German traveller]” (pp. 233-248);
“Chinese Army” (from Z. Leontievsky’s article in
the “Severnaya Pchela” newspaper; pp. 248-260);
“The Letter by King Rio-Rio” (pp. 260-265); “A list
of Chinese words, used in this book, with their
Canton and Peking pronunciation and with their
modern orthography approved by Orientalists”
(pp. 266-272).

An American of Irish origin, Peter Dobell
(1775-1852) graduated from Philadelphia
University and took part in the American War
of Independence (1775-1783). In 1798 he went
on a first trade voyage to Canton (Guangzhou)
where he settled in 1803. Until 1828 he
actively travelled along the coast of southern
China and across South-East Asia, especially
the Philippines. In 1805 Dobell helped Adam
von Krusenstern, the leader of the first Russian
circumnavigation (1803-1806), settling the
trade affairs of the expedition with the Canton
merchants, and received for this a diamond ring
from the Russian Emperor Alexander I. Dobell
actively promoted the idea of establishing trade
between Russia and South-East Asia, seeing
this as an opportunity of supplying cheap food
and other goods to Russian settlements in
Kamchatka, North Pacific and Alaska. In 1812 he
brought the first cargo of salt and provisions to
Kamchatka and then crossed Siberia to present
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his plan of the establishment of trade relations
with the Philippines to the Russian government.
In 1817 the Imperial decree founded the
Russian General Consulate in Manila which
became the first Russian diplomatic post in
South-East Asia. Dobell took Russian citizenship
and became the first Russian consul in the
Philippines (he held the post until 1820). In
1819 Dobell proceeded to Kamchatka, planning
to travel to Manila on frigate “Kamchatka”
under the command of Vasily Golovnin. Since
he missed Golovnin, who had left Petropavlovsk
earlier, Dobell took command of his own brig,
hired “7 or 8 sailors, half of which were the
inhabitants of the Sandwich Islands, and two
navigators” (Preface, p. xx) and travelled to
Hawaii. He stayed there for two months and
had an audience with King Kamehameha II and
Hawaiian chiefs. The king presented Dobell
with a letter to Emperor Alexander I. While
in Manila, Dobell witnessed the cholera riots
in October 1820; his house and library got
pillaged. His attempts to establish a continuous
trade between the Philippines and Kamchatka
proved unsuccessful, and the Russian consulate
in Manila officially closed in 1826. Throughout
the 19th century, the duties of Russian consuls
in the Philippines were carried out by local
merchants of different nationalities. The first
full-functioning consulate didn’t open before
establishing diplomatic relations between
the Soviet Union and the Philippines in 1976.
Dobell returned to Saint Petersburg in 1828.
Later he served as a Russian consul in Denmark.
The translator and compiler of the Russian
edition Alexander Dzhunkovsky (1804-1850)
who hid under the abbreviation “A. Dzh.,” was an
Active State Councillor, censor, agronomist and
secretary of the Russian Free Economic Society
(Gennadi, G. Spravochny Slovar o Russkikh
Pisateliakh i Uchenykh Umershikh v XVIII i XIX
Stoletiyakh. Vol. 1. A-E. Berlin, 1876, p. 298).
The two lithograph frontispieces portraying a
man and a woman from Manila were executed
after the original drawings of Alexander Brullov
(1798-1877), prominent Russian artist and
architect, professor of the Imperial Academy
of Arts and the elder brother of the famous
Russian painter Karl Brullov (1799-1852).

Dobell was «an Irish trader and adventurer,
[who] had formerly been a merchant at
Canton. In return for negotiating the safety of
Krusenstern’s ship, which in 1804 was on the
point of being seized by the Chinese at Canton,
Tsar Alexander rewarded Dobell with the
position of Russian consul-general to the Pacific
Ocean. The appointment forced him to quit
Canton and forfeit his business. From his base
at Manila in the Philippines, Dobell travelled
widely in the Pacific, visiting the Sandwich
Islands and the ports of Siberia» (Howgego
1800-1850, C39).
Cordier Sinica 2109; (Forbes 836 about the
Russian edition and 1090 about the French
edition); Howgego 1800-1850, C39; Hill 484
(about the English edition); Nerhood 155 (about
the English edition).
a chteniya (1842, vol. 50, pp. 25-28);
Severnaya Pchela (1841, No. 260, p. 1);
Vologodskiye Gubernskiye Vedomosti (1843, No.
8, pp. 75-79).
Price: $12,500 USD
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[CHINA. PRESENTATION COPY, RARE COMPLETE SET OF ORIGINAL
PUBLISHERS’ WRAPPERS]
Kovalevsky (or Kovalevski), Yegor (Egor) Petrovich. Puteshestvie v Kitai [i.e. Travel to
China].
St. Petersburg: Typ. of Korolyov and Co., 1853.
Octavo. 2 vols. bound together. [4], iii, 199; [4], iii,
213, [1 - errata] pp. With four tinted lithographed
plates. Period Russian brown quarter sheep with
marbled papered boards; gilt-lettered title on
the spine. Original publishers’ wrappers for both
parts bound in (both front and rear wrappers).
Author’s ink presentation inscription of the front
wrapper to part 1: “To Konstantin Nikolayevich
Boborykin from Kovalevsky in memory of…
[illegible].” Binding rubbed on extremities,
wrappers and several leaves of text with minor
stains, the last five leaves of part 2 with minor
holes, paper slightly age-toned, but overall a
very good copy of this rare work.
First and only edition. Very rare Russian
imprint with only four paper copies found
in Worldcat (Library of Congress, Columbia
University, University of Wisconsin, University
of California Berkeley). First and only Russian
edition. It was never published in European
languages. The only translation of parts of the
account into English was never published, and a
photocopy of this typescript by Alison Jean DrayNovey is deposited in the library of Harvard
University. The first published translation was
Chinese “Kui shi Zijincheng” (Beijing, 2004).
Original account of an early Russian travel
to China, written by noted Russian traveller
and diplomat Yegor Kovalevsky. In July 1849 –
July 1850, he accompanied to Beijing the 13th
missionary delegation of the Russian Orthodox
church (Russkaya Dukhovnaya Missiya v Pekine),
led by archimandrite Pallady (Kafarov, 18171878). Kovalevsky persuaded Chinese authorities
to allow the mission to follow the most
convenient route to Beijing across the Gobi
Desert via Ulan-Bator and Kalgan (Zhangjiakou),
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used only by Chinese trade caravans before.
During his travel, Kovalevsky documented
the mission’s route, studied Chinese history
and customs, and collected minerals, seeds,
tea plants, and Chinese books for the Russian
Academy of Sciences. After his return to Kyakhta,
Kovalevsky proceeded to Kulja (Yining). In
August 1851, he signed the Treaty, which opened
Chungaria for Russian traders via Kulja and
Chuguchak (modern-day Tacheng).
“Puteshestvie v Kitai” contains a detailed
description of the new route from Kyakhta
to Beijing. Several chapters talk about the
architecture and history of the Chinese capital
(the Forbidden City, the Observatory, Beijing
markets, the quarters of the Russian Orthodox
Mission, Russian schools, quarters of Mongolian
and Korean representatives et al.). There are
also interesting notes on the coal and gold
mines near Beijing, the state of Christianity in
China, opium smoking and the First Opium War,
tea growing and tea trade, book printing and
bookshops, et al. Pp. 154-199 of vol. 1 contain
the “Travel Journal from Russian Border to
Peking, 1849.” The illustrations include two
lithographs after the original drawings of the
mission’s official artist Ivan Chmutov (1817-65):
“A view from the Great Wall of China” (showing
Russian officers and an Orthodox priest),
and “A street scene in Bejijng.” The other two
lithographs by a Vienna artist A. Jovanovic depict
a Chinese man smoking a pipe and Beijing
street musicians.
The presentation inscription is addressed
to Russian statesman Konstantin Nikolayevich
Boborykin (1829-1904), who served as the first
Russian consul in Urga (Ulan-Bator) in 18611863.

Overall an attractive presentation copy of an
important Russian account of China in the mid19th century.
Yegor Kovalevsky took part in the military
expedition of count Perovsky to Khiva in 1839.
In the early 1840s, he widely travelled across
Central Asia and Europe (Afghanistan, Kashmir,
the Balkans, the Carpathians). He led the first
Russian expedition to Africa (1847-48) and
discovered gold deposits in the Fazogli district
of modern-day southeastern Sudan (on the
border with Ethiopia). Kovalevsky became one
of the first geographers who opposed the theory
that the Mountains of the Moon were the source
of the White Nile. It was fully disproved by

Speke and Burton only in the late 1850s. After
his travel to China in 1849-51, Kovalevsky took
an active part in the signing of the RussianChinese Treaty of Aigun (1858), which brought
to Russia the territories north of the Amur
River. Kovalevsky was the director of the Asiatic
Department of the Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (1856-1861), an honorary member of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences (1857), a member
of the Russian Geographical Society (1847) and
its vice-chairman in 1856-62.
Price: $5,250 USD
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[CALIFORNIA]
Bunzo, Maekawa & Sakai, Junzo. 海外異聞 [Kaigai Ibun - Ichi Mei Amerika Shinwa: A
Strange Tale from Overseas, or a New Account of America].
Tokyo: Seifuen Juō, Kaei kōin, [1854]. Complete
in 5 vols. Quarto (ca. 25x17,5 cm). [26], [20],
[21], [18], [15] double leaves, including a
double page woodblock hand coloured map
showing East Asia, North Pacific and North
America, woodcut title vignette and thirty-nine
hand coloured woodblock illustrations (with
thirteen double page). Text and illustrations
within single borders (ca. 18,3x12,4 cm), main
text ten vertical lines. Original Japanese fukuro
toji bindings: white paper covers finished with
brown brush strokes, with paper title labels on
the front covers; leaves sewn together with
strings. Previous owner’s stamps on the first and
last leaves of each volume; owner’s inscriptions
on the inner sides of the back covers. Vol. 2
with several pencil written kanji on the upper
margins. Housed in a later Japanese cloth
portfolio. Text with several minor worm holes
neatly repaired, otherwise a very good set.
“In August 1841 Hatsutaro, a peasant from
Awa joined the crew of the Eju-maru (Eijumaru) owned by Nakamuraya Ihei of Hyogo.
The ship had a crew of thirteen, captained by
Zensuke Inoue of Susami in Kishu. On a voyage
from Hyogo to southern Oshu, the ship drifted
in a storm for four months until the crew was
rescued by a Spanish vessel and brought to
San Jose del Cabo on the southern tip of Baja
California. While Hatsutaro and a few of the
others learnt Spanish, the remainder of the
crew worked on a farm until such time as they
were able to travel to Mazatlan, where they
took passage to Japan. In 1844 Hatsutaro and
his captain reached Canton in an American
merchantman, then returned to Japan by way
of Zhapu (Zhejiang province, China) aboard a
Chinese junk.., The sailors were cross examined
by the Awa clan lord, it being forbidden under
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normal circumstances for Japanese to travel
abroad. A narrative of the voyage was compiled
from the recollections of Hatsutaro by Bunzo
Maekawa (a Confucian scholar) and Sakai
Junzo, and published with forty-one woodblock
illustrations in Japan in 1854” (Howgego,
Encyclopedia of Exploration, 1800 to 1850, H11).
“Hatsutaro’s narrative circulated first in
manuscript copies, possibly as early as 1844. His
report was incorporated in 1846 into another
manuscript, Amerika chikushi, by Inoue Shin’yo.
The full text, but lacking Maekawa Bunzo’s
preface, was first printed in 1854, issued by
Seifuen Juo with the title Kaigai Ibun: America
shinwa (A Strange Tale from Overseas, or a
New Account of America). It was printed by
woodblock in five slender volumes; the first two
comprise the narrative in chronological order,
and the remaining volumes for an encyclopedia
on “American” geography, climate, inhabitants,
living conditions, customs, artifacts, and natural
life. The set is illustrated with many woodblock
prints in colour” (Kaigai Ibun/ Baja California
Travel Series/ Ed. By Edwin Carpenter & Glen
Dawson. Vol. 20. Los Angeles, 1970, p. 18).
The book was illustrated by Morizumi Tsurana
(1809-1892), “a Sumiyoshi painter who lived in
Osaka. He trained under Watanabe Hiroteru (fl.
Early 19th century) and later under Sumiyoshi
Hirotsura (1793-1863). He specialized in the
depiction of historical subjects. Sadateru
is one of his go (artist names), used before
he adopted the name Tsurana. He exhibited
at the Naikoku Kaiga Kyoshinkai (Domestic
Painting Competition) and the Naikoku Kangyo
Hakurankai (Japanese Domestic Industrial
Exhibition) and served on the Art Committee of
the Imperial Household” (Bonhams).
Price: $6,500 USD
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[SAKHALIN]
Suzuki, Shigehisa; Matsuura, Takeshiro; Utagawa, Sadahide. Karafuto Nikki [i.e. Diary
of Sakhalin].
Edo [Tokyo]: Harimaya Katsugoro zohan, Ansei 7
[January 1860]. 2 vols. Quarto (ca. 25x17,5 cm).
28, 34 double-ply leaves; with 8 double-page
and five single-page woodblock illustrations
in text. Text and illustrations within single
border, main text ten vertical lines. Illustrated
by “Hashimoto Gyokurano ga”. Original Japanese
fukuro toji bindings: green paper covers with
leaves sewn together with strings and original
paper title labels on the front covers. Several
ink stamps on the title page and first and last
leaves of both volumes, some partly removed
(one names the owner “Ishikawa bunko”); large
red ink stamp on verso of leaf 19 in volume 2.
Housed in a later Japanese cloth folder with
a paper label of a Japanese bookshop inside
the upper cover. Covers and title labels slightly
rubbed, otherwise a very good set.
First edition. Very rare Japanese imprint
with only six paper copies found in Worldcat.
Interesting original account of a Japanese
exploratory travel to the Southern Sakhalin
Island at the time of its early colonization,
both by Japan (in the south) and Russia (in the
north). Shigenisa Suzuki, a Japanese official,
went on a six-day trip from Kushunkotan village
(modern-day Russian town of Korsakov, Aniva
Bay) up the Susuya River and thence overland
to the Naibutsu village (modern-day UstDolinka) on the east coast of the island; he
then crossed the island to the Maanui on the
west coast, and returned home via Shiranushi
– the southernmost Japanese settlement on
Sakhalin, exactly across the Strait of Laperouse
from Soya (Hokkaido). The book was edited and
supplemented with commentaries by Matsuura
Takeshiro Genkuwo, “a native of the province of
Ise,” wro also travelled in the southern Sakhalin,
in 1859 (Transactions and Proceedings of the
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Japan Society of London. Vol. IV. London, 1900, p.
21). The illustrations were done by prominent
Japanese woodblock print artist Utagawa
Sadahide “a senior pupil of Kunisada, <…> [who]
produced many single-sheet prints and book
illustrations. Sadahide is unquestionably the
most gifted of the numerous Japanese artists
who reported pictorially the crucial period
of Western influence in the country’s history”
(British Museum online).
Suzuki gives vivid descriptions of the Ainu
people of Sakhalin, their houses, manners and
customs. He also briefly describes the remnants
of the Russian post near the mouth of the
Susuya River, known as fort Muravyovsky, the
first Russian settlement on Sakhalin. Founded
by a Russian navigator and explorer Gennady
Nevelskoy on 21 September O.S./ 3 October N.S.
1853 on the site of the Ainu village Kushinkotan
on the shore of the Salmon Inlet of the Aniva
Bay, the fort was relocated to the mainland
shore of the Strait of Tartary in May 1854 (i.e. A
few months before Suzuki’s travel) due to the
beginning of the Crimean War. It was rebuilt in
1869 under the name of fort Korsakovsky.
“A good general account of Sakhalin and
its inhabitants, founded on the personal
experiences of the two authors, whose journeys
there were made at different times. Matsuura’s
notes give the native Aino etymology of the
place-names of Sakhalin” (Chamberlain, B.H.
The Language, Mythology, and Geographical
Nomenclature of Japan viewed in the Light
of Aino Studies// Memoirs of the Literature
College, Imperial University of Japan, No. 1.
Tokyo, 1887, p. 160).
A list of illustrations:
1) Entering the Harbour of Kushinkotan
(showing Mount Shushuya);

2) Map of the Shushuya Track;
3) The Great Fuki plant of North Yezo
(Petasites sp.);
4) [Ainu water vessel?];
5) [Native plants of Sakhalin];
6) [Suzuki crossing a bridge made of a tree
trunk, welcomed by the Ainus];
7) Sabuni exhibiting his treasures (Interior of
a Sakhalin Ainu hut);
8) View of Naibutsu;
9) An Ainu family (the woman is tattooed
round the mouth, one of the children is
preparing a “Todo” (sea lion) skin, the husband
is making “Yenawo,” who of which finished are
shown on his right);
10) The Bay of Chikaberoshinai (the distant

mountain on the left is Tosso-Nobori);
11) Kushun Ruver and Cape Yenrun;
12) Notoshamu, with Cape Kukke;
13) The Shrine of Benten (the Goddess
Benzaiten) at Shiranushi (on the Horizon, from
right to left are Todo Isle, Refunshiri and Rushiri,
and Soya).
This is a rare first edition of the book, the
second edition being published only in 2013
(Sapporo: Hokkaidō Shuppan Kikaku Sentā,
2013.) English translation was published in:
The Twenty-Fourth Ordinary Meeting, December
11, 1895// Transactions and Proceedings of the
Japan Society of London. Vol. IV. London, 1900,
pp. 19-48.
Price: $2,500 USD
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[RUSSIAN AMERICAN COMPANY IN ALASKA, CALIFORNIA & HAWAII]
Materyaly dlya Istorii Russkikh Zaseleniy po Beregam Vostochnogo Okeana: Prilozheniye
k Morskomu Sborniku: Vyp. 1-4 [i.e. Materials for the History of Russian Settlements on
the Shores of the Eastern Ocean/ Supplements to Morskoy Sbornik. Parts 1-4].
St. Petersburg: Naval Typ., 1861. Octavo.
Complete set of four parts. [4], 126; [4], 130;
[2], 174, 2; [4], 240 pp. (= 686 pp.). With four
folding tables at rear (supplements to Part
4). Ink stamps of the private library of G.F.
Denisenko on the title pages to parts 1 and 3;
19th-century public library ink stamp on p. 9,
part 2. Period Russian black quarter sheep with
marbled papered boards; spine with faded gilt
lettered title and initials of an owner “G.A.D.” on
the bottom. Binding with minor cracks on hinges
neatly repaired, paper slightly age toned and
with some mild damp staining at the end, new
old endpapers but overall a very good copy of
this rare work.
First and only edition. Very rare complete set
of the first Russian government publication
about the Russian American Company and the
history of its activities in Alaska, the Aleutian
Islands, California, Russian Far East and Hawaii.
The edition consists of four parts which were
issued as supplements to the issues 1-4 (1861)
of “Morskoy Sbornik” – the official magazine
of the Russian Navy since 1848, supervised
by the Scientific Committee of the Naval
Ministry. The “Materials…” aimed to showcase
RAC’s weaknesses – its low productivity,
overharvesting of furs and abuse of the native
population of Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.
The ultimate goal of the edition was to
advocate the idea of revoking RAC’s charter and
transferring the administration of the colonies
to the Russian government. This confrontation
between the “pro-government” Alaska party
in the Russian elite circles and the Russian
American Company lasted through the whole
1860s and eventually ended with the sale of
Alaska to the United States in 1867.
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The “Materials…” mostly contain previously
unpublished official correspondence, statistical
papers and reports of eye-witnesses who
were personally involved in the RAC activities.
Among the most valuable materials are the
first publications of three articles by a famous
navigator Vasily Golovnin (1776-1831), detailing
his experiences in Alaska and Kamchatka during
his first and second circumnavigations (180911 and 1817-19), giving in-depth analysis of
RAC’s “benefit” for the state, commerce, shareholders, and Christian faith, and reporting about
the abuse of the Aleutian population. These
three articles were included in Golovnin’s 1864
edition of collected works, also published by
the Naval Ministry. After that, they have never
been reissued and “have become very rare and
are practically unobtainable” (Lada-Mocarski
153). To our knowledge, they have never been
translated into foreign languages.
Also historically significant is the first
publication of the “Notes about America” by the
RAC’s associate and manager for over 30 years
Kirill Khlebnikov (served in Sitka for almost 15
years, 1818-32). The third part of the edition
contains chapters 1 and 6 of Khlebnikov’s
original manuscript, describing in detail history,
economy, native population, health care,
education etc. in Sitka and Fort Ross (California).
Three pages are specially dedicated to the
history and contemporary state of Sitka’s trade
with the Sandwich Islands (pp. 84-88). Chapters
2-5 of the manuscript were first published
in Russian only in 1979 (Russkaya Amerika v
neopublikovannykh zapiskakh K.T. Khlebnikova.
L.: Nauka, 1979); chapter 1 was reissued with
commentaries and indexes in 1985 (Russkaya
Amerika v zapiskakh K.T. Khlebnikova. Novo-

Arkhangelsk. M.: Nauka, 1985); chapter 6
about California has never been reissued. First
English translations of separate chapters were
not published before 1976 (Colonial Russian
America. Kyrill T. Khlebnikov’s Reports, 18171832. Portland: Oregon Historical Society, 1976).
The “Materials…” also contain the
first publication of five pieces of official
correspondence related to Vasily Golovnin’s
second circumnavigation on board the sloop
“Kamchatka” in 1817-1819: four letters between
Golovnin, the Minister of the Navy marquis de
Traversay, Siberian General Governor Ivan Pestel,
and the Director of the seaport in Okhotsk,
talking mainly about alleged or proved abuse
of the inhabitants of the Aleutian and Kurile
Islands by the RAC associates; and a more

detailed report from the office of the Director of
the Okhotsk Port describing several particular
cases of abuse of the Aleuts.
The fourth part includes a rare article by
Kirill Khlebnikov “The initial settlement of
Russians in America,” first published in a Reval
“Raduga” magazine in 1833; and excerpts from
fifteen accounts of voyages that visited the
territories of the Russian American Company
(Vancouver, Davydov, Krusenstern, Lisiansky,
Kotzebue, Golovnin, A. Lazarev, Luetke, Langsdorf,
Roquefeuil, Belcher, Laplace, Duflot de Mofras,
Simpson, and Kellett). The account by Duflot de
Mofras contains an extensive footnote, prepared
by the Russian editor of the “Materials…,”
with a detailed history of Georg Schaeffer’s
attempt of the establishment a Russian colony
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on Hawaii, and a short biography of Shaeffer
based on the original materials from Moscow
archives (mentions Schaeffer’s activities during
Napoleon’s invasion into Russia and his service
in the Moscow police).
In addition to the account by Duflot de Mofras,
the “Materials…” contain more information about
RAC’s relations with the Hawaiian kingdom. The
most important is the paragraph “Trade with
the Sandwich Islands” in Khlebnikov’s “Notes
about America” (part 2, pp. 84-88). It focuses
on the history of Sitka’s trade with Hawaii after
the downfall of Georg Schaeffer, with a list of
goods received by RAC in 1819 and 1824. There
are also notes on the tradition of exchange of
presents between Baranov and Kamehameha
I, the latter’s attempt to establish direct trade
relations with China, King Liho-Liho’s debts,
Americans’ unsuccessful trade on the islands,
etc. The notes about Hawaii scattered across
the text of all four parts, mention particular
incidents and facts related to the islands,
specific trade ships, captains, goods, etc.

Overall a primary source on the history of the
Russian-American Company, with several first
publications of rare obscure materials, some of
which were never reissued.
“One cannot over-emphasize the importance
and the value of these 4 parts of Materials…
Part 1, for instance, has Golovnin’s Notes
regarding the state of the R.-A. Co. in 1818 and
similar information on the status of the Aleuts
at the same time. In part 2 there are Golovnin’s
Remarks about Kamchatka and Russian America
in 1809-1811. The rest of the information is also
most valuable. The present work was printed as
a supplement to four issues of Morskoi Sbornik
for 1861. This work was originally published
in light brown printed paper wrappers. It is, of
course, a great rarity to find in this state, but it
is very rare even if rebound without wrappers in
hardcovers” (Lada-Mocarski 149).
Smith (7090), Mezhov “Siberian Bibliography”
(6915).
Price: $22,500 USD


Supplements (including four folding tables):
Supplement I. Statistical table of settlements,
occupied by the American Company, according
to the reports compiled at the beginning of
1818 [folding]; Supplement II. Data about
the number of inhabitants of the American
Colonies, extracted from “The Notes about the
Islands of the Unalaska Group,” compiled by
Veniaminov (S. Peterburg, 1840); Supplement III.
A. A statement of furs exported by the [Russian]
private companies [in 1745-1803] [folding]; B.
Statement of furs exported by the company of
Shelekhov & Golikov [in 1786-1797], Statement
furs exported by the Hudson’s Bay and Canadian
(or Northwestern) fur companies [in 18061820] [folding]; C. Statement furs exported by
the Russian American Company [in 1798-1822]
[folding].
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[RUSSIAN AMERICAN COMPANY – ALASKA & CALIFORNIA]
Zavalishin, D.I. Rossiisko-Amerikanskaya Kompaniya [i.e. The Russian American
Company].
Moscow: University Typ. 1865. Octavo. 46 pp.
Period style brown quarter sheep with marbled
papered boards and gilt-lettered title on the
spine. Title page and p. 3 with expertly removed
stamps, occasional very mild foxing of the text,
but overall a very good copy of this rare book.
Very rare Russian imprint with only three
paper copies found in Worldcat (Yale University,
University of Wisconsin, British Library St.
Pancras).
An important rare Russian work defending
the Russian American Company at the time
of its crisis and reorganization in the early
1860s. The work was published just two years
before the sale of Alaska to the United States
in 1867. Its author Dmitry Zavalishin (18041893), a talented Russian naval officer, explorer,
political activist and writer, is known for his bold
project of annexing California to the Russian
Empire, which he authored during his stay in
San Francisco in the winter of 1823-1824 (see
more: Mazour, A.G. Dimitry Zavalishin: Dreamer
of a Russian American Empire// Pacific Historical
Review. Vol. 5, No. 1 (Mar. 1936), pp. 26-37). An
offspring of an influential Russian noble family
and a son of a prominent military commander
of the Napoleonic Wars, Zavalishin took part in
the 1822-1825 Russian circumnavigation on
board frigate “Kreiser” under the command of
the Antarctic explorer Mikhail Lazarev (17881851). During his 79-days stay in San Francisco
in November 1823 – February 1824, Zavalishin
attempted to convince the Commandant of the
Presidio of Santa Barbara Don Jose de la Guerra
y Noriega (1779-1858) to declare himself the
Governor of California, announce the region’s
independence from Mexico and then to turn
it into a Russian protectorate. To effectively
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administer the future Russian California,
Zavalishin invented the international fraternity
society, which he named the “Order of Recovery”
(Orden Vosstanovleniya; the order’s manuscript
statute and rules can be seen on the website
of the State Archive of the Russian Federation:
https://statearchive.ru/1075). Zavalishin
offered the membership to several Russian and
Spanish public figures in the Pacific Northwest,
including Guerra y Noriega, the head of the
Catholic Mission San Francisco Solano Fr. Jose
Altimira, and the head of the RAC’s office in New
Archangel Kirill Khlebnikov (1784-1838). The
project eventually did not get the approval of
the Russian Emperor and was abandoned. In
Saint Petersburg, Zavalishin became connected
with the future participants of the antigovernment Decembrist Revolt of 1825 and was
exiled to Siberia, returning to European Russia
only in 1863. After the civic amnesty of 1856,
he published numerous articles about Siberia,
the Russian Far East and Russian America in
major Russian magazines and newspapers. He
remained highly interested in the affairs of the
Russian American Company and California and
publicly opposed the idea of the sale of Alaska.
His brochure “Rossiisko-Amerikanskaya
Kompaniya” was issued during the time
of growing opposition to the company’s
independence and its sole existence in the
Russian elite circles, led by Grand Duke
Konstantin Nikolayevich (then the Russian naval
minister). In the interim period between the
expiry of RAC’s charter in 1861 and its general
meeting in September 1865, the company
faced accusations in the factual creation of
serfdom of the native population (similar to
that in mainland Russia) and its pursuit of

only commercial interests which resulted in
the slow development of the colony and the
wrongful sale of Fort Ross in 1841. Zavalishin
refutes these statements, comparing the
achievements in the Pacific Northwest of RAC
and the Hudson’s Bay Company. He also talks
about the history of Fort Ross, living conditions
of the native population, discusses the famous
report of Sergey Kostlivtsov (Doklad Komiteta
ob Ustroistve Russkikh Amerikanskikh Kolonii.
2 vols. SPb., 1863), mentions the foundation of
Vladivostok (p. 10), Fraser River Gold Rush (p.
28), gold discovery on the Stikine River (p. 37),
etc.
Overall an important rare Russian work on the
Russian American Company published shortly
before the Sale of Alaska.
“Zavalishin wrote the present brief work
preparatory to the R.-A. Co.’s stockholders’
meeting called for September 15, 1865, to
discuss the principles underlying the proposed
new charter worked out by the State Council.
This new charter was to be substituted for the
old one, which expired in 1861. Zavalishin’s
objectives were to meet the criticism of the
Company and to show that, on the whole, the
affairs of the Company and its treatment of the
natives were no worse than those which existed
at the time in the less distant places of the
empire, such as Kamchatka, Okhotsk, or even in
the United States. His is an interesting and, to a
considerable extent, justified defence of the R.-A.
Co.” (Lada-Mocarski 156). Wickersham 6007.
SOLD
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[YAKUTIA & EASTERN SIBERIA]
[Nil/ Isakovich, N.F., archbishop]. Putevye Zapiski [Preosvyashchennogo]
A.[rkhiepiskopa] N.[ila] [i.e. Travel Notes of Reverend Archbishop Nil].
Yaroslavl: Typ. of Falk, 1869. Separately issued
Part 1 (without the later issued Part 2). Octavo.
[2], 333 pp. Original publisher’s wrappers, neatly
repaired on extremities. Old ink library number
on the front wrapper, but overall a very good
internally clean copy.
First edition. Very rare Russian provincial
imprint with only four paper copies found
in Worldcat (Library of Congress, Stanford
University, Yale University, University of Chicago).
Our copy is preserved in the original publisher’s
wrappers. Little-known account of travels across
Eastern Siberia and Yakutia of a noted Russian
Orthodox priest and missionary Rev. Nil (17991874), undertaken when he was the archbishop
of Irkutsk, Nerchinsk and Yakutsk (1838-1853).
The publication of the travel notes took place
in his later years when he was the archbishop
of Yaroslavl and Rostov (1853-1874). At first,
the notes were published in several issues
of the Yaroslavl diocese’s official magazine
“Yaroslavskiye Yeparkhialnye Vedomosti” (1868:
Nos. 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 22, 25, 26, 2830, 32-34, 36, 38, 39, 43-47, 50-52; 1869: Nos.
1, 5, 8, 10, 11, 16-18, 21, 22, 25-27). Then they
were all collected and published in a book form
in 1869. The publication in the “Yaroslavskiye
Yeparkhialnye Vedomosti” continued (1870:
Nos. 31, 34-36, 38, 43, 44, 47, 48, 51, 52; 1871:
Nos. 5-12); the new material was published as
a book (with the indication “Part two” on the
title page) in the same typography of Falk in
1871. The second edition, combining both parts,
was published in 1874 (Yaroslavl: Typ. of Gub.
Zemskoy upravy, 1874, [2], 498, XIV pp., 1 portrait
frontispiece).
All editions of archbishop Nil’s travel notes
are very rare. The present first part of the first
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edition just followed the magazine publication
and seems separately and independently
published from the second part. The Russian
National Library only records the first part of
the first edition published in 1869 and doesn’t
register the second part, published in 1871.
Worldcat only finds the 1869 part and doesn’t
register the 1871 part. As to the second edition
of 1874, the Worldcat also finds only four paper
copies (Library of Congress, Stanford University,
Yale University, University of Chicago). The book
has never been translated into other languages.
The third edition with extensive commentaries
was published only in 2018 (Pravoslavnye
dukhovnye pisateli Vostochnoi Sibiri XVIII –
nachala XX veka. Putevye Zapiski arkhiepiskopa
Nila (N.F. Isakovicha)/ Ed. by S.V. Melnikova.
Irkutsk: IOGUNB, 2018).
Our first part of the first edition is divided
into two chapters: “From Vyatka to Irkutsk” and
“A travel to the Yakutsk region.” The first, smaller
chapter (pp. 1-69) describes archbishop Nil’s
travel to Irkutsk shortly after his appointment in
1838 as the head of the Irkutsk diocese. Among
the cities and geographical places visited and
mentioned are Glazov, Perm, Kungur, the Ural
Mountains, Yekaterinburg, Tumen, Tobolsk, Omsk,
Kolyvan, Ob River, Tomsk, Achinsk, Krasnoyarsk,
Nizhneudinsk, the Ascension Monastery near
Irkutsk, etc. The second chapter (pp. 71-333) is a
detailed description of archbishop Nil’s journey
from Irkutsk to Yakutsk in summer 1843, during
which inspected local Orthodox parishes and
preached Gospel to the native people. The
lesser-known route along the northern shore
of Lake Baikal and the upper Lena River took
the travellers via the towns, villages, stations
and posts of Kudinskoye, Oek, Zherdovka, Ust-

Ordynskoye, Olzonovskoye, Bayanday, Kachug,
Verkholensk, Tutura, Ust-Ilga, Omoloy, Ust-Kut,
Kirensk, Vitim, Niuya, Delgey, Olekminsk, Markha,
Bestyakh, Pokrovskoye, and many others. Very
interesting are the author’s notes on the life
and traditions of the Buryat, Yakut and Tungus
people (including the colourful descriptions of
the shamanist rituals he witnessed), Russian
settlers and fur traders, Russian Orthodox clergy,
churches and parishes, and the natural sites of
the Lena River (Guselnye Mountains, Lena Pillars,
the islands, etc.). In his notes, the archbishop
reveals his excellent knowledge of Siberian
history (references to Siberian chronicles, works
by Gerhard Mueller, P. Slovtsov, etc.) and geology.
In a short description of the Urik village next
to Irkutsk, he leaves an inexplicit reference to
the exiled members of the Decembrist Revolt of
1825 (p. 75). The text is full of quotes from Ovid
and Horace. Overall a rare content-rich early
account of a journey to Yakutia and the upper
Lena River valley.
During his service as the archbishop of
Irkutsk, Nerchinsk and Yakutsk (1838-1853),
Rev. Nil initiated the construction of over

seventy churches in Yakutia and Kamchatka
and founded the Nilov Stolobensky pustyn
(monastery) in the southern Sayan Mountains.
He studied the language of Mongolian Buryats
and translated the Gospel and major Orthodox
religious books into it. In 1858, he published
his main scientific work about the history and
ethnography of Buddhism in Transbaikalia
(Buddizm, Rassmatrivayemyi v otnoshenii k
posledovateliam yego, obitayushchim v Sibiri.
SOLD
SPb., 1858). 
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[SIBERIA & NORTH PACIFIC]
Marakuev, V.N. Petr Simon Pallas, Yego Zhizn, Uchyonye Trudy i Puteshestviya [i.e. Peter
Simon Pallas, His Life, Scientific Work and Travels].
Moscow: Typ. of A.A. Torletsky, 1877. ix, 214
pp. Large Octavo. With a woodcut portrait
frontispiece. Period dark green quarter sheep
with marbled papered boards; gilt-lettered title
on the spine. Several markings of a Russian
bookshop on the rear pastedown endpaper,
otherwise a very good copy.
First and only edition. Very rare Russian
imprint with only two paper copies found in
Worldcat. First Russian biography of the worldfamous zoologist, traveller and publisher of
several important accounts of Russian voyages
to the North Pacific and Alaska, Peter Simon
Pallas (1741-1811). Born in Berlin, he gained
prominence as a zoologist in the early 1760s,
and in 1767 accepted the offer of Catherine
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the Great to move to Russia and become
a professor at the St. Petersburg Academy
of Sciences. In 1768-74 Pallas led a largescale scientific expedition to the Russian
Urals, Western Siberia, Transbaikalia, the Altai
Mountains, the upper reaches of the Amur
River, and the Caspian Sea. The results were
published in a fundamental three-volume
«Reise durch verschiedene Provinzen des
Russischen Reichs» (1771-76) and translated
into major European languages. Pallas became
the father of Russian paleontology with his
articles about mammoth and rhinoceros fossils
found in Siberia. He is also known as the
founder of Buddhist studies in Russia with his
work «Sammlungen Historischer Nachrichten
Ueber die Mongolischen Volkerschaften» (St.
Petersburg, 1776-1801) His major zoological
work is the fundamental «Zoographica RossoAsiatica» (1811-1831).
Pallas had a close connection with Russian
exploration of the Arctic and North Pacific. His
seven-volume «Neue nordische Beytraege» (St.
Petersburg & Leipzig, 1781-96) contained the
first publications of M. Levashov and Krenitsyn’s
voyage to Alaska (Bd. 1), notes of Cossack Ivan
Kobelev sent to the Gizhiga fort on Chukotka
(Bd. 4), documents of Gerhard Mueller and Georg
Steller (Bd. 5), accounts of Grigory Shelekhov’s
voyages to Alaska (Bd. 6), etc. (Lada-Mocarski 31).
Pallas created the program of the proposed first
Russian circumnavigation under the command
of Grigory Mulovsky, which was cancelled due to
the start of the Russo-Swedish War (1787). He
also took an active part in the preparation of the
Billings-Sarychev expedition to the North Pacific
(1785-95), and one of the expedition vessels
was named «Pallas» after him.

His first Russian biography addresses the
«learning youth» and consists of two parts:
the biography proper, the analysis of Pallas’s
discoveries and achievements in zoology,
paleontology, geology, botany, ethnography and
linguistics; and the description of all his travels.
The frontispiece is a woodcut portrait of Pallas.
The book’s author Vladimir Marakuev was a
prominent Russian educator and publisher, a
member of the Russian Geographical Society.
In the 1880s, he closely collaborated with Leo
Tolstoy on publishing popular editions of short
stories for Russian peasants (see a detailed note
on Marakuev in the academic edition of Tolstoy’s
Collected Works: Tolstoy, L. Polnoye Sobraniye
Sochineniy. Vol. 25. M., 1937, pp. 875-877). In the
1880s-1910s, Marakuev also issued over a dozen
guides on vegetable and fruit gardening.

The book was the second and the last one in
the series of biographies of famous scientists,
published by the «Society of Distribution of
Useful Books» (Obshchestvo Rasprostraneniya
Polyeznykh Knig). The first book in the series,
also authored by Marakuev and containing
biographies of Carl Linnaeus and Georges-Louis
Leclerc, comte de Buffon, was issued in 1874.
The series never continued; none of its two
books were republished or translated into other
languages.
Price: $3,500 USD
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[HONG KONG & SINGAPORE]
Kubota, Beisen. 米僊漫遊画乗 Beisen Manyu Gajo [i.e. Beisen’s China Travel Album].

Tokyo: Jihei Tanaka, 1889-1890. 2 vols. Oblong
Large Octavo (ca. 16x23 cm). Vol. 1: t.p., 28
leaves, with 16 double-page and 17 singlepage woodblock illustrations in text.; Vol. 2:
28 leaves, with 19 double-page and 13 singlepage woodblock illustrations in text. Text and
illustrations within single border. Original
Japanese fukuro toji bindings: brownish paper
covers with hand coloured woodblock vignettes
and titles on the front covers; leaves sewn
together with strings. Ink manuscript kanji
on the bottom edges and back covers of both
volumes. Red ink stamps on the first illustration
in each volume. Covers and title labels slightly
rubbed and soiled, otherwise a very good set.
First and only edition. Attractive collection
of views of Far East and South-East Asia, from
Japan to Singapore, depicted by noted Japanese
artist Kubota Beisen (1852-1906) during his
eight-month voyage to the Paris Exposition
Universelle of 1889. The book was originally
intended to be published in one volume, but
due to a high public demand, the second volume
was published the next year (1890). Since the
volumes were published separately, with a oneyear gap, the complete set is scarce. The views
show Kiyomi beach (Shizuoka prefecture, Japan),
Nagato Bakan (Shimonoseki, Japan), Shanghai
(Suzhou Creek, East Gate market, and others),
Guangdong, Hong Kong (including the town of
Kowloon), mountains of Annam, Mekong River;
there are also portraits of Chinese soldiers,
prisoners, women with children, rickshaws,
palanquin carriers, barbers, opium smokers,
actors (and an interior of a Chinese theatre),
house boats, local birds and animals, Vietnamese
villages, and a series of views of Singapore
(the harbour, several street scenes, a market, a
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group of hunters with a killed tiger), et al. Each
volume houses the first page of the printed
pink wrappers and a table of contents, the first
volume also has a calligraphic title page and a
one-page introduction. The front cover of the
fukuro toji binding of each volume is decorated
with the image of a steamship under Japanese
flag sailing in a bowl of water.
“Kubota Beisen <…> is one of the most
celebrated artists of Modern Japan. He was
born at Kyoto, the ancient capital and wellknown seat of fine arts; but unlike the works
of so many artists from that city, his creations
are characterized rather by bold design and
lightness of touch that by elegance and
elaborate finish. We may say that he is the first
painter in the Japanese style who has freed
himself from the fetters of the old rules. A gold
medal was awarded to him by the committee of
the Paris Exposition of 1889. In the Columbian
Exposition, also, he received a first-class medal.
During the late war [First Sino-Japanese War of
1894-95] he went to the battlefields with the
Japanese army. After his return from the front,
His Majesty the Emperor was pleased to order
him to draw in the Imperial presence, which is
a favour very rarely accorded to an artist in this
country. Since 1892 Kubota Beisen has been, and
still is, attached to the Kokumin Shimbun, each
number of that daily newspapers being richly
illustrated by his work. It was in his capacity
as special art correspondent of the Kokumin
Shimbun that he was allowed to accompany the
expeditionary forces” (The Far East: An English
Edition of the Kokumin-No-Tomo. Vol. 1. No. 1.
February 20th, 1896, Tokyo, p. 29).
Price: $3,250 USD
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[PACIFIC. SURVEY & HYDROLOGY]
[Makarov, S.O. ] “Vityaz” i Tikhiy Okean. Gidrologicheskye Nablyudeniya, Proizvedennye
Ofitserami Korveta “Vityaz” vo Vremya Krugosvetnogo Plavaniya 1886-1889 godov, i Svod
Nablyudeniy nad Temperaturoi i Udelnym Vesom Vody Severnogo Tikhogo Okeana [i.e.
“Vityaz” and the Pacific Ocean. Hydrological Observations, Carried out by the Officers
of the Corvette Vityaz During the Circumnavigation of 1886-1889, and a Collection
of Observations on Water Temperatures and the Specific Weight of Water in the North
Pacific. By the former Commander, Rear Admiral S.O. Makarov].
St. Petersburg: Imperial Academy of Sciences,
1894. Quarto. 2 vols. bound together. xliii, 337;
[1], 511 pp. Title page and text in Russian
and French. With a folding table, thirty-two
folding lithographed maps and plates at rear
(31 plates numbered I-XXXI, and plate V-bis),
and numerous tables of hydrological data in
text. Original grey publisher’s hardcover with
printed pictorial covers. With a grey custommade cardboard slipcase. Previous owner’s ink
signature on the top margin of the title page
to part 1. The binding very mildly soiled and
rubbed on extremities, but overall a beautiful,
well-preserved and original copy.
First and only edition. Important voluminous
account of the first Russian oceanographic
expedition to the Pacific Ocean - a three-yearlong circumnavigation of corvette “Vityaz”
in 1886-1889, under the command of then
the Captain of the 1st rank, and later Admiral
Stepan Makarov (1849-1904). In 1886, “Vityaz”
went from Kronstadt to Vladivostok to take
part in the naval exercise of the Russian Pacific
naval squadron under the command of Rear
Admiral Alexey Kornilov (1830-1893). The
corvette visited Portsmouth, Lisbon, Madeira,
Cape Verde Islands, Rio de Janeiro, crossed the
Strait of Magellan, and stopped in Valparaiso,
the Marquesas, Hawaii, and Yokohama. In 18871888, “Vityaz” surveyed the Sea of Okhotsk
and the Sea of Japan, searching for suitable
anchorages to the ships of the Pacific Squadron.
As a result, the crew mapped numerous capes,
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islands, peninsulas and rocks in the Posyet Bay
and the Sea of Japan. Later the corvette visited
the Bering and Medny (Copper) Islands of the
Commander Islands archipelago. The return
voyage went via Hong Kong, Saigon, Singapore,
Sumatra, Colombo, and the Suez Canal. The
crew carried out a detailed hydrographic survey
during the journey, measuring the temperature
and specific weight of seawater every four hours,
and on the borders of currents and in straits
– every 5-10 minutes; surveying sea depths,
currents, times of freezing of the ports and bays,
and others. Only the sea depths they measured
over 260 times.
This book is the only official account of the
expedition, solely dedicated to its scientific
results. Makarov intended to issue a more
narrative description of the voyage, based on his
diary, but only a small brochure about Orthodox
Christianity in Japan was published in 1889
(Makarov, S. Pravoslaviye v Yaponii. SPb., 1889,
28 pp.). Makarov’s diary apparently perished
with him in the explosion of his battleship
“Petropavlovsk” in 1904, during the RussoJapanese War. The two volumes of “Vityaz and
the Pacific…” contain over a thousand pages
of scientific data. The first volume includes
a detailed description of the methods of
observations and scientific instruments used by
the crew. The second volume has the full text
of the hydrographical logbook kept during the
voyage, a list of the logbooks (manuscript or
printed) of over sixty Russian ships surveying

the Pacific Ocean in 1804-1889 (starting
with the first Russian circumnavigation of
“Nadezhda” and “Neva” under the command of
Krusenstern and Lisyansky) which were used
for the compilation of the voluminous tables
of the temperatures and specific weights of
water of the North Pacific Ocean (also included
in the volume); there is also a table of opening
and freezing of waters on the coast of Eastern
Siberia.
The maps at the rear include a world map
with the track of “Vityaz;” plates showing
scientific instruments used for the observations;
three maps of the North Pacific Ocean with
the measurements of the specific weight of
seawater, and water temperatures on the
surface and the depth of 400 m.; twenty maps
and diagrams of the North Pacific registering
the specific weigh of water and temperatures
of the Sea of Okhotsk (including the Gizhigin
Bay), the Sea of Japan (including the La Perouse

Strait), the Bering Sea, the Fourth Kurile Strait,
the Straits of Korea and Formosa, and the East
China Sea; there are also four maps showing
the temperatures and specific weights of water
in the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean
Sea, the Strait of Gibraltar, and the Baltic Sea.
The book also has a map of the Vityaz Bay
(north-eastern part of the Posyet Bay in the
Sea of Japan), which was first mapped by the
expedition of Vasily Babkin in 1862-63, but
was surveyed in detail by “Vityaz” in 1888
and was then renamed after the ship. In 1895
Makarov was awarded the Gold Medal of the
Russian Geographical Society for his book.
The name of corvette “Vityaz” was written on
the pediment of the Oceanographic Museum
in Monaco, inaugurated in 1910, as one of the
most important ships in the development of
oceanography (together with HMS Investigator,
Fram, Vega, Belgica, and others).
SOLD
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[ARCTIC – FIRST ICEBREAKER]
[Makarov, S.O. ] “Yermak” vo Ldakh. Opisanie Postroiki i Plavaniy Ledokola “Yermak” i
Svod Nauchnykh Materialov, Sobrannykh v Plavanii [i.e. “Yermak” in the Ice: Description
of Construction and Voyages of Icebreaker “Yermak” and the Collection of Scientific
Materials Compiled during the Voyage].

St. Petersburg: Typ. of the Printing joint-stock
company of E. Evdokimov, 1901. Octavo. xxi,
[3], 507 pp. With twenty-five phototypic plates
and five folding lithographed maps. Original
publisher’s light grey full cloth with a colourstamped image of the icebreaker on the front
board and gilt-lettered titles on the front
board and the spine. Binding slightly rubbed
on extremities, corners slightly bumped, paper
slightly age-toned, but overall a very good copy
with intact maps.
First and only edition. A piece of classic
Russian Arctic literature - the description of the
construction and maiden voyage to Spitzbergen
(1899) of the “Yermak” - the first in the world
Arctic icebreaker. Her construction was initiated
and supervised by rear admiral Stepan Makarov
in order to open year-round navigation along
the Northeast Passage or the route from the
Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean along the Arctic
coast of Russia. The project was supported
by the world-famous Russian chemist Dmitry
Mendeleev (1834-1907) and Russian Finance
Minister Sergey Witte (1849-1915). Later, Yermak
served in the Russian and Soviet naval and
commercial fleet, taking part in the operations
of WW1 and WW2. The icebreaker was scraped
in 1963. An island in the Nordenskiold
Archipelago in the Kara Sea was named after
her.
The first part of the book contains a
historical overview of Arctic exploration,
history of icebreakers, accounts of Makarov’s
preparatory voyages to the mouths of the
Ob and Yenisey Rivers in 1897, history of the
“Yermak’s” construction in Newcastle upon
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Tyne (1898), her early service in the Baltic
Sea, and the maiden voyage to Spitsbergen
(she reached 81°21’N north). The second part
contains detailed results of astronomical and
navigational, meteorological, hydrological,
magnetic observations, studies of sea ice, the
chemical composition of the seawater, notes
on Arctic zoology et al. Five maps at rear show
the Russian Empire, Arctic region in general,
routes of the icebreaker “Yermak” and steamers
“Lofoten” (around Spitsbergen) and “Ioann
Kronstadtsky” (from Hammerfest to the mouth of
the Yenisey River); the Norwegian Sea with the
data on the specific weight of seawater on the
surface; Barents and Kara Seas also indicating
the specific weight of seawater.
Stepan Makarov was a Russian vice-admiral, a
highly accomplished and decorated commander
of the Russian Imperial Navy, an oceanographer,
awarded by the Russian Academy of Sciences,
and author of several books. Makarov also
designed several ships. The town of Shiritoru
on the Sakhalin Island was renamed Makarov in
1946 in his honour. He proposed the world’s first
icebreaker, the Yermak, oversaw her construction,
and commanded her on her maiden voyage in
1899. In 1901, Makarov commanded the Yermak
on the Arctic expedition to survey the coasts of
Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land (Wikipedia).
Makarov was “a brilliant and innovative naval
architect, inventor, tactician, and ship designer.
During the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78, his
new designs and tactics for torpedo boats were
used on the Black Sea with notable success.
He was a pioneering Russian oceanographer,
and he also designed the first mine-laying
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ships intended exclusively for that purpose. His
armour-piercing shells, known as Makarov tips,
greatly increased the penetrating force of shells.
He also designed and built the icebreaker Ermak
to explore the Arctic. Makarov became Russia’s
youngest admiral at age 41 in 1890, and he
was promoted to vice admiral in 1896. He held
a series of increasingly important posts during

the 1890s; in February 1904 he was appointed
commander of the Pacific Ocean squadron at the
start of the Russo-Japanese War and acquitted
himself ably until three months later when he
was killed as his flagship, Petropavlovsk, struck
a mine and sank” (Encyclopaedia Britannica
online).
SOLD
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[ANTARCTIC DISCOVERIES]
Krusenstern, Adam Johann von, Admiral. [Autograph Letter Signed Talking about
John Biscoe’s Discoveries in the Antarctic in January-February 1831 in German and
English].
St. Petersburg: 16 September 1832. Quarto
bifolium (ca. 23x19 cm). 2 pp. Brown ink on
wove paper, watermarked “J. Whatman, Turkey
Mill, 1828”. Addressed and with remnants of
a red seal on verso of the second leaf. Tipped
into a period style blue quarter morocco with
papered boards and a gilt-lettered title on the
spine. Fold marks, paper slightly soiled, several
minor tears on the extremities neatly repaired,
otherwise a very good letter with interesting
content.
Very rare original autograph letter signed
by the famous first Russian circumnavigator,
writer, geographer and naval administrator
Adam Johann von Krusenstern. In the letter,
he tells his German correspondent about the
latest news “that two of Mess. Enderby’s sealing
vessels have made a discovery of land in the
Southern Ocean, which could not be approached
on account of the ice in Feb. 1831, when it was
discovered, but it was traced to an extent of
more than 100 miles in an Easterly & Westerly
direction, and may be of much greater extent
<…> Mess. Enderby are resolved to follow up the
discovery, by sending one or two vessels to the
place of an earlier period in the ensuing season
when they hope to realize a more satisfactory
exploration. The geographical situation of
this discovery is not yet made public, but I am
tending to think it is to the East of the meridian
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of the Cape of Good Hope and probably far
South, perhaps near the 70° of South Latitude…”
The letter evidently refers to the first season
of John Biscoe’s expedition to the Antarctic
on brig “Tula” (1830-1833), sent by the major
English whaling company “Enderby and Sons.”
Biscoe crossed the Antarctic circle in January
1831 and discovered a stretch of the Antarctic
continent, which he named Enderby Land
in honour of his patrons (now a part of the
Australian Antarctic Territory). He returned to
the region during the next Antarctic summer,
discovering Graham Land and several islands
adjacent to the modern-day Antarctic Peninsula
(nowadays claimed by Argentina, Britain and
Chile).
In the letter, written before Biscoe’s
expedition returned to England (February 1833),
Krusenstern noted that the news of it had not
yet been made public and were communicated
to him by James Horsburgh, the hydrographer
of the British East India Company. Krusenstern
and Horsburgh first met during Krusenstern’s
trip to England in 1814-1815, where he came to
procure instruments, maps and supplies for the
Russian voyage on brig “Rurik” of 1815-18 under
the command of Otto von Kotzebue, and they
later maintained regular correspondence.
At the time, Krusenstern was a highly
respected and well-connected geographer,
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cartographer and naval administrator, having
gained prominence after the publication of the
account of his circumnavigation (“Puteshestviye
vokrug Sveta v 1803, 4, 5 i 1806 godakh… na
korablyakh Nadezhde i Neve,” SPb., 1809, 3
vols. & atlas), which was translated into several
European languages, and the fundamental “Atlas
Yuzhnogo Morya” (“Atlas of the South Sea,” 1823
& 1826). He was friends with polar explorer
Sir John Ross, acquainted with an explorer of
Australia Matthew Flinders, geographer James
Rennell, Jose de Espinoza y Tello (a participant
of Malaspina expedition), and regularly
corresponded with Alexander von Humboldt
and Sir Roderick Murchison, among others.
Krusenstern was a member of several European
learned societies and universities, including the
Royal Society and Royal Geographical Society,
the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the Institute
of France, Dorpat University, Göttingen Royal
Society of Sciences, St. Petersburg Academy of
Sciences, and others.
It is not surprising that he had access to
the latest information about geographical
discoveries made by European explorers. As Sir
John Ross noted in the biography of Krusenstern,
of which he was the editor, “the results of an
expedition to the South Sea never escaped
his attention, and we may add that his justly
acquired fame facilitated in a great measure
his researches. The commanders of many
expeditions charged with the laying down of
distant shores, hastened to communicate to him
the result of their adventures and endeavours,
even before they were made public by the press”
(Memoir of the celebrated admiral Adam John de
Krusenstern, the first Russian Circumnavigator.
Translated from the German, by his daughter,
Madame Charlotte Bernhardi, and edited by
Rear-Admiral Sir John Ross. London, 1856, p. 33).
The letter was addressed to “S[eine]r.
Hochwohlgeboren, Dem Herrn. [Exzellenz?]
von Fuss” – likely the secretary of the Russian
Academy of Sciences Paul Heinrich von Fuss
(1798-1855). As members of the Russian
scientific community, Krusenstern and von Fuss
were definitely acquainted; in 1837-1841, they
both worked for the Imperial Commission, which
tried to ascertain whether the new electric
engine invented by Moritz Hermann von Jacobi

(1801-1874) could be used to propel sea vessels.
Overall an important original letter by a
famous Russian circumnavigator showcasing the
close connections between European explorers
and scientists in the first half of the 19th
century, as well as Russian interests in Antarctic
exploration.
Excerpts from the letter:
“Ich habe die ehre, Herr [Exzellenz?], Ihnen
eine Nachricht angekuendigten werks [… …?]
ohne interesse […?] vor [… …?] Zeitung ist
jetzt wohl genommen. [… ... …?] ist Horsburg
Hydrograph der Ost indischen Compagnie. Sie
betreffs der Endeckungen eines Bedeutender
Strecke landes um 70sten grade sudlicher
Breite. Folgendes in Horsburgh’s Worten:
You will probably have heard that two of
Mess. Enderby’s sealing vessels have made a
discovery of land in the Southern Ocean, which
could not be approached on account of the ice
in Feb. 1831, when it was discovered, but it was
traced to an extent of more than 100 miles in
an Easterly & Westerly direction and may be of
much greater extent, as the vessels were driven
off by stormy weather before any valid opinion
could be formed of the real dimensions of the
discovery. These vessels were late in the season
and kept as far south as the ice permitted in
January & February, but Mess. Enderby are
resolved to follow up the discovery, by sending
one or two vessels to the place of an earlier
period in the ensuing season when they hope
to realize a more satisfactory exploration. The
geographical situation of this discovery is not
yet made public, but I am intended to think it is
to the East of the meridian of the Cape of Good
Hope and probably far South, perhaps near the
70° of South Latitude. <…>”.
Price: $7,500 USD
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[RUSSIAN-AMERICAN COMPANY – TRANSIT PASS]
[Original Podorozhnaya Gramota or Transit Pass, Given to one Gavriil Platan
[Platov?], a Newly Appointed Missionary for the Russian American Colonies,
and Authorising Him To Get Two Horses at Each Station on the Way from Saint
Petersburg to Okhotsk].

St. Petersburg , 3 March 1845. Printed form with
the Imperial coat of arms and official stamps,
completed in ink. Ca. 23,5x35,5 cm (9 ¼ x 14
in). Signed by the Military Governor of Saint
Petersburg Kavelin. Paper slightly age-toned,
fold marks, minor tears on folds neatly repaired,
but overall a very good original document.
Interesting original document relating to the
history of Alaska when still a Russian possession
(1799-1867). The official “podorozhnaya” or
transit pass was the main document that
allowed travellers to obtain fresh horses while
moving across the vast territories of European
and Asiatic Russia in the pre-railway years and
centuries (the first major railway in European
Russia between Moscow and St. Petersburg was
built in 1842-51, and the construction of the
Trans-Siberian Railway would not start until
1891). This podorozhnaya obliged the managers
of the government-funded stations on the
roads from St. Petersburg to Okhotsk to provide
two horses for a “newly appointed Preacher
for the Russian American Colonies Gavriil
Platan [or Platov?].” The document is signed
by Alexander Kavelin (1793-1850), a Russian
military officer, participant of the Napoleonic
Wars and military governor of Saint Petersburg
in 1842-1846. Nineteen manuscript entries on
recto and verso document Platan’s route in April
and June 1845, mostly while crossing the Ural
Mountains. The April entries contain the names
of stations of the 19th-century Vyatka and Perm
provinces – modern-day Kirovskaya, Permskaya
and Sverdlovskaya oblasts of Russia. Among
them are Uzinskaya, Chemoshurskaya stations
(Vyatka province), Klenovskaya, Sosnovskaya,
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Dubrovskaya, Poludennaya stations, Perm city,
Yanychevskaya, Morgunovskaya, Achitskaya, and
Beloyarskaya stations (all in Perm province). The
only entry on recto dated June 1, 1845, records
the passing of the Olekminsky okrug (district)
in modern-day Yakutia. Overall a very rare and
historically interesting survival, illustrating
the typical travel of many Russian-American
Company’s associates to Alaska – across Siberia
to Okhotsk and thence by ship across the North
Pacific.
The full text of the pass: “According to
the Decree of His Imperial Majesty Nikolay
Pavlovich, the Autocrat of All the Russias, from
Saint Petersburg to Okhotsk to the Instated
Preacher of the Russian-American Colonies
Gavriil Platan [?] from the Postal Expenses Give
two Horses with the Guide without delay…” Two
official stamps on the lower margin read “On the
state business.”
Price: $4,500 USD
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[CALIFORNIA - SAN FRANCISCO BAY – EARLY YACHTING]
[Ogden, Richard Livingston]. [A Manuscript Journal, Describing Voyages of the
Pleasure Yachts “Restless” and “Peerless” in the San Francisco Bay in the 1860s and
1870s, Illustrated with an Ink Drawing Showing Ogden Hunting from the board of
“Restless,” and Several Contemporary Newspaper Clippings about “Restless” and
“Peerless;” The Journal is Titled:] A Concise and Condensed History of the Goings
& Comings & Voyages of the Sloop Yacht «Restless» by a reliable not contraband
but highly respectable gentleman slightly tinctured with a fondness for salt water, a
piscatorial weakness and the pursuit of ducks under difficulties. <…> The schooner
“Peerless” appears upon the surface of events and the water…
Ca. 1870s. Quarto (ca. 25x20 cm). 25 pp. of text
and fifty blank leaves. Brown and blue ink on
laid paper, with several newspaper clippings and
an ink drawing of the yacht “Restless” mounted
on the leaves. Original violet full sheep
notebook with raised bands and blind stamped
decorative borders on the boards. Binding
rubbed on extremities, hinges cracked, foot of
spine chipped, but overall a very good internally
clean manuscript.
Original manuscript journal, compiled by
a noted San Francisco industrialist, pioneer
yachtsman and society figure Richard Livingston
Ogden (1822-1900), with a captivating and often
humorous account of his early voyages in the
San Francisco Bay onboard his yachts “Restless”
and “Peerless.” Ogden came to California in 1852
as a major of the US army and for ten years
served as the quartermaster of the Department
of the Pacific, taking an active part in supplying
the troops during the so-called California Indian
Wars. After his resignation, Ogden managed the
“Kimball Carriage and Car Manufacturing Co.”
and invested most of his funds in the Bank of
California, whose bankruptcy led to a significant
financial loss for Ogden.
Ogden was “one of the oldest and most
prominent yachtsmen of San Francisco Bay”
(Los Angeles Times, 9 October 1900, p. 8). In the
1850s, he purchased sloop “Restless” from New
York, which became “the first pleasure yacht
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seen on these waters” (Famous Boat Builder
and Financier is Dead. Commodore R.L. Ogden,
One of the Oldest Yachtsmen on the Bay, Passes
Away// The San Francisco Call, 7 October 1900,
p. 23). In the late 1860 Ogden sold “Restless”
and built a larger schooner “Peerless,” which in
1869 took part in the first yacht club regatta
ever held in the San Francisco Bay (Yale, C.G.
The California Yacht: History and Evolution
of Yachting in San Francisco Bay. Told by the
Sole Survivor of the First Yacht Club// The San
Francisco Call, 27 May 1900, p. 8). In ca. 1874
Ogden sold “Peerless” to the government of
Samoa, and it was mainly used as a private yacht
of Albert Barnes Steinberger (1841-1894), a US
agent on the islands who became the first Prime
Minister of the Kingdom of Samoa (1875-76).
Later, Ogden owned the steam yacht “Quickstep”
and the steam launch “Hi-Yah”. In 1874-78
he was the president of the reorganized San
Francisco Yacht Club and in 1886 became one of
the founders of the Jekyll Island Club (Georgia).
In the journal, compiled in the form of a
memoir, Ogden talks about the history of
“Restless” (her construction and early life in New
York, purchase and arrival to San Francisco),
describes her size and structure, and talks about
her voyages in more or fewer details. Among
the locations mentioned are Sausalito, Martinez,
Sacramento, Angel and Alcatraz Islands, Benicia,
Antioch, and others. The last eleven pages are
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dedicated to the sailings of the “Peerless” in
the 1870s. The first free endpaper bears an
amateur ink sketch of the “Restless” resting
onshore and Ogden shooting a duck from a log
nearby. Overall an attractive original manuscript
source of the early history of yachting in the San
Francisco Bay.
Excerpts from the journal:
“The Restless is at the present <…> 31 feet
long, 16 feet beam, 3½ deep centre board, with
a cabin10 feet long 12 feet wide 5 feet high,
finished a la rosewood gilt mouldings, stained
glass windows, velvet cushions forming very
comfortable sleeping accommodations <...> The
first voyages of the Restless were to Sausalito
on picnics, fishing trips, to Angel Island on
clambakes, to Alcatraz on offishal [sic!] business,
to Benicia, to Martinez, and on the 3rd of July
(63) to Sacramento in 18 hours against the tide
& with calm weather to contend with beating
14 schooners & sloops <…>
On the opening of the Ducking season she
was put in shooting trim and some half dozen
successful voyages with glorious results <…>
Another interval is supposed to have elapsed
and this time there is no question about it.
Three years having flown since the cruise
last mentioned. The Restless was sold on the
departure of the owner for the East for $1000 to
a gentleman in the Lager Pier line of business
who put her into service as a ferry boat between
3 St. wharf and the Potrero [Hill]. She won a race
between herself and a boat of about the same
size called the “Anna” winning the race easily.
<…>
Saturday the 2nd [January 1869]. Promising
a little better the Restless was <…> put in
commission for a trip to Belmont and a port.
She got under way at 2 pm this day in company
with the “Lotus,” Capt. Moody, and we headed up
the Bay with a strong south west wind & sloppy
sea. Passing Huntley Point found sea heavier
and squally, laid to put single reef in mainsail
bonnet of the jib <…> Ran along very nicely &
came to an anchor in Belmont creek at 5 pm
very comfortably. The Lotus having superior
accomodation & cooking facilities we adjoined
aboard to dine the crafts being dashed together
for sociability. Crew of the Restless: John
Maxwell, Professor Blanding & self, on the Lotus

Capt. Moody, Miss Brook & Dog Flossy, my dog
Rex on the Restless. Loafed aboard the Lotus
until bed time, telling stories, drinking whiskey,
punches, smoking &c. Maxwell & Blanding
rather weak on the fire <…> The Lotus having
a stove took their blankets & slept aboard that
craft. In the morning early coffee and off for
the early birds, indifferent success. Weather
delightful. Supplies getting low owing to the
remarkable appetites of the…
An interval of several month interferes during
which several things are supposed to happen
and do. The Restless changes hands, Capt. Wilcox
of San Diego becomes her owner, and R.L.O.
proceeds to build a new vessel as will appear
hereafter.
The Schooner Peerless appears upon the
surface of events and the water. Built by Wm.
Stone for R.L. Ogden and launched in 1869. <…>
Length on water line 53, length on deck,
beam 17 feet, depth 5 ½. Schooner rigged, built
of bent Oregon & Eastern oak, bent timber
(frames), cedar & Oregon, galvanized fastenings,
cabin Oregon maple & cedar, all built in best
manner <…>
Voyages from No. 1 to 25 omitted for want of
aged memory to unite them up without notes.
Suffice it to say they were variously successful.
Much swerving <...> about wind, calm prevails.
Christmas, a famous “lay out” was knocked in
the head by reason of much rain & no wind. <…>
New Year. Jan. 1st 1870 ushered in by a calm
and ushered out by “a same.” The Peerless
making vain attempts to sail without wind. Fails.
Disgusted “shooters” go ashore, take steamer
and rail road and go into the country to meet a
fog so thick that ducks & geese wanted to light
in shooters’ heads under impressions that they
were hollow log stumps <…>
Voyage No. 28. The Peerless leaves her
anchorage <…> on Friday p.m. at 4 with rain,
squalls & plenty of wind. All sail. At 9 pm
come to anchor at Martinez, the inhabitants
not expecting us had gone to bed. <…> Made
the city of Antioch about noon and attempted
to come to anchor in front of the town with
a grand flourish but the tide running strong
& wind blowing ditto we did not stop but
continued to drag an anchor up stream and
proceeded on to Stockton <…> We get under

weigh again and proceed to leave Antioch it
giving no signs of <…> entertainment for man or
beast. Went shopping for supplies and brought
a steak and some <…> sausages. The dogs of the
place all howled in concert as we walked along
with our basket containing the sassengers [sic!].
Why? <…>
February 22, 1870. The Peerless went out for
an afternoon sail. Present Genl. & Mrs. Whipple,

Capt. Hughes, Capt. Gedge, Capt. Lapedge. Calm
at first, plenty of wind <…> quietly. While eating
lunch Genl. Whipple desiring to look out leaned
against the cabin door which happening to
swing, pinched the end of his finger off making
painful wound on the strength of which we
returned to port & came to an anchor. The Genl.
Went ashore for medical treatment.”.
Price: $2,250 USD
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[RUSSIAN FAR EAST – DE KASTRI & KAMCHATKA]
Attributed to [Panov, M.P.] [Album of Fifteen Original Watercolour Views, Showing
Russian Post Alexandrovsky (now De-Kastri, Khabarovsk Krai), “River Du,”
Petropavlovsk and Paratunka River on Kamchatka in the 1880s].

Ca. 1884-1886. Oblong Folio (22x35 cm). 15
card stock leaves with watercolours and two
leaves with period ink annotations at the front.
Watercolour and pencil on paper. All but two
watercolours with period ink numbers and/or
captions in the upper or lower corners. Most
leaves with red ink stamps of a Russian antique
dealer Vladislav Kasperovich (1948-2015) on
verso. Three leaves with unfinished ink sketches
on verso. Period style green half morocco with
cloth boards; spine with raised bands. Paper
slightly age-toned, occasional minor water
stains, one leaf with minor tears on the upper
margin neatly repaired, but overall a very good
album with beautiful watercolour sketches.
Unique collection of beautiful watercolour
views of the Russian Far East and Kamchatka,
dating back to the 1880s. Nine watercolours
show general and detailed views of the Russian
Post Alexandrovsky and De-Kastri settlement in
the Bay de Castries (modern-day Chikhachyov
Bay, Khabarovsk Krai), located on the eastern
shore of the Strait of Tartary, opposite Sakhalin
Island. The settlement was founded in 1853,
“although the land where it was situated would
not officially be Russian territory until the
signing of the Treaty of Aigun five years later”
(Wikipedia). It was in the Bay de Castries, that
ships of the Russian Pacific fleet hid from the
superior French and British forces during the
Crimean War in 1854. Russian ships managed to
escape to the mouth of the Amur River through
the Strait of Tartary because the British and
French didn’t know that Sakhalin was an island.
Anton Chekhov visited De-Kastri just a few
years after the drawings were made, in 1890,
and described it in his book “Ostrov Sakhalin”
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(M., 1895). The settlement endured Japanese
occupation during the Russo-Japanese war
(1904-1905), military engagements between
the White forces and the Red Army during the
Russian Civil War (1917-1923), and construction
of Soviet defence fortifications during the 1930s
and 1940s. In 1950-1953, De-Kastri housed a
gulag camp, which provided a workforce for
constructing the tunnel under the Strait of
Tartary, aiming to connect Sakhalin with the
mainland. The work stopped after the death of
Stalin. Nowadays, De-Kastri is known for being
one of the largest oil export terminals in the Far
East, mainly oriented on deliveries of Sakhalin
crude oil to Asian markets.
The album includes two general views of
De-Kastri and seven detailed and thoroughly
annotated views of its interior, showing
military barracks, armoury, telegraph station,
infirmary, warehouses, “the building of the naval
department,” “the guards’ house,” communal
kitchen, houses of local merchants Kordes and
Khvostov, “my dwelling,” skating rink, “logs for
the construction of the church” &c. One drawing
shows “River Du about 100 versts from DeKastri” (possibly, River Duki, a tributary of River
Amgun which itself flows into the Amur River),
with the comment: “the river is so abundant
with trout that it can be caught by bare hands.
The other five watercolours are of Kamchatka.
A well-executed sketch shows “Porotunka River”
(Paratunka River, southwestern Kamchatka)
with the comment “a remarkable spot due to
warm sulphur springs with water up to 50°. The
same place also stands out for its abundance
of bears, and maybe in this regard, it’s the only
one in the world. During one day, I saw six
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bears, of which I killed one”. The other views
do not specify where they were taken but most
likely depict Petropavlovsk. A general view
shows the Petropavlovsk waterfront and a part
of the Avacha Bay with the Koryaksky volcano
in the background and the bell tower of the
old Petropavlovsk cathedral in the centre. The
other three drawings (one unfinished) show
a coastal settlement and a part of a harbour,
possibly Petropavlovsk or its environs. The artist,
who created the watercolours, was most likely
Mikhail Panov, who served as the head of the
meteorological station at Post Alexandrovsky
in 1879[or 1880]-1885 and took several views
of the settlement and its environs, as well as
portraits of the locals. According to an article
from a Khabarovsk newspaper, some of Panov’s
works were presented to the administration
of De-Kastri municipality by one of the
descendants in 2020. As follows from a Russian
genealogical forum, Mikhail Panov came to
Siberia from western Russia in the 1870s and in
1879 married Anastasiya Golovnya, the daughter
of a Transbaikalia Kossack from Troitskosavsk.
In the 1870s and 1880s, Panov worked for
several gold mining enterprises in the Amur
River basin, including the Amgun gold mines
of a Blagoveshchensk merchant Kh. Tetyukhov.
In 1879[or 1880]-1885, Panov served at the
meteorological station in Post Alexandrovsky,
De-Kastri. After 1889 the family moved to
Irkutsk, where Panov died in 1892.
Overall a rare historically significant
collection of beautiful watercolour views of DeKastri and Kamchatka in the mid-1880s.
The drawing’s numeration doesn’t entirely
match the manuscript list at the front: leaves
9 and 11 are not present; four leaves that are
present (14, 15, 18, 19) do not have manuscript
annotations.
A list of watercolours:
1) “Drawing 1. De-Kastri. A corner of the
barracks and the kitchen of the Alexandrovsk
detachment, decorated with a flag on the
occasion of the [holiday] of Baptism [of Our
Lord]. Drawn on January 10, 1885. A honey
watercolour;”
2) “Drawing 2. De-Kastri. A view of the
barracks from the west (from the window of my
apartments); to the right of the barracks is a

skating rink on the occasion of the Maslenitsa
[festival]. Drawn on February 4, 1885. A honey
watercolour;”
3) “Drawing 4. De-Kastri. The building of the
naval department, a view from the window of
my apartment. Drawn on February 5, 1885. A
honey watercolour;”
4) “Drawing 3. A corner of the barracks, the
skating rink and the guards’ house. Drawn on
February 9, 1885. A honey watercolour;”
5) “Drawing 5. A view from the window of the
shop of merchant Kordes. On the left: the house
of soldier Khvostov, next – the detachment’s
kitchen and zeughaus/armoury, kitchen and
the house of the head of the detachment,
gymnasium, infirmary and a corner of the
barracks. Drawn on April 13, 1885. A prismatic[?]
watercolour;”
6) “Drawing 6. The central part of De-Kastri:
on the foreground – logs for the construction
of the church, in the centre – the barracks
of the Alexandrovsk detachment, from there
to the left – my dwelling, to the right – the
infirmary, in the background on the left – the
house of merchant Kordes, on the right – the
detachment’s warehouses. Drawn on May 14,
1885. A prismatic[?] watercolour;”
7) “Drawing 7. De-Kastri. The telegraph station.
Drawn on April 26, 1885. A honey watercolour;”
8) “Drawing 8. A general view of De-Kastri
from the cape of St. Innocent, four versts from
the Alexandrovsk post. Drawn on April 16, 1885.
A honey watercolour;”
9) “Drawing 10. De-Kastri. A view of the
infirmary window, in the foreground – a corner
of the infirmary and the barracks, on the
middle ground – the telegraph station, on the
foreground – the hills on the other side of the
Somonskaya bay. Drawn on May 16, 1885. A
honey watercolour;”
10) “Drawing 12. On the River Du – about 100
versts from De-Kastri. On the foreground – yurts
of the nomad Tungus. The river is so abundant
with trout that it can be caught by bare hands.
Drawn: started in June 1884, finished in
September 1886. A mixed watercolour;”
11) “Drawing 13. On the River Porotunka,
55 versts from Petropavlosk on Kamchatka. A
remarkable spot due to warm sulphur springs
with water up to 50°. The same place also
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stands out for its abundance of bears, and
maybe in this regard, it’s the only one in the
world. During one day, I saw six bears, of which I
killed one. Drawn on September 18-21, 1886. A
mixed watercolour;”
12) “14.” [An uncaptioned view of a
coastal settlement on Kamchatka, possibly
Petropavlovsk or environs]. “Drawn on
September 24, 1886. A honey watercolour;”
13) “15.” [An uncaptioned and undated view of
Petropavlovsk on Kamchatka, featuring the bell

tower of St. Peter & Paul’s Cathedral and the
Koryaksky Volcano];
14) “18.” [An uncaptioned view of a
coastal settlement on Kamchatka, possibly
Petropavlovsk or environs]. “Drawn on
September 24, 1886. A honey watercolour;”
15) “19.” [An uncaptioned and unfinished view
of a coastal settlement on Kamchatka, possibly
Petropavlovsk or environs. Undated].
Price: $9,500 USD
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[ALASKA - KODIAK ISLAND – GOLD MINING]
Lascy, Albert. [Collection of Two Extensive Autograph Letters Signed by Gold Miner
and Surveyor Albert Lascy, Giving a Detailed Account of His Gold Exploration near
Karluk, Uyak and Uganik Bays on the Northern Kodiak Island].
1) Kodiak, Kodiak Island, 25 August 1893. Quarto
(ca. 25x19 cm or 9 ¾ x 7 ½ in). 6 pp. Brown ink
on lined paper. 2) Karluk, 28 September 1893.
Octavo (ca. 20,5x12,5 cm or 8x5 in). 3 pp. Black
ink on lined paper. Fold marks, minor holes
from a pin fastening the leaves in the left upper
corners, otherwise very good letters.
Collection of two historically significant
original letters with a detailed first-hand
account of the experiences of an early gold
miner on Kodiak Island. The author, Albert Lascy,
was a native of Berlin, Prussia, who arrived in the
United States in 1850. Various official records
list him as a miner (US Federal Census 1880) or
government surveyor (US Federal Census 1910).
These letters addressed to a California politician
Colonel Burns, who apparently either owned the
mines or was interested in them, reveal Lascy’s
profound knowledge in mining. The letters
describe in detail the structure and contents of
the mines, applied mining procedures, as well as
the weather, working conditions, and complete
absence of land communications on the Kodiak.
Lascy also discusses difficulties with sending
mail and leaving the island, mentions the Alaska
Canneries Association and its bark “Thayer,”
other mail ships, the latest gold discoveries in
Alaska, etc. Overall a very rare fine source of the
history of Kodiak Island gold mining.
The recipient of the letters was Colonel
Daniel Monroe Burns (1845-1927), California
’49-er and later the last surviving member of
the Society of Sacramento Pioneers. A Civil
War veteran and a Republican Politician, Burns
served two terms as the Yolo County Clerk in
the 1870s (with controversies on spending the
budget on private purposes), was Californian
Secretary of State in the 1880s, unsuccessfully
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tried to run for the US Senate in the 1890s
and was listed as the Inspector General of the
National Guard of California in 1891. Burns
owned several gold mines (including the
Candelaria mine in Mexico) and was an avid
supporter of horse racing (Last Pioneer of Local
Society is Here on Holiday: Colonel Daniel Burns
Tells of Experiences as a Child in Sacramento
in ‘49// The Sacramento Bee (Sacramento,
California), 10 September 1926, p. 19; Col. Burns,
’49-er, to be buried today// The San Francisco
Examiner, 1 June 1927, p. 12).
September 28, 1893: “Dear Sir, No ship
leaving Kodiak till the latter part of October or
November, if then. I returned to the mine and
thence to Karluck. I was in hopes to forward
this letter by the mail boat from Onalaska, but
she passed by last night, the sea breaking too
badly to allow a landing. She may have seeked
shelter last night in Uyak Bay and return here
today for the mail, if so I shall forward this
letter by her, otherwise by the bark “Thayer.”
This bark is chartered by the Alaska Canneries
Association and may leave here in a day or two.
She is a small bark and will carry besides her
cargo nearly 300 employees of the Association –
Chinese and fisherman. There was absolutely no
room for us on the bark. I have engaged passage
for us on the “Margarette,” a large bark which
will leave here on or about the 5th of October,
weather permitting <…> I have removed all
tools and other material and as much rock as I
could carry in an open boat from the mine here
to Karluk. The tools are in the store house of the
Association. The rock I shall bring down with
me…”.
Price: $1,500 USD
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[ALASKA - SITKA - BARANOF CASTLE]
Haley, Julia E. [Original Autograph Letter Signed by Julia Haley, Daughter of Noted
Sitka Pioneer and Miner Nicholas Haley, Giving an Eye-Witness Account of Burning
of Sitka’s Baranof Castle on March 17, 1894].
Sitka, Alaska: 1 August 1894. One and half
Octavo bifolium leaves (ca. 20x12,5 cm or 8 x
4 ¾ in). 5 pp. Brown ink on lined paper. Blindstamped monogram in the left upper corner of
the first leaf. Fold marks, overall a very good
letter.
Historically significant eye-witness account
of the burning of Baranof Castle – the famous
fort built in the New Archangel (Sitka) by the
first governor of Russian America, Alexander
Baranov. During the Russian rule the “Baranof
Castle” was the administrative center of Russian
America. The formal ceremony of the sale of
Alaska to the United States and the hoisting
of the first U.S. flag also took place there. The
building was reconstructed several times and
fully renovated in 1893. In the night of March
17, 1894, it burned to the ground, apparently
due to “spontaneous combustion from oily rags”
(Swagel, W. Centenary Today of “Baranof Castle”
Fire// The Daily Sitka Sentinel. Sitka, Alaska,
17 March 1994, pp. 1, 8; 18 March 1994, P. 14).
At the time of the fire, the building was used
as the office and residence of the U.S. Court
Commissioner Robert C. Rogers. In 1962 the
site of the former Baranof Castle in Sitka was
declared the National Historic Landmark.
Julia E. Haley was the only daughter of
Nicholas Haley, a Sitka pioneer, notable miner
and landowner with several claims close to
Sitka Bay. Born and buried in Sitka, in the
1900s-1910s Julia Haley owned the well-known
curio store “Old Russian Trading Post” on Sitka’s
Lincoln Street. Her shop “offered a variety of
items including some that purportedly came
from Baranov’s Castle”.
In the letter to her San Francisco friend “Miss
Young,” Julia gives a detailed account of the
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Baranof Castle fire and briefly describes the ball
given by the local ladies in honour of the Bering
Sea Fleet. Overall a fine early Alaska letter.
Excerpts from the letter:
“Dear Miss Young,
“<…> I dearly hope this will find you all
enjoying good health & still teaching school
in San Francisco. I wish you would come as a
teacher to the Sitka Public School.
I suppose you have heard about the Baranoff
Castle. It was burnt to the ground. Not even
could we have a chip in remembrance. Of it
nothing could be saved. It was impossible. Judge
Rogers was in the building at the time & it took
all they could do to get him out. He was at the
windows for 9[?] hours crying for help. But no
one heard him. Every one was asleep. He lost
everything. Nothing saved, only a long coat he
had on. His poor little dog was in the attic &
no one could get near him. It was a beautiful
building after it was nearly repaired. So you may
tell your friends that the Baranoff Castle at Sitka
is no more. The ground it stood on is all there.
The building after being repaired was going to
be occupied by the officials & we miss the view
so much. It was a very pretty fire. I wished you
could have seen it. The flag pole was the very
last to burn. They took several views of it which
looks so much like it. Every one felth [sic!] so
sorry. All the ladies watched it from one in the
morning until four.
We haven’t had many tourists out here this
summer. There has been so much trouble on
the railroads & such hard things has stopped
a great many from coming. We have had a
very pleasant summer, but it was a late one.
I suppose you visited the Midwinter fire. <…>
We had it very lively this summer. All the ships

calling in made it very pleasant. Last month the
ladies of Sitka gave a ball, given in honor of the
Bering Sea fleet. That is the U.S. Navy ships in
harbour. Yorktown, Mohican, Albatross, Ranger,
Hassler, Corwin, Adams, Bear, Rush, Pinta, and

H.M. Ship Pheasant & [Areal?] & you may be
shure [sic!] it was the [wellest?] affair of the
season…”.
Price: $950 USD
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[ALASKA - KENAI PENINSULA – GOLD RUSH]
Wiswell, George E. [Historically Significant Private Archive Documenting the
Experiences of a Gold Prospector during the Kenai Peninsula Gold Rush (189598); the Archive Consists of Wiswell’s Pocket “Excelsior” Diary with over 60 Pages
of Entries; Two “Notices of Location” for the Claims in the Turnagain Arm Mining
District, Two Related Power of Attorney Documents; a Letter to Wiswell Addressed
to him at “Hope City, Cook’s Inlet, Alaska;” and a Receipt for His Return Passage to
Seattle; All Dated “1896”].
Diary: ca. 1896. 12,5x8 cm (4 ¾ x 3 ¼ in).
Standard pocket full calf “Excelsior” diary with
a closing flap. Ca. 100 leaves (first twenty
leaves with the printed calendar and practical
information). Over 60 pages (30 leaves) filled
in pencil with the entries for April-September
1896. Pencil signature “Geo. E. Wiswell” on the
front pastedown endpaper, additional pencil
notes on the rear free endpaper. Several dried
Alaskan flowers and a ptarmigan feather laid
in between the pages. Covers rubbed, several
leaves with stains not affecting the text; overall
a very good diary. Papers: six documents from
ca. 25,20 cm (10x8 in) to ca. 8x21 cm (3 ¼ x 8
¼ in). All dated May, June or August 1896. Black
ink and pencil on lined paper. Fold marks, two
documents with some ink smearing from being
wet, but readable; overall in very good condition.
Historically significant original archive with
a first-hand account of the Kenai Peninsula
Gold Rush which started a year earlier than
the famous Klondike rush and, in some ways,
became its forerunner. Gold had been found
in the Kenai River already in 1849, but major
interest in the area started only in the 1880s,
with more discoveries in the neighbouring
creeks. The 1894 gold discoveries in the Bear
and Palmer Creeks flowing to the Turnagain
Arm led to the rush of local prospectors to the
Resurrection Creek basin. The major discovery
on the Mills Creek in 1895 caused the next
year’s largest stampede of the time to the easily
accessible Kenai Peninsula. “Several thousand
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men, some state the number as high as 3,000
are said to have landed at Tyonok en route for
Turnagain Arm <…> This was the banner year
on Canyon Creek, 327 men being engaged in
mining its gravels during the summer <…> A
second rush into the Turnagain Arm field took
place in 1898. This was partly an overflow
from the Yukon stampede <…>. A majority of
the men who first entered the field (1894-95),
as well as a few of those who took part in the
stampedes of 1896 and 1898, were experienced
miners. <…> On the other hand, most of the
later comers were inexperienced in any kind
of mining and many were scarcely able to take
care of themselves. <…> It is doubtful if there is
any other part of Alaska where time and money
have been wasted in a more enthusiastically
ignorant manner <…> than some places in the
Kenai Peninsula. The field did not justify the
presence of any such numbers as came, and
disappointment was the only result possible
for most of them…” (Moffit, F. Mineral Resources
of Kenai Peninsula, Alaska. Gold Fields of the
Turnagain Arm Region. Washington, 1906, p. 9).
This archive belonged to one of the Kenai
Peninsula gold prospectors, George E. Wiswell,
who joined the 1896 stampede. Originally from
East Machias (Maine), he travelled in April 1896
to the Turnagain Arm on board the steamer
“Utopia” from Seattle. Together with another
steamer “Lakme,” the “Utopia” had difficulties
with proceeding up the inlet full of floating ice
and was stranded for about two weeks, with

the rations for the passengers significantly cut;
“Utopia’s” captain got very sick and almost died
(see more about “Utopia’s” voyage: The Utopia
Here. Capt. O’Brien tells his story of the trip and
says there was no lack of food// The Seattle
Post-Intelligence. 3 June 1896, p. 2). After his
arrival to the mouth of the Resurrection Creek
where a new mining camp named “Hope” had
just been established, Wiswell prospected
his claims on the Resurrection Creek and its
tributary Fox Creek and made two trips to
the Canyon and Mills Creeks’ basins where
he worked on several other claims. His gold
prospecting turned out disappointing, and he
left for Seattle on board the schooner “Sophia
Sutherland” on August 26.
His diary accurately records the events of
practically every day from April 4 through

September 13, 1896, covering his voyages on
“Utopia” and “Sophia Sutherland,” trips to the
Resurrection, Fox, Juneau, Kenai, Mills, Canyon
Creeks, and gold prospecting. Concise but full
of content, the entries create a captivating
picture of the life of an Alaskan gold prospector.
Writing with numerous spelling mistakes and
abbreviations, Wiswell talks about his gold
panning, prospecting with a rocker, building
a dam, going on strenuous hikes along rough
mountainous trails, accidents and thefts in
mining camps; he regularly notes on the
weather (“plesent,” cold, rainy etc.), shooting
game for food and the menu of his meals,
annoying “misquitos” and “moos flys,” mentions
the noteworthy events (an earthquake, the first
white woman in the camp, a $42 dollar gold
nugget he was shown, etc.) The entry for July
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4 contains the familiar refrain of an Alaska
prospector: “Abandoned the crick at 10 a.m. No
good…”; and the entry for June 11 mentions 75
prospectors leaving Hope on a steamer - “lotts
disgusted & going back.”
Separate pages of the diary contain Wiswell’s
list of supplies which included among others “2
cloth bags, 1 hunting knife, knives & forks, <…>
6 pairs socks, cheese cloth, claim bills, buttons,
pack straps, rubber goods, 1 tent, <…>, 1 pairs
overalls…”; “beans, bacon, sugar, salt, peaches,
pepper, rice, milk, apples, coffee, tea, flower”,
and others. The diary also houses several dried
Alaskan flowers inserted between the leaves,
one is captioned “picked on the sumitt [sic!]
7.000 feet above sea level, July 26, 1896, Cook’s
Inlet, Alaska.” There is also a ptarmigan feather
found on a “sumitt” during his hike.
Included in the archive are two hand-written
“Notice of Location” filings, each for acres of
placer mining ground in the Turnagain Arm
Mining District, and two hand-written notes
appointing John Newland to act as Wiswell’s
“true and lawful attorney to locate and record
any placer ground or quartz load that he may
see fit so to do”. Wiswell’s August 26, 1896
receipt for paying the amount of $27.50 “For
passage to Seattle on Schr. S. Sutherland” is
also included. There is also a three-page ALS to
Wiswell from his nephew which was mailed in
an envelope addressed to “George E. Wiswell,
Hope City, Cook’s Inlet, Alaska”. “You are certainly

up among the polar bears and polar regions!
Perhaps you might find the north pole and
bring that down when you return! But without
joking you are certainly “roughing it.” We all
hope that all the snow about you there will be
the peculiar treasure for which you are seeking
so persistently <…> The Republican notional
Convention has adjoined with a firm platform
for gold, and McKinley and Hobart on the
presidential ticket. People seem on the whole
pleased, and the fight turned out much as was
expected. <…> Can’t you make a little sketch of
your country and show us where you are. Cook’s
Inlet on the map looks like this: [a small handdrawn map]. Perhaps you can correct the map if
wrong and locate your claim approximately…”
Overall a unique private archive with a vivid
first-hand account of gold prospecting during
the 1896 stampede year of the Kenai Peninsula
gold rush.
Born in East Machias, Maine, in the family of
a shipbuilder, George E. Wiswell went to Alaska
to seek fortune during the Kenai Peninsula Gold
Rush (1895-98) and prospected there in MaySeptember 1896. Apparently, he didn’t return
east and never married. In the 1900s-1910s, he
lived in Washington state (for some period with
his nephew Thomas Wiswell, whose letter is a
part of the archive), and died in Los Angeles in
1938.
Price: $3,750 USD
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[ALASKA - JUNEAU]
Kennedy, W.W. [Original Autograph Letter Written on Printed Letterhead of the
Juneau’s “Circle City Hotel” by an Alaskan Gold Miner, with Notes about Hard Living
and Working in Juneau in Winter].

Juneau, Alaska: 11 January 1899. Quarto (ca.
27,5x21 cm or 10 ¾ x 8 ¼ in). Two leaves of
watermarked lined paper with the printed
letterheads of the “Circle City Hotel, Juneau.” 3
pp. Text in black ink, written in a legible hand.
Fold marks, the lower right blank corner of the
second leaf is torn off (not affecting any text);
overall a very good letter.
Interesting Klondike Gold Rush-era private
letter. The author, one “W.W. Kennedy,” wrote to
his “Dear Old Mother” (“Mrs. William Kennedy,
Whippleville, New York”) on the stationery of
Juneau’s well-known “Circle City Hotel” (built
by Lockie MacKinnon and George Miller on
Third Street in 1895-96, demolished in 1924).
Originally from New York state, Kennedy
compared New York State’s winter conditions to
those in Juneau, talked about his wages, plans
for the future and overall challenging situation
with gold mining with too many prospectors.
He also wrote a lot about his family back in the
east. Overall a nice early Alaska letter.
Excerpts from the letter: “I have been putting
off writing to you as I have not known what I
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was going to do from one day to another. I am
still at work here but was cut down to 8 hours a
day the middle of last month so that only leaves
me $3.20 a day, but as this country is full of
idle men and no work for them to do, I consider
myself quite lucky to get work at all and if I was
not a good workman I could not get a job at all.
I am going to hold this job if nothing happens
till spring opens and then I can do better. I
am working now for a stake so that we can go
home next year <…> It is very lonesome up here
for me but when I came up here I expected to
get $5.00 a day but everything is at a stand
still at this season of the year and every boat
that comes brings a load of men and some of
them are dead broke and can’t get back if they
wanted to. <…> It is 14 years this winter since I
was at home, it don’t see, that long, does it? The
weather is not as cold up here as it is in York
state but it is cold enough the last few days.
It is 8 degrees above zero today but you know
Juneau is on the sea coast and the air is damp
and we feel the cold more on that account…”.
Price: $950 USD
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[CHINA - BEIJING-HANKOU RAILWAY]
[Historically Significant Journal Recording a Travel from Peking to Hankou (a part
of present-day Wuhan), along the Line of the Unfinished Peking-Hankou (Jinghan)
Railway, with the Eye-Witness Account on the Railway Construction, Notes on the
Meetings with the Railway Company Officials, Chinese Workers, Inhabitants of
Nearby Villages, Local Places of Interest etc., Titled:] V – de Pekin à Hankao.

6-21 November [1903]. Octavo, ca. 22,5x17,5
cm (8 ¾ x 6 ¾ in). 32 leaves. Manuscript text in
French. Black and brown ink on lined white laid
paper (one page written in pencil), all entries
with dates on the margins. Occasional markings
in red or blue pencil in text. Period style maroon
half morocco album with cloth boards, spine
with gilt tooled ornaments and gilt lettered
title “PEKIN A HANKAO,” original paper wrappers
bound in. Manuscript table of contents on verso
of the front wrapper. First leaf slightly soiled on
the bottom, paper slightly age toned, but overall
a very good journal written in a legible hand.
Interesting historically significant journal
describing a travel from Beijing to Hankou
(a part of modern-day Wuhan) in November
1903; the traveller apparently was a French
member of the “Société d’étude de chemis de
fer en Chine,” a French-Belgian company which
built the Peking-Hankou (Jinghan) Railway in
1897-1906. The construction of the Jinghan
Railway started in the end of 1898, with the
first sections being opened in 1899; the works
were interrupted in the 1900 by the Boxer
Rebellion, which led to the destruction of a
large part of the railway and murder of many
workers; the construction was resumed in early
1901 and finished in the end of 1905 (See more:
The Peking-Hankow Railway// Bulletin of the
American Geographical Society/ Vol. 38, No. 9.
1906, pp. 554-556). Although the journal entries
don’t mention a year they were written, it was
most likely 1903 (when the 6th of November
fell on Friday, like it is recorded in the journal),
a period of active construction of the remaining
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sections.
The journal contains a detailed account
of a 16-day trip from Beijing to Hankou,
along the railway under construction. Being
an independent manuscript on its own, it is
apparently a part of a larger collection of eight
such journals, describing the whole voyage from
Paris to Macao via Siberia, Manchuria, Korea,
Peking, Hankou, Canton, and Hong Kong (see the
table of contents on verso of the front wrapper).
The author describes his travel from Beijing
along the “Imperial Route” in the “Palace car,” his
visit to a monastery and a pagoda in “Tcheng
Ting” (Zhengding County), which hosts a large
25m Buddha statue. He then recounts a meeting
with Mr. Sémat, who owns an “exploitation”
and constructs a railway between “Shum te
fou” and the Yellow River. He also comments
on the landscapes through which he travels by
train, cart, horse and on foot: “The mountains
of China are more distant, the villages more
spaced out from each other; to my surprise on
my left, [there is] a railway. It’s a line built by
an English coal mining company, which begins
from a point along the Wei Ho (Tau Kou) a little
further than Wei Wei Fou and reaches the mines
in the mountains, over there. This is the way
through which materials for the exploitation
arrived; that is also the way by which the coal
will be exported; but, until now, we cannot find
any…” (in translation). During his trip, he meets
many people who are involved in the railway
construction, including Mr. Charignon, Mr. Job,
Mr. Nimal, Mr .Devienne, or Mr. Icarro: “And here
comes a cavalry: it’s Mr. Nimal, the sous-chef of

the Tongan Tefan section […] accompanied by
his drivers and his dogs. There, in the plains, are
the Tchang Té Fou walls, and before that a quay
on a little river […] We then follow the West wall
of the city and arrive at the section, a yamen in
the west suburb near where a train station will
be next year.” Excerpts from the letter: “I have
been putting off writing to you as I have not
known what I was going to do from one day
to another. I am still at work here but was cut
down to 8 hours a day the middle of last month
so that only leaves me $3.20 a day, but as this
country is full of idle men and no work for them
to do, I consider myself quite lucky to get work
at all and if I was not a good workman I could
not get a job at all. I am going to hold this job
if nothing happens till spring opens and then I
can do better. I am working now for a stake so
that we can go home next year <…>
There are some interesting notes on Chinese
railway workers: “From time to time, teams of
indigenous people, very applied in their work
on the bank which they level like a billiard:
the appearance, that is the strong suit of the

Chinese; does the railway also have such a
groomed appearance? Very curious; for example,
each coolie carries such a small amount of soil
at a time, but there are so many of them, and
we pay them each so little!” He also discusses
the benefits of the railway development: “the
peasants are peaceful and in favour of the
railway and sensible to the benefits they will
experience […] as long as we compensate them
for the fields; the houses that we are destroying,
the graves that we are moving, they declare
themselves very satisfied. I sense, already, that
China is not deep down what we judge it to
be and that its people are, like all populations,
sensible to the advantages of any progress of
which they can experience the effects.” Overall
an interesting eye-witness account of the
construction of the Jinghan Railway - “the first
great trunk line through China” (The PekingHankow Railway// Bulletin of the American
Geographical Society, p. 554) which in 1957
became a part of the major south-north railway
in modern China – Beijing-Guangzhou Railway.
Price: $3,250 USD
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[CHILE]
Adams, Pedro H.; Diaz Y Spencer, and others. [Collection of Thirty-Nine Original
Loose Albumen Photos and Cartes-de-Visite, Showing Santiago, Valparaiso, the Strait
of Magellan, Mount Aconcagua and Environs, Valdivia, Corral, Osorno, Puerto Montt,
Octay, Portraits of the Indigenous People and European Residents].
Ca. 1880s. Thirty-nine loose albumen photos,
mounted on card, including fourteen large
photos ca. 18x23,5 cm (7 x 9 ¼ in), mounted on
card ca. 30x36 cm (11 ¾ x 14 ¼ in); the rest of
the photos are from ca. 11x17,5 cm (4 ¼ x 7 in)
to ca. 5,5x9 cm (2 ¼ x 3 ½ in), they are mounted
on card from ca. 16x21 cm (6 ¼ x 8 ¼ in) to
ca. 10,5x16 cm (4 ¼ x 6 ¼ in). All photos with
period ink numbers and captions in Spanish or
German on recto or verso of the mounts. Two
photos captioned in negative (“Punto Arenas”
and “Long Reach, Estrecho Magallanes”), four
photos with period ink stamps “Pedro H. Adams,
Fotografo” on verso. One photo with a visible
signature “Fotografia Diaz y Spencer, Santiago,
Vistas de Chile” in negative). A few images mildly
faded, one mount with a crease on the right
margin, two mounts with losses of one of the
corners not affecting the images, but overall a
very good collection of interesting photos.
Interesting collection of early well-preserved
albumen photos of Santiago, Valparaiso, the
Strait of Magellan, the Chilean Andes in the
vicinity of mount Aconcagua, and German
towns in the Los Lagos region, with a strong
connection to the German Chilean community.
The photos were taken by the prominent 19thcentury Chilean studios of Pedro Howard Adams
(British, 1831-1899) and “Diaz y Spencer,” run
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by Carlos Diaz Escudero (Chilean) and Eduardo
Spencer (American, 1844-1914).
Active as a photographer since 1868, Pedro
Adams first worked for the studio of Eduardo
Garreaud, contributing to his collections of
photos, issued under the title “Vistas de la
Patagonía, del Estrecho y de la Tierra del Fuego”
and “Album del Santa Lucía.” Together with
another Chilean photographer Francisco Cood,
Adams exhibited at the Exposicion Internacional
in Santiago in 1875. In 1876 Adams moved
to Osorno in Chile’s Los Lagos district, where
he engaged in agriculture and other activities
and also continued to do photography. He
widely travelled around the region and along
the Chilean-Argentinian border, undertaking
an overland trip to Buenos Aires in 1892 (see
more about Pedro H. Adams and his studio in:
Rodríques Villegas, Hernán. Fotografos en Chile
durante el siglo XIX. Historia de la fotografia.
Santiago de Chile: Centro Nacional del
Patrimonio Fotográfico, 2011, pp. 65-66). Four
photos from our collection bear the ink stamps
of Adams’ studio on verso, including the smaller
views of Osorno, Octay and Puerto Montt (all in
the Los Lagos region). The other smaller photos
are of the same size and mounted on the same
type of card, so most likely, they were taken by
Adams as well.
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A smaller photo of a different size was taken
by the studio of Carlos Diaz Escudero and
Eduardo Spencer, which operated in Santiago
in the 1880s. A view of a bridge above the track
of the railway between Santiago and Valparaiso
has a small signature and is titled “Vistas de
Chile” in negative. A large view of Santiago
from our collection was attributed to the «Diaz
y Spencer» studio in the major research of
Chilean 19th-century photography by Hernán
Rodríques Villegas (Rodríques Villegas, Hernán.
Fotografos en Chile durante el siglo XIX… p.
95). The other large photos are very similar in
size and technique to the view of Santiago, so
they were most likely also taken by the «Diaz y
Spencer» studio.
The collection was highly likely assembled
by a German resident or traveller to Chile in
the 1880s. All photos from the collection have
manuscript notes in German (either detailed
captions or references to pages of a book or a
manuscript). Several photos show the centres
of German settlement in south-central Chile at
the time, including Valparaiso, Valdivia, Corral,
Osorno (“taken from the Frölich hill”), Puerto
Montt, and Octay. Six individual and group
portraits depict several European residents
of Santiago, including the director of “Colegio
ingles” in Santiago Robert Radford and his

students, noted Chilean entomologist of British
origin William Bartlett Calvert (1856-1942),
“Herr u. Frau Petzold” and their daughters, “Koll.
Georg,” and others. There are also interesting
early portraits of Chilean indigenous people
(Patagonia, environs of Valdivia and Osorno),
views of the Magellan Strait and Chilean Andes
near mount Aconcagua. Overall a historically
significant collection of early original photos by
prominent Chilean studios.
A list of captions in Spanish: Santiago;
Valparaiso; Bahia de Valparaiso; Punta Arenas;
Valdivia; Indios de la Tierra de Fuego; Long
Reach, Estrecho de Magallanes; Glacial Shelter
Island, Long Reach, Estr. d. Magall.; Corral;
San Vicente; Puente de los Incas; Posada y
Cordillera del Juncal; Union de los Rios Blanco y
Aconcagua; Montevideo; Roto Chileno; Cacique
araucano; Indios de la vacindad de Osorno;
Indios de la vecindad de Valdivia; Osorno, desde
la cuesta de Frölich; Rancho; Puero Monnt;
Octai, Lago de Llanquihue, lado N.; Venta de
frutas; La Cumbre [Paso de Uspallata]; Volcan
Aconcagua, tomado desde una altura de 4000
m.; La Laguna; Valle del Rio Aconcagua; Posada
al pié del Aconcagua; Volcan Maipo, desde el
valle del Rio Diamante; La cueva de Robinson,
Isla Juan Fernandez (Más á tierra).
Price: $3,250 USD
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[FRENCH INDOCHINA]
[Album with Sixty Photographs, including Fifty-five Albumen, Four Cyanotypes
and One Platinum Print Compiled by a French Officer During His Service in French
Indochina].

Ca. 1890s-1900s. Oblong Folio album (ca.
32,5x40,5 cm). 24 card stock leaves. With 55
albumen photographs (one mounted on card
and loosely inserted, the rest are mounted
on the album leaves), including 26 larger
ones from ca. 24x31 cm (9 ¼ x 12 ¼ in) to
ca. 15,5x22,5 cm (6x9 in), and 29 smaller
photos from ca. 12x17,5 cm (6 ¾ x 4 ¾ in) and
slightly smaller. Ten photos numbered and/
or captured in negative. One photo with a
paper label mounted on verso of opposite leaf
with a period manuscript note «Souvenir du
poste d’Hoï-Téou, Province de Quang-TchéouWan [Guangzhouwan], Janvier 1901, Chine.»
With four cyanotypes ca. 17x23 cm (6 ½ x 9
in, numbered in negative) and one platinum
print ca. 12x17 cm (4 ¾ x 6 ¾ in). Period black
half sheep album with cloth boards; moire
endpapers. Covers slightly loose on hinges,
several mounts with minor tears or loss of
corners on extremities, a few images mildly
faded, one cyanotype with a tear neatly repaired,
but overall a very good album.
Historically interesting collection of wellpreserved photos of French Indochina,
including modern-day Vietnam, Guangzhouwan
(Zhanjiang) in southern China, and Cambodia,
taken and collected by a French officer. One of
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the album leaves has a paper label mounted on
verso with a period manuscript note «Souvenir
du poste d’Hoï-Téou, Province de Quang-TchéouWan, Janvier 1901, Chine.» The French leased
territory of Kouang-Tchéou-Wan existed in 18981945, with the centre in Fort Bayard (future
Guangzhouwan/ Zhanjiang); Hoi-Teou was a
small French military post located next to Fort
Bayard.
The album includes views of towns and
villages taken from the sea and river banks,
fortifications, colonial buildings with a waving
French flag, temples, riverboats, a French-built
lighthouse, a “Tombeau Chinois,” portraits of
French colonial servicemen and local people
posing in front of a building with the sign
“Telegraphie,” Vietnamese noblemen, palanquin
carriers, workers building a road, “brodeurs,”
“comédiens,” street food sellers, children,
convicts restrained in different variations of
wooden cangue, three scenes of execution, two
group portraits of the French military, etc. There
are also four cyanotype and three albumen
views of Angkor Wat (one signed by Emile Gsell
in negative), showing the entrance gate, the
libraries and the details of the central pyramid
of the complex. Overall an attractive collection
of early large photos of French Indochina.
Price: $5,250 USD
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[THAILAND]
Lenz, Robert. [Exquisite Lacquered Album with 25 Large Original Albumen and
Gelatin Silver Views of Bangkok and Portraits of Thai People].

Ca. 1890s. Oblong Folio album (ca. 32,5x42,5
cm). 24 card stock leaves. With 25 large
mounted original photographs, including 24
albumen photos from ca. 26,5x34 cm (10 ¼ x
13 ½ in) to ca. 19x24,5 cm (7 ½ x 9 ½ in), and
one gelatin silver photo ca. 20,5x27,5 cm (8 x
10 ¾ in). Twelve photos numbered (one also
captioned) in negative. All photos with period
ink manuscript captions (in French) on the paper
labels mounted on verso of opposite leaves.
Period lacquered Thai album fastened with a
string. The front board with several decorative
vignettes showing a Thai warrior, a temple and
people in boats, as well as the album’s title in
Thai script. Moire endpapers, all edges gilt. A
couple of photos very mildly faded, a couple
with minor creases or tears on extremities,
one photo with a minor loss of the right lower
corner, four pieces of ivory decorating the figure
of the Thai warrior on the front board are
missing; but overall a very good album of large
strong photos.
A beautiful lacquered album with a rare
collection of twenty-five large early photos
of Bangkok, taken by the studio of German
photographer Robert Lenz, who was active in
Singapore and Thailand in the 1890s. Lenz
arrived in Bangkok on the special invitation of
King Rama V and established his studio at the
corner of Charoen Krung Road (New Road). He
became known for the architectural views of the
Siamese capital, portraits of Thai royalty and
nobility, cabinet portrait photos, and postcards.
Lenz sold his studio to another German
photographer Emil Groote (1870-1948) in 1904.
From the review of Joachim K. Bautze’s
“Unseen Siam: Early Photography, 18601910” (Bangkok: River Books, 2017), written
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by Leslie A. Castro-Woodhouse: “The Lenz
name and pictures are well known to students
of nineteenth-century Siamese history. He
became the most prominent photographer in
Bangkok and was well-loved by the Siamese
royals, who frequently utilized his services.
“Lenz’s work in Bangkok began with short visits
from his Singapore studio in 1893, marketing
his range of “artistic” and novelty images and
“collodion-chloride process... pictures which
do not fade.” (p. 291). In 1898, Lenz moved
his studio to Bangkok permanently when he
became the official photographer to the king of
Siam. The pictures collected here show some
of the spectacular portrait work that Lenz did
during his ten years in Bangkok (1899-1907):
portraits of King Chulalongkorn and his high
queens, children, and ministers posed against
sumptuous draperies, painted scenes, and plush
carpets and surrounded by Western furnishings
of the latest styles. Plates 30-100, however,
reflect Lenz’s skill as a landscape photographer
and provide historical images of the royal
palace (plates 47-49), important temples (plates
55-66), river scenes (plates 67-86), dancers
(plates 92-94), people (plates 87-91 and 99101), and elephants (plates 106-16). Lenz
should be ranked with Francis Chit among the
most historically important photographers in
nineteenth-century Siam”.
Our album includes a general view of
Bangkok taken from above, photos of the Grand
Palace, Summer Palace, Wat Phra Kaew (Temple
of the Emerald Buddha), Chao Phraya (Menam)
River, Saranrom Park, a boat procession on
a river, a street on one of the city’s khlongs
(canals), a temple where cremations take place,
two views of a temple’s interior, etc. There is

also a portrait of a young prince, group portraits
of Thai actors and musicians, and four photos of
a herd of elephants being captured in front of
a crowd of spectators. Overall a rare collection
of large, well-preserved photos of 19th-century
Thailand.
Captions to the photos: I. Le Palais du Roi.
Bangkok; II. Temple où se trouve une statuette
de Bouddha. C’est le palladium de Bangkok. La
statuette est jaillée dans une seule émeraude
d’une valeur unestimable; III. Temple où sont
déposées les urnes renfermant les cendres
des anciens Rois du Siam; IV. Vue de face du
temple précédent; V. Autre temple. Mélange de
style Siamois et de style Hidou; VI. Fresques

d’un temple; VII. Vie générale du Palais; VIII.
Temple á l’entrée du fleuve Ménam; IX. Vue á
vol d’oiseau de Bangkok; X. Résidence d’Eté
du Roi; XI. Idem; XII. Parc de Bangkok. Allée de
bambous; XIII. Autre vue du parc; XIV. Procession
sur le fleuve; XV. Rue et canal. Bangkok; XVI.
Troupe d’acteurs; XVII. Jeune prince Siamois.
Costume national; XVIII. Intériour d’un temple;
XIX. Temple où se font les crémations; XX.
Chasse á éléphants. Eléphants capturés; XXI.
Idem. Eléphants chassés vers le kraal; XXII. Idem.
Eléphants captifs amenés; XXIII. Idem; XXIV.
Orchestre Siamois; [XXV]. Salle du trône (Palais
de Bangkok).
Price: $7,500 USD
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[JAPAN, CHINA & PACIFIC]
[Attractive Lacquered Album with 112 Original Photographs of Japan, China,
Singapore, Samoa, and Hawaii, Including Interesting Images of Nikko Temples and
Processions, Tea Houses, Villages and Hotels around Lake Hakone, Streets of Tokyo,
and Nara, Panoramas of Penang and Hong Kong, Scenes of Execution in Canton,
Portraits of “Maoris” and Samoans, etc., Titled]: Around the World, 1900.
20 March - 31 August 1900. Oblong Folio (ca.
32,5x41 cm). With 112 gelatin silver prints of
various size mounted on 21 stiff card leaves,
including 10 large images, ca. 25,5x29 cm (ca.
10 x 11 ½ in), and three large colour photos,
ca. 20x26 cm (ca. 8x10 ¼ in). Manuscript ink
captions on the mounts. Original lacquered
Japanese album with morocco spine, marbled
paper endpapers, all edges gilt. Rebacked in
style, boards slightly rubbed and neatly repaired
on the corners, minor foxing of the endpapers,
otherwise a very good album with interesting
photos.
Interesting album with lively original views
and portraits of the locals from Japan, China,
Singapore, Samoa and Hawaii, taken by a British
traveller during a trip around the world, in
March-August 1900, and supplemented with
several evocative studio photos. The album
starts with seven photos of Port Said and
Colombo where the compiler of the album
arrived on board the P.& O. Steamer “Arcadia”
(“Arab Coal Raft,” streets of Port Said and
Colombo, “Singhalese boys at Mount Lavinia”
etc.) and is followed by seven views of Penang
and Singapore, including an attractive two-part
panorama of Penang taken from R.M.S. “Chusan.”
A dozen of interesting original photos of China
include a view of the Hong Kong harbour with
the building of the Club, “the Queen’s road”
and the monument to Queen Victoria in Hong
Kong, a view of Macao taken from “Boa Vista”
hotel, three dreadful images of the execution of
pirates in Canton (with dismembered bodies and
“the crucifix on which the prisoner is fastened
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for the death by a thousand bats”), views of a
crowd of native boats on the Canton river, a
portrait of the travelling party at the balcony of
“Li Hung Chang palace” (Li Hongzhang, 18231901, noted Chinese politician) etc.
More than half of the album are photos of
Japan (over 60 images), where the traveller
stayed from May 4 to June 20, 1900. Interesting
views show Yokohama harbour taken from the
bedroom window of the Grand Hotel, Tokyo
(Kameido shrine, street views, private house
owned by an Englishman named “Milne”), Nikko
and environs (about twenty photos, including
three large views of a “tea house at the
entrance to the Temple of Iemitsu,” a “garden at
Dainichi-do,” and the Daiya River; and smaller
views of the Tosho-gu Temple, “celebrated Red
Lacquer Bridge”, Karamon gate, bronze Torii,
“Avenue of criptomenia trees”, street views,
botanical garden, Lake Chuzenji, “fish flags at
the Boys Festival;” and three photos of a temple
procession, with a picture of “3 gold shrines, 75
men to carry each. These are not allowed to be
photographed”). There are also over a dozen
interesting photos taken around Lake Hakone
and nearby resort towns, showing streets of
Miyanoshita, Sengaku village, Hayakawa River,
servant girls from tea houses at Dogashima,
Miyanishita and Fujiya Hotel; a portrait of the
compiler with his guide Hirakata, at the Otome
Toge pass where “one gets a magnificent view of
Fujiyama,” three coloured studio photos of Lake
Hakone and Mount Fuji, etc. Other images show
Nagoya Castle, Nara, and Kyoto (Golden Pavilion,
Katsura River, a group of geishas). The album
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closes with eight views of Samoa, including two
studio portraits and six snapshots of “Maoris,”
“Cricket at Apia,” “Samoan natives,” “Annie” etc.;
and six studio photos of Hawaii, including four
views of Honolulu by a local photographer Frank
Davey (harbour, Main road, royal palms, rice
field). Overall an interesting album with a large
collection of high quality lively original photos
(some quite large) of tourist sites and lesserknown areas of Japan.
Price: $3,500 USD
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[CHINA – BOXER REBELLION]
Pauline von Montgelas. [Album with 61 Gelatin Silver Snapshot Photographs and
Eleven Large Loose Gelatin Silver Studio Photos Taken and Collected by Pauline
Montgelas, the Wife of German Military Attache in China, during the Country’s
Occupation by the Troops of the Eight-Nation Alliance Suppressing the Boxer
Rebellion; With a Copy of her “Ostasiatische Skizzen” (München, 1905)].

Album: ca. 1901-1902. Oblong Folio album
(ca. 20,5x28,5 cm). 12 card stock album leaves
with tissue guards (4 blank). With 61 mounted
gelatin silver photographs ca. 6x10,5 cm (2
¼ x 4 in) or slightly smaller. All photos with
period manuscript ink captions in German
on the mounts. Period dark brown full sheep
album, neatly rebacked retaining the original
spine. Front board with a gilt-tooled armorial
exlibris of Pauline von Montgelas (letters “P.M.”
and a countess crown); decorative endpapers.
Binding rubbed on extremities, a couple of
images mildly faded, but overall a very good
album of interesting photos. Photos: ca. 19001903. Eleven large loose gelatin silver photos
from ca. 21x27 cm (8 x 10 ½ in) to ca. 13x21 cm
(5 x 8 ¼ in), mounted on card from ca. 35,5x43
cm (14x17 in) to ca. 24x35,5 cm (9 ½ x 14 cm).
Two photos mounted on the card with a giltlettered stamp of “Y. Suitsu, Peking;” two photos
mounted on the card with a typographic stamp
of “S. Yamamoto, Photographer, Peking;” one
photo with an ink stamp “S. Yamamoto, Peking”
on verso; one photo mounted on the card of a
Parisian photographer. All photos with period
pencil or ink captions (and sometimes dates) on
recto or verso. Two mounts with minor creases
not affecting the images, several images slightly
faded, one mount with a mild water stain on
verso, but overall very good photos.
With: Montgelas, P. Ostasiatische Skizzen mit
einer Ansicht des Himmels-Tempels zu Peking.
München: Theodor Ackermann, 1905. 12mo. [6],
103 pp. With a phototype frontispiece. Period
ink presentation inscription on verso of the
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frontispiece leaf: “Meinem Schwager Albert als
Zeichen der Liebe und des Wohlwollens welches
ich für Ihn hege von Seiner Schwägerin Güggi
Osenbrüggen. München, den 30 Mai 1907.”
Original publisher’s cloth, slightly rubbed on
extremities, otherwise a very good copy.
Historically significant collection of unique
photos and large studio group portraits, taken
during the invasion of northern China by
the troops of the Eight-Nation Alliance - the
international military force which aimed to
suppress the Boxer rebellion (1899-1901). The
collection was compiled by countess Pauline
von Montgelas, wife of count Maximilian von
Mongelas (1860-1938), who took part in the
suppression of the rebellion (commanded the
2nd Battalion of the German 4th East Asian
Infantry Regiment) and served as German
military attache in Beijing in 1900-1903. In the
1910s, von Montgelas served in the German
General Staff but had to retire in 1915 due to
his criticism of German aggression in the initial
phase of WW1. By the end of the war, he became
a pacifist and moved to Switzerland. In 1919
he was a member of the German delegation at
the Paris Peace Conference. In the 1920s, von
Montgelas authored several books and articles
on Germany’s “war guilt” question.
Pauline von Montgelas became known for her
travelogues “Ostasiatische Skizzen” (München,
1905) and “Bilder aus Südasien” (München,
1906), based on her travels across China,
Mongolia, Japan and South-East Asia. Later she
became a prominent member of the Catholic
church, charity figure and activist for rights
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of women and domestic workers in Germany,
being involved in the German Catholic Women’s
Association, the Union of German Homeworkers,
the Catholic Workers’ Union, &c. In the 1930s,
she was also known as an avid criticizer of Nazi
politics.
The photos in our collection cover ca. 19001903, when countess von Mongelas lived in
Beijing as the wife of the German military
attache. The earliest photo (a large view of the
damaged French Catholic church in Tianjin)
apparently relates to her arrival in China in 1900
with the international military force. Interesting
photos in the album show the German embassy
and “Sekretärshäuser,” the grave of German
plenipotentiary in Beijing Clemens von Kettler
(1853-1900), who was killed during the Boxer
rebellion, and a group portrait of “Prinz Ching”
(Yikuang, 1938-1917, a prominent politician of
the Qing dynasty) and his retinue at the German
embassy. Several photos show the destruction
of Bejing after the suppression of the rebellion,
including the Austro-Hungarian embassy after
the “Belagerung” (“siege”) and views of the
breaches and damage in the Inner City’s walls
and gates. An interesting photo shows German
marines bringing a Chines rock statue of a lion
to the German embassy. At least three images
depict the “mourning parade” in the Forbidden
City after the death of Queen Victoria in January
1901. There are also photos of various palaces
and buildings in the Forbidden City, Summer
and Winter Palaces, the Observatory, lively street
views with the locals, etc. Several photos at rear
depict the German embassy’s entertainment trip
to the Ming dynasty tombs near Beijing.
The large photos are mostly group portraits
of German, American, European and Japanese
military men and civil officials, taken in
Beijing during its occupation by the EightNation Alliance. Among the identified persons
are Pauline von Montgelas’ husband count
Maximilian von Mongelas (“Max”), the head
of the Austro-Hungarian “protection force” in
Beijing Alois Schusterschitz (1867-1948), Major
Collinet of the French Legation, the head of
the Russian “protection force” Colonel Dubelt,
Russian General Alexander Vereshchagin (18501909), Commander of the British Legation Guard
Sir Hamilton Bower (1858-1940), the head of

the American “protection force” Major Robertson,
first secretary of the German Legation Baron von
der Goltz, British attache in Beijing Sir Walter
Townley (1863-1945) and his wife Lady Susan
Townley, Mrs. Brewster (the wife of an American
Protestant missionary to China William Nesbitt
Brewster), and others. Two group portraits
of military commanders of the Eight-Nation
alliance were taken by a Japanese photographer
(possibly, Sanshichiro Yamamoto) after the
dinner in the Russian headquarters in Beijing
in 1902. The dinner and the photo session are
mentioned in the memoirs of Russian military
commander Alexander Vereshchagin, who was
present at the dinner and is featured on one
of the photos. Vereshchagin also describes
several military commanders who present in
the portraits, including von Mongelas, Bower,
Robertson, and Collinet. Overall a unique
historically significant collection of original
photos illustrating the life in the European
legations during the occupation of Beijing by
the Eight-Nation Alliance in 1900-1903.
A list of large photos:
1) [A group portrait of international military
men, captioned:] Schutzwache, Peking. [A
detailed caption on verso:] 1. Russ. 2. Jap.
Colonel Yamamoto. 3. Franz. Commandant
Collinet. 4. Russ. Oberst Dybelt; 6. Russ. Gen.Mj.
Wereschtschagin; 6 -. 7. Amerik. Major Robertson;
8. Öst.-ung. <…> Schusterschitz; <…> 10. Ital. <…>
Paroldo; <…> 13. Engl. Oberst H. Bower <…>;
2) [A group portrait of international military
men, captioned:] Schutzwache, Peking;
3) [A group portrait of the members of the
German legation in Beijing, captioned:]
Gesandtschaft. V. Borcht, Max, Goltz, Dolmetscher,
Krebs, Bohler, Roscher, <…>;
4) [A scene with German soldiers carrying
captured Chinese flags, captioned:] Deutsche
Soldaten mit chin. Fahnen;
5) [A group portrait, captioned:] General
Cunning. Sikhs;
6) [A view of Our Lady of Victory French Catholic
church (Wanghailou church) and Haihe River in
Tianjin, captioned:] Tientsin.
7) [A group portrait of European officials and
their wives, on the studio card of S. Yamamoto;
Ink caption:] Peking. Max, Fr. Krumacher, Goltz,
Pauline mit Nikko;
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8) [A group portrait of European officials and
their wives, on the studio card of S. Yamamoto;
Ink caption and signatures:] Walter Townley,
Susan Townley, G. Jardine Kidston, Me. Casenare,
Max, Loudon, Casenare, Pauline, Ital. Komandant,
W.J. Oudendijk;
9) [A group portrait of European officials and
their wives, with the ink stamp of S. Yamamoto
on verso; Ink caption:] Vor der Audienz im
Kaiserpalast 1902. Mrs. Brewster? U.S.A., ?, Me.
Casenare, Pauline, ?, ?, Tino[?] Casenare, Mary

Brewster, Beronice R. (Italie), Mrs. Couper U.S.A.,
Me. Carcer, Kinder Carcer;
10) [A group portrait of European officials and
their wives; Ink caption:] Mr. Casenare, Lieut.
Campbell, Me. Casenare, Herr von Groot, Mr. W.
Townley, Mr. Russel, Lady Susan Townley, Pce.
Mirski;
11) [A studio portrait on the card of a Parisian
photographer, signed:] Elisabeth Casenare,
Peking, 1903.
Price: $7,500 USD
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[COSTA RICA]
Paynter Bros.; Rudd, Harrison Nathaniel. [Collection of 47 Large Mounted Gelatin
Silver Photographs of Costa Rica, Showing the Craters of the Poás and Turrialba
Volcanoes, Costa Rican Railway, Sites and Landmarks of San Jose, Ruins of the
Church in Ujarras, Portraits of Native Farmers, Families, Schoolgirls, etc.]

Ca. 1900. Forty-seven large gelatin silver photos
ca. 19x23 cm (7 ½ x 9 in), mounted on original
studio cards ca. 25,5x32,5 cm (10 x 12 ¾ in).
Ca. 31 photos numbered in negative; all but
three photos with period pencil captions on
verso (some captions faded, some repeated in
later ink). Mounts mildly soiled and foxed, many
with minor chipping or losses on extremities or
corners, a few images mildly faded or with mild
silvering, one photo with a minor tear on mount
slightly affecting the image, two photos with
stains on the images, but overall a very good
collection of these rare photos.
Historically significant collection of rare
early large photographs of Costa Rica taken by
a prominent local studio of Paynter Brothers,
initially partnered with another important Costa
Rican photographer Harrison Nathaniel Rudd. In
1889 or 1890, the eldest of the brothers, William
Paynter McBird (or McBurt), together with Rudd,
opened up an elegant two-storey “Galeria de
Artes” in the Parque Central of Costa Rica’s
capital San Jose. The Galeria became known
for its high-quality portraits and well-executed
views of San Jose and Costa Rican countryside,
including the first ever photos of the craters
of the Poás and Turrialba volcanoes (see
more: Brenes-Tencio, G. “A fin de que la ilusión
sea completa”: fotógrafos y fotografías en la
ciudad de San José al finalizar el siglo XIX. Una
contribución documental// Revista Herencia. Vol.
21 (2), 37-55, 2008, pp. 37-55). In 1895, Rudd and
Paynter dissolved their partnership, and William
opened the “Paynter Bros.” studio with his
brothers Luke and Richard. The studio continued
the initial line of work, also publishing postcards
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and actively contributing to a popular Costa
Rican weekly magazine “Paginas Ilustradas”
(San Jose, 1904-1912). The original photographs
by the Rudd-Paynter partnership and “Paynter
Bros.” are rare with only a couple of institutional
holdings. Our collection includes six views of
the craters of the Poás and Turrialba volcanoes,
detailing on their internal land formations. Nine
photos show Costa Rican railways, including
the Birris River bridge (completed in 1890), Rio
Grande bridge under construction (completed
in 1902), a landslide with a partly destroyed
railway line, “Jamaican workers on the Northern
railway,” etc. There are also over a dozen photos
of San Jose, including a general view featuring
the Metropolitan Cathedral, views of the Parque
Central, city market, a bull ring, the interior of
the Metropolitan Cathedral, a street procession,
seven views of the exterior and lavish interior
of the newly-built Teatro Nacional (completed
in 1897), etc. The other photos show Costa
Rican countryside (valleys, villages, streams
and waterfalls), ruins of the church in Ujarras
(captioned as “ruin of the oldest church in
Central America”), an “Indian teepee,” portraits
of farmers, families, pickers of coffee berries,
a group portrait of schoolgirls, etc. Overall a
historically significant rare collection of original
early photos of Costa Rica, A list of captions:
Crater of [Poas] volcano from the highest
point of which both oceans may be seen, only
place in the world where this may be done;
Down in the crater of Poas, vapor[?] coming up
from sulphuric lake below; Down into Diable
Inferno – Crater; Crater of Turrialba; Crater of
Turrialba, another view; Another crater of an
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extinct volcano – soil farm; The Rio Grande;
Cantilever bridge over the Rio Grande (Grand
River), Costa Rica, 400 ft high of the highest of
its kind in the world; Another view of the bridge,
Rio Grande [2 different views with the same
caption]; Working car on the bridge; Costa Rica
ferro carril (railroad); A landslide; Scene along
the Costa Rican Railway - tree with hanging
moss; Jamaican workman – on the Northern
Railway; A sight along the Northern Railway,
C.R.; National Theatre, one of the most beautiful
and most expensive theatres in the world; Right
enters the hallway near which <…> the door
<…> enters the large Promanating room which
occupies the whole upper front of the building;
Promanating room in Theatre; Café in Theatre

Nacional; Curtain – hand painted, National
Theatre; Scene of Port Limon, hand-painted 5[?]
ft. size by famous Italian artist; Painting in dome
of building (Theatre); Catholic church in San
Jose where President was inaugerated [sic!] in
the month of May 1902; View of San Jose C.R.;
Park in San Jose; A park scene; Ruin of the oldest
church in Central America, age not known;
Market Plaza where the country people come to
sell their produce; A bull fight; Indian Teepee; A
native’s farm house; A country road; Model scene
from the mountain side; Costa Rican farmhouse;
Getting ready to milk; The coffee plantation in
flower; Many miles of valley; The chocolate tree;
Plucking coffee berries; Shoeing an ox.
Price: $3,750 USD
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[CALIFORNIA, NEVADA, UTAH & COLORADO - RAILWAYS]
[Album of Sixty-Seven Gelatin Silver Photographs of a Railroad Trip through
California, Nevada, Utah and Colorado, Showing Monterey, San Francisco, Auburn,
Ogden, Salt Lake City, Engines and Trains, a “Railroad Camp,” a Train Wreck, a Female
“Fellow Passenger,” etc.]
Ca. 1900. Quarto (25.5x17.5 cm). 17 grey album
leaves. With 67 mounted original gelatin silver
photographs, with eight larger ones ca. 12 x 20
cm (5 x 8 in) and the rest ca. 8.5 x 8 cm (3.5 x
3 in). Most photographs with manuscript black
ink captions. Period style brown gilt tooled half
morocco with brown cloth boards. A few images
mildly faded, but overall a very good album of
interesting photographs.
Interesting collection of original snapshot
and studio photos taken and during a railway
trip from California to Colorado ca. 1900, by
the Central Pacific and Denver and Rio Grande
Western Railroads. The album opens with
twenty-seven photos showing the grounds of
the luxurious Hotel del Monte, which opened
in Monterey in 1880. There are also views of
Monterey’s Old Customs House (the oldest
surviving government building in California,
erected in 1827), “Catholic Mission Chapel”
(the Cathedral of San Carlos Borromeo), and
an unusual view of the Vizcaino-Serra Oak
and commemorative cross on the Cathedral
grounds. This is the “first place in W. America
where mass was said, June 3, 1770.” The oak
under which Father Junipero Serra said the first
mass in 1770, was declared dead in 1904 and
cut down in 1905. The photo shows the oak, the
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commemorative cross with the date of the mass,
and a painted sign “Wizardo” which we didn’t
find on the other photos of the site. There are
also several snapshot photos of San Francisco
(waterfront, harbour and Alcatraz Island).
Twenty-three photos taken during the railroad
trip show the exterior and interior of steam
engines (“American Train,” “Limited Express”),
a female “fellow passenger,” railway tracks,
stations and depots in Auburn, Ogden and Salt
Lake City, a wrecked train laying on the side of
a track, a “railroad camp,” railroad workers in
“Salt Lake Desert,” “mountain homes” in Nevada,
views taken in the Rocky Mountains “from rear
of train travelling full speed” (Black Canyon,
Arkansas River, etc.), and others. The album
closes with two studio panoramic views of Salt
Lake City and six snapshots of the city, showing
the “Mormon Temple,” “Indians,” “the old city
walls,” “old cottage,” etc. Overall an interesting
collection of unique snapshot photos showing
railway travel in the American West in the early
1900s.
Price: $1,250 USD
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[NEW CALEDONIA]
[Dupouy, André, Capitaine]. [Album with 479 Original Gelatin Silver Photographs,
Including 276 Photos Documenting His Life and Military Service in New Caledonia
in ca. 1908-1911, and 203 photos Illustrating his Later Service and Family Life in
France, Tonkin and Madagascar in ca. 1914-1923, Titled:] Album de photos faites en
Calédonie de 1908 á 1911 par la Maison J’Y.
Ca. 1908-1911, 1914-1923. Oblong Folio album
(ca. 30,5x46,5 cm). 50 album leaves of various
colours. With 276 mounted gelatin silver
photographs of New Caledonia, including a large
five-part panorama of Noumea ca. 16x106,5
cm (6 ¼ x 42 in) and three smaller panoramas
from ca. 11x33 cm (4 ¼ x 13 in) to ca. 7x30,5
cm (2 ¾ x 12 in). The rest of the photos are of
various sizes from ca. 17x22,5 cm (6 ½ x 8 ¾
in) to ca. 4,5x5 cm (1 ¾ x 2 in). Most photos
with period ink captions in French on the
mounts, many also with period ink dates. The
first leaf with the manuscript title also bears the
compiler’s manuscript monogram and date “AD,
Noumea, 21/5-10.” The inner side of the front
cover with a pasted diploma of the 2nd prize
for photography, given to Dupouy at the artistic
competition in Noumea in September 1910.
Also with 200 mounted and three loosely
inserted gelatin silver photos of various sizes,
from ca. 17x22,5 cm (6 ½ x 9 in) to ca. 4x4,5
cm (1 ½ x 1 ¾ in), related to Dupouy’s family
life and military service in Tonkin, France and
Madagascar in 1914-1923; many photos are
thoroughly captioned and often dated on the
mounts. Period brown quarter sheep album
with cloth boards; marbled endpapers. Binding
rubbed on extremities, corners bumped, the
large panorama with several creases and tears
neatly repaired, one photo with scratches
affecting the image, a few images mildly faded,
but overall a very good album of interesting
photos.
An outstanding photograph collection, rare in
such extent and quality, presenting a detailed
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picture of everyday life and military service
in French colonial New Caledonia in the early
20th century. The compiler, André Dupouy,
was a French military officer who served in
Noumea in ca. 1908-1911. According to the
other photos from the album, in February
1914 he was on service in Tonkin (modern-day
northern Vietnam), and during WW1, served
with the French Sixth Army on the Western
front. He became the Knight of the Legion of
Honour in December 1916 (three photos at rear
show Dupouy receiving the cross of the Legion
of Honour in March 1917 in Bordeaux). In ca.
1919-1923, Dupouy served in various posts in
Madagascar, where his wife and young son also
joined him. In 1922-1923 he was apparently the
chief of the district of Ambovombe. Dupouy was
an avid amateur photographer, and his images
are distinguished by high quality and a wide
variety of subjects. The inner side of the front
cover has a pasted printed diploma of the “Salon
Calédonien – Concours Artitisque,” which took
place on September 24, 1910 and celebrated the
57th anniversary of New Caledonia becoming a
French colony. The diploma testifies that Dupouy
received the second prize in photography.
The album contains several excellent
panoramas of Noumea, including a large fivepart photo taken from the elevation behind
St. Joseph Catholic Cathedral and showing
the city’s downtown core and harbour. The
other panoramas of Noumea show it from the
Artillerie quarter and the infantry barracks;
another panorama depicts the infamous
penitentiary on the Nou Island. Many photos
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show French military barracks, posts, troops
and revues across the Grande Terre Island infantry barracks in Noumea (in everyday state
and decorated for the 4th of July celebration),
the monument to Colonel Gally Passebose
(military commandant of New Caledonia, killed
during the uprising in 1878), military posts in
Ponérihouen (the North Province, including one
photo of the post after a cyclone) and La Coulée
(the South Province), the revue in Noumea on
July 14, 1909, training on the battalion grounds,
numerous portraits of French officers, interior
views of their private quarters, the grave of
French infantry soldier Silvaine Maynadier,
scenes of a party in the battalion’s canteen and
soldiers washing at the “bathing grounds”, &c.
Interesting views of Noumea show St. Joseph
Cathedral, the church of Immaculate Conception,
the shop of “Maison A. Barrau & Cie,” the quay,
numerous French steamers in the harbour, the
musical pavilion, the statue of Jeanne d’Arc
(decorated for the inauguration in January
1910), “le restaurant Massoubre,” etc. Two photos
show the ceremony of laying the first stone
and the initial construction of the nickel mine
of “Société des Hauts Forneaux de Nouméa” in
Noumea’s neighbourhood of Doniambo; there is
also a photo of the mine’s inauguration on July
10, 1910. A large photo shows French and native
workers posing in front of the first oil derrick
in New Caledonia (“Premiers coups de Sonde
au Pétrole”). Several photos show the NoumeaPaita railway – the Auteuil station, passengers
posing from the train in Dumbea, and scenes of
the construction of the extension from Dumbea
to Paita. There are also views of Catholic
churches and bridges in St. Louis and Paita and
a couple of views taken on the Nou Island.
A series of photos show various sport and
entertainment events in Noumea: a bike race

in December 1908 (portraits of the contestants
and their bikes, views of the race track and
competition scenes), portraits of “the battalion
boxers,” and a series of photos of “une leçon de
Boxe,” “Noumea-Sport” (a running competition
on the velodrome grounds in 1909), “Concours
de Gymnastique 24 September 1909,” several
scenes from “l’entrainement au foot ball,” group
portraits of French officers during fancy dress
parties, picnics at the Yahoué waterfalls near
Noumea, dinners in the restaurant in Dumbea,
etc.
Over twenty photos show the native
inhabitations of New Caledonia (warriors,
families, children, “groupe de canaques,” “Grands
Chefs canaques au Poste,” a group portrait
“dans la brousse,” “un belle mere,” “les Grandes
Chefs canaques en tenue,” a group partying with
French officers). Ten photos depict the scenes
from the traditional pilou dance performed on
September 24, 1909; three others – the pilou
dance performed on July 14, 1910. Another
group portrait shows children and French
missionaries in front of a native school “in the
bush.”
The later photos include portraits of Dupouy,
his wife and young son Jean-Pierre, and mostly
scenes and views from their life in Madagascar
(Ambovombe, Poste Nivet, Fort Dauphin, Cap
Diego, Ampotaka, Tsiombe, Beloha, &c). Six
photos at rear show Dupouy on military service
in Tonkin in February 1914, and the last three
photos depict the award ceremony in Bordeaux
in March 1917, when Dupouy received his cross
of the Legion of Honour.
Overall a rare content-rich visual source on
the history of New Caledonia in the early 20th
century.
Price: $7,500 USD
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[ALASKA & KLONDIKE]
[Collection of Twenty-Eight Rare Early Cyanotypes of Alaska and the Klondike].
Ca. 1900s. Twenty-eight loose cyanotypes ca.
8,5x11 cm (3 ¼ x 4 ¼ in), printed on paper ca.
12,5x17,5 cm (5x6 in); one leaf trimmed to fit
the image. No captions. All leaves with pencil
numbers on verso. One cyanotype with an ink
stamp “Keuffel & Esse Co., New York, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco” on verso. One cyanotype
with a minor staining, several slightly faded, but
overall a very good collection.
Rare collection of early cyanotypes showing
rail tracks and stations, totem poles, settlers
and various natural sites of Alaska and the
Klondike, most likely dating back to the region’s
rapid growth in the early 1900s after the
Klondike Gold Rush (1896-1899). Two photos
show rail tracks and stations, possibly of the
Klondike Mines Railway (1905-1913), as one
of the stations has a visible sign “Dawson.” The
railway operated in 1905-1913, serving gold
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dredging operations and transporting cargo
and passengers between Dawson City and
Sulphur Springs. There are also three interesting
cyanotypes of totem poles, one of which is
covered with carved bear footprints and has a
large bear figure on top. The other images show
settlers posing on a large boulder, in front of
their cottage or with their horses, and numerous
glaciers, lakes, rivers, mountains, waterfalls,
forests, etc. Overall an unusual collection of
early original cyanotypes showing Alaska and
the Klondike. The images were most likely taken
by a visitor from the United States, as one of
them bears the ink stamp of “Keuffel & Esser” –
a major American supplier of stationery, drawing
materials and mathematical instruments since
1867 (sold in 1987).
Price: $1,250 USD
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[ALASKA - PRIBILOF ISLANDS]
[Chichester, Harry Denison] [Historically Important Collection of 121 Original Gelatin
Silver Photographs of the Pribilof Islands, Showing St. Paul Village and Orthodox
Church, Native People, American Sealers, Scenes of Fur Seal Hunting, &c].

Ca. early 1900s. 121 loose gelatin silver prints of
various size, including over thirty large photos
ca. 11,5x16,5 cm (4 ½ x 6 ½ in) and over thirty
oblong photos ca. 8x14 cm (3 ¼ x 5 ½ in); the
rest are from ca. 10x13,5 cm (3 ¾ x 5 ½ in) to
ca. 9x9 cm (3 ½ x 3 ½ in). Twenty-five photos
signed “H.D. Chichester,” “H.D. Chichester” or
“H.D.” in negative, several additionally dated “06,”
“07,” “08” or “09” in negative. Five images with
period ink or pencil captions in English on verso.
A few photos with minor tears on extremities,
a couple of images mildly faded or with minor
silvering on the margins, but overall a very good
collection of interesting photos.
Historically significant extensive collection
of early original photos of the Pribilof Islands,
focusing on their settlements and fur seal
industry. The photographer, Harry Denison
Chichester, resided on the islands for over
a decade and was closely involved with the
sealing industry, at first working for the North
American Commercial Co., and later as an agent
of the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries.
The photos include several excellent views
of the Pribilof Islands’ settlements, including St.
Paul village and Orthodox church; three photos
depict a festive Orthodox procession circling the
church. Over forty photos (including seventeen
large ones) show seals or fur seal industry
operations on the Pribilof Islands, including
seal family groups, hunters driving them to the
killing ground, clubbing and skinning them,
piling bundles of furs, loading them on boats
etc. Other interesting photos show the sealers in
wet suits on the seashore, tents and canoes of
native people, volcanic eruption over one of the
Pribilofs, a vessel of a fur seal company, portraits
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of a group of Alaskan gold miners (?) inside
their tent (with the scale and some papers in
the foreground), of an American man dressed
in a fur seal coat, hat and boots (on board of a
vessel), a dog sled, a wooden building with the
sign “Kingsland villa” and the American flag
waving above, etc. Three photos are captioned
and relate to the other parts of Alaska or the
Aleutians – “Port Clarence [coast of the Bering
Sea just south of the Seward Peninsula] – Indian
grave,” “Unalaska Reindeer,” and “Nome – native
camp on Koozitreen River” [Kuzitrin River,
Seward Peninsula].
Most photos from the collection are
stylistically very close to the images from the
series “Pribilof Islands Glass Plate Negatives,
1913-1921; Records of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1868-2008” deposited in the National
Archives, Seattle. Two photos from the Seattle
Archives’ collection, titled “Procession Leaving
St. Paul Church” and “Outside church parade”
evidently depict the same Orthodox church
procession like the one on our photos. The
“Procession Leaving St. Paul Church” is signed
“Lembke ‘07” in negative. Walter I. Lembkey was
the chief agent of the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries
on the Pribilof Islands in the 1900s. He could
have taken some of the other photos from our
collection which would further prove their
connection to the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries
and significance for the history of the sealing
industry on the Pribilofs.
Over a dozen Chichester’s photos can be
found in the C. Willard Evans photograph
collection of the Historical Documents
Department of San Francisco Maritime National
Historical Park. Although the images themselves
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are not available for the online view, they are
supplemented with captions and annotations
which may indicate that some of the images are
the same as in our collection:
1) Box 1. Item No. 002. Bogoslof Island, Alaska,
1892. Steam and/or ash is rising from the island
on the left side of the photograph.
2) Box 1. Item No. 046. Two men standing on
a rocky beach in Alaska, 1909. The men appear
to be dressed for wet weather. The men in Item
105 are wearing similar clothing.
3) Box 1. Item No. 050. Men rowing ashore at
Saint George Island, Alaska, circa 1900-1911.
A steamship is in the right background, port
broadside view. In the left middle distance, men
are rowing ashore. In the foreground, a group
of men are waiting for the rowers’ arrival at the
landing.
4) Box 1. Item No. 051. Men unloading
supplies from a rowboat at Saint George Island,
Alaska, circa 1900-1911.
5) Box 2. Item No. 096. Group of fur seals
being driven to the killing grounds on Saint
George Island, Alaska, circa 1900-1911. Two men
are in view, one of which is holding a long stick.
6) Box 2. Item No. 099. Men clubbing fur seals
on Saint George Island, Alaska, circa 1900-1911.
The fur seals are huddled together and the men
are encircling them. Each man is holding a long
stick.
7) Box 2. Item No. 110. Walrus in Alaska, circa
1900-1911. Close-up view of the head.
Overall a historically interesting collection
of original photos giving a first-hand account
of the fur seal industry and everyday life on the
Pribilof Islands in the early 20th century.
Originally from Eagle Pass (Texas), Chichester
was a nephew of Stanley Brown, a private
secretary to US President James Garfield (Bodies
of Fishery Experts now on way to Frisco// The
Washington Herald. Washington, D.C., 25 June
1911, p. 12). Chichester went to the Pribilof
Islands to learn about the fur seal industry as
early as 1892 (The Seattle Post Intelligencer.
Seattle, Washington, 25 May 1892, p. 4). In 1896,
while an employee of the North American
Commercial Company, he took pictures of the
sealing operations for the Commission of Fur
Seal Investigations on St. George Island (Jordan,
D.S. Observation on the Fur Seals of the Pribilof

Islands: Preliminary Report by … Commissioner
in charge of Fur Seal Investigations for 1896.
Washington: Government Press, 1896, p. 6;
Jordan, D.S. The Fur Seals and Fur Seal Islands
of the North Pacific Ocean. Part 1, Washington,
1898, p. 21). Since the early 1900s Chichester
worked as an agent of the U.S. Bureau of
Fisheries on St. Paul Island. He was a personal
acquaintance of George M. Bowers (1863-1925),
US Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries in 18981903 and Director of the US Bureau of Fisheries
in 1903-1913 (Two drown in seal service// The
Washington Post. Washingon, D.C. 15 June 1911,
p. 3).
In 1910 Chichester graduated from the
George Washington University Medical School
and started a government survey of living
conditions of the Pribilof Islands’ population
(housing, clothing, diet, living habits, diseases
and parasites, alcohol abuse etc.). The survey
was never completed as Chichester died on May
31, 1911, in a boat accident during a leisure
trip on the saltwater lagoon near the village
of St. Paul (see more: Martin, F. Before the
Storm: A Year in the Pribilof Islands, 1941-1942.
University of Alaska Press, 2010, pp. 111-113).
Several of Chichester’s photographs of fur seals
were used as illustrations to D.S. Jordan’s book
“Matka and Kotik: a tale of the Mist Islands”
(San Francisco, 1897, 1900, 1903, 1910 &c). His
photo of a St. Paul Island beach covered with
guillemot eggs was published in the National
Geographic Magazine (cit. ex.: The Boston Globe.
Boston, Massachusetts, 26 October 1903, p. 6).
Price: $2,250 USD
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[PHILIPPINES - MANILA]
[Collection of Twenty-One Mounted Gelatin Silver Photos of Manila (Pasig River,
Anda Monument, Clarke’s Ice Cream Parlour, Tondo Canal, Old Customs House), Casco
Boats, Filipino Villages, Peasants, etc.]

Ca. 1900s. Twenty-one loose gelatin silver
photos, including twelve panoramic photos ca.
5,5x17,5 cm (2x7 in) and nine photos ca. 9,5x12
cm (3 ½ x 4 ¾ in). All mounted on period card.
Ten photos captioned in negative, nine photos
numbered in negative. Several mounts with
minor scratches or chipping not affecting the
images, several images with mild staining or
mildly faded, but overall a very good collection
of interesting photos.
An attractive collection of rare original photos
of Manila and environs, most likely taken by
an American photographer and dating back
to the early American colonial period. The
interesting images include several panoramic
views of Manila waterfront and the Pasig River,
featuring the old customs house, Tondo Canal,
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Anda Monument and landing, steam vessels
and native casco barges (the name of one of
the boats – “Natividad” is clearly seen), etc. A
photo of the Pasig River waterfront shows the
building and the sign of Clarke’s ice cream
parlour, which was opened on Escolta Street in
1899 and became the first ice cream shop in
the Philippines. There is also an attractive view
of Calle Concordia (Legarda Street) with San
Sebastian Catholic church in the background
and painted advertising of a “Sombrereria”
on the wall in the far right. The other photos
show Filipino villages, an open-air market, local
peasants, children, water buffalos plowing fields,
etc. Overall a nice collection showing landmarks
and streets of Manila in the early 1900s.
SOLD
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[US-MEXICAN BORDER]
[Album of Fifty-Three Gelatin Silver Photographs, Taken by a Private of Troop K, 3rd
Squadron, 12th Cavalry Regiment, and Documenting His Service on the Mexican
Border During the Mexican Border War].

Ca. late 1910s. Oblong Small Octavo album (ca.
14,5x18,5 cm). 26 black album leaves. With 53
mounted gelatin silver photographs from ca.
8,5x11 cm (3 ¼ x 4 ¼ in) to ca. 4,5x7 cm (1 ¾
x 2 ¾ in). No captions. The first photo has a
readable date on verso “10/30/18.” With eleven
period newspaper and magazine clippings of
various sizes. Period black cloth album with
the ink stamp “Royal Albums” on the rear
pastedown endpaper. Binding with minor water
stains and slightly rubbed on extremities, a
couple of images mildly faded, two photos have
minor damage to the image (after being stuck
together), but overall a very good album of
interesting photos.
Interesting collection of original snapshots
documenting the life and service of an American
soldier guarding the Mexican border during the
Mexican Border War (1910-1919). A group of
three soldiers on one of the photos pose with
a flag with the symbols “12” and “K,” relating to
the Troop K of the 12th Cavalry Regiment (3rd
Squadron) of the US Army. The regiment was
constituted in 1901 at Fort Sam Houston, Texas,
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and in the early 20th century served in the
United States, the Philippines, and the Panama
Canal Zone. In the late 1910s, the regiment
patrolled the Mexican border, being ordered to
Hachita (NM) in 1916, and redeployed to Texas
in 1921 (see more about the regiment’s history:
https://1cda.org/history/history-12cav/). The
photos in the album most likely relate to the
regiment’s service on the Mexican border in the
late 1910s (since the first photo in the album is
dated 1918), after the end of the Pancho Villa
punitive expedition of the US Army (March
1916 – February 1917). Forty-six photos show
American soldiers, cavalry horses, military
barracks and tents (most likely, near Hachita),
construction of a building, a boxing match, a
target practice, etc. One group portrait depicts
four soldiers, with one of them jokingly pointing
his pistol at the back of an unaware trooper’s
head. The other seven photos are portraits of
the compiler’s family and friends. Overall a rare,
interesting visual source on the history of the
Mexican Border War and the US military service
on the Mexican border during and after WW1.
ON HOLD
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[CALIFORNIA – EL CAMINO REAL & AUTOMOBILES]
[Album with 133 Gelatin Silver Photographs Taken During an Automobile Trip in
Southern California in the 1910s, Titled:] Along the El Camino Real.
Ca. 1910s. Oblong Folio album (ca. 28,5x40 cm).
27 album leaves (3 blank). With 128 mounted
and five loosely inserted original gelatin silver
photographs, from ca. 9x14,5 cm (3 ½ x 5 ¾ in)
to ca. 2,5x5 cm (1x2 in). No captions. First leaf
with a mounted paper label, bearing the white
ink manuscript title. Two photos with period ink
dates “1912” and “July 7, 1914” inscribed on the
images. Period black cloth “Badger Line” album
fastened with metal bolts. A couple of images
mildly faded, but overall a very good album of
interesting photos.
Attractive collection of lively original photos,
picturing early automobile trips in southern
California. Most photos were taken during a
journey along the historic El Camino Real route,
which was originally built to connect Spanish
Catholic missions between San Diego and
Sonoma just north of San Francisco Bay. The
album starts with a photo of the travellers and
their car posing next to the historical sign “El
Camino Real. To Santa Barbara 23 miles. To San
Buenaventura [7?] miles.” The other photos show
them on a truss bridge, next to a beach pavilion
(with the signs “Cigars & Tobacco,” “Bathing
Suits,” “Soft Drinks,” “Ice Cream”), at the entrance
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to the historical “Hotel El Paso de Robles” (built
in 1891), at the sign “Go Slow, Summit, East
Pass, Danger” (possibly, at the East Casitas Pass).
Several photos show native Americans posing
next to their house, with the travellers and their
car. There is also a photo of a town street with a
large banner advertising the Chautauqua event
(“Chautauqua, July 19-26”).
The album depicts several cars. Two of them
have visible license plates (“26368, CAL” and
“29508 CAL”), another one has a clearly seen
logo of the American Automobile Association (a
diamond with the enclosed text “AAA, California
State Automobile Association”). The other
photos include portraits of the compiler, his
family and friends, scenes of picnicking, boating,
playing sports and games, swimming &c. Four
photos at the rear show a group posing, most
likely, at the grounds of the Panama-California
Exhibition, which celebrated the opening of the
Panama Canal (San Diego, 1 January 1915 – 1
January 1917). Overall an attractive collection of
original photos, showing private cars and leisure
trips in southern California in the early 20th
century.
Price: $1,500 USD
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[JAPAN]
[Album of 125 Original Gelatin-Silver Photographs of Central Japan Including Nikko,
Mount Nasu, Mount Asama, Kyoto, Kamakura etc., Showing Architecture, Landscapes,
Temples and Local People etc.[With] Six Original Japanese Prints and two Original
Watercolours].
1911. Oblong Folio (27 x 36cm), 33 black album
leaves. Collection of 125 gelatin silver prints, all
but six mounted on recto and/or verso. Includes
two photographs ca. 8.5 x 29 cm (3 ¼ x 11 ¼
in.), seven ca. 9.5 x 14 cm (3 ¾ x 5 ½ in.), six
ca. 9 x 9 cm (3 ½ x 3 ½ in.) and the rest 7.5 x
10 cm (3 x 4 in.) or slightly smaller. Captions
in period manuscript white ink on most leaves.
Additionally over 10 photographs have been
hand coloured. The collection also includes
two studio albumen prints each ca. 21 x 25.5
cm (8 ¼ x 10 in.) with captions in negative, Six
original Japanese prints ranging from ca. 6.5 x
9.5 cm (2 ½ x 3 ¾ in.) to ca. 9 x 14 cm (3 ½ x 5
½ in.), and two original watercolours ca. 6.5 x 20
cm (2 ½ x 7 ¾ in.). Period style black gilt tooled
half morocco with black cloth covers. A couple of
album leaves with some mild traces of moisture
but overall a very good album of interesting
strong photographs.
This album of unique private photographs
compiled by (mostly likely) an English lady
(several photos which show the photographer
are captioned «self») shows a variety of
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locations in central Japan, including the
topography, architecture and local scenes.
Included are images of Nikko (over 20
photographs): Temple procession (6 photos);
Monastery Garden (4 photos); Gangnam ga
fuchi (4 photos); Japanese girls in Kimono (4
photos); Tomb of Shogun Leyasu; Nasu Dake
(Mount Nasu): 20 photographs including
crater, inn, Nasu village; Kyoto: 14 photographs
including pagodas, Gion Shrine (Now Yasaka
Shrine), Gion Procession, Teapot lane, Chionin
Temple; Kamakura, Kanagawa Prefecture
(over 10 photographs): Daibutsu (4 images);
Beach (2 views); Hachiman Temple and Lotus
Garden (4 images); Shrine; Trip to Mount Asama
(15 images including Kawarayu, Shibukawa,
Maebashi; 4 views of Asama Yama; Kusatsu);
Chuzenji Lake (On the way (5 images); Lake (5
views); Lakeside hotel; 2 images of net fishing);
Pack horse; 3 photographs of carts and drivers;
planting rice; ploughing paddy; Yumoto Lake (2
views); Miyanoshita Onsen, Kanagawa Prefecture
(Fujiya Hotel, White Japanese Cock).
Price: $1,250 USD
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[PAPUA NEW GUINEA]
[Patten, William] [Collection of Nineteen Loose Gelatin Silver Photos, Taken During
Professor William Patten’s Zoological Expedition to New Britain (Papua New Guinea)
in 1912].
Ca. 1912. Nineteen loose gelatin silver photos,
including five larger photos from ca. 24x30 cm
(9 ½ x 12 cm) to ca. 16,5x18 cm (6 ½ x 7 in);
the rest of the photos are from ca. 12,5x17,5
cm (5 x 6 ¾ in) to ca. 5x5,7 cm (2x3 in). Eleven
photos with later pencil captions on verso,
mostly reading “W. Patten, 1904, New Guinea
expedition.” Two photos are the larger prints
of small photos; two medium-sized photos are
identical. A couple of photos with small creases,
two photos with minor loss on one or two
corners, but overall a very good collection of
strong interesting photos.
Historically significant collection of early
photos of Papuan people and their villages,
taken during Professor William Patten’s
zoological expedition to New Britain (modernday Papua New Guinea) in 1912. Patten, who was
a professor of biology and zoology at Dartmouth
College (Hanover, NH), travelled around the
world in search of paleontological specimens
and “collected an amazing array of fossils from
New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Labrador, Costa
Rica, Cuba, New Guinea, Australia, Java, Japan, the
Baltic region and Spitzbergen” (Goldthwait, J.W.
William Patten (1861-1932)// Proceedings of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. 70,
No. 10 (Mar. 1936), p. 567). In spring 1912, Patten
left Sydney (New South Wales) for Blanche Bay,
New Britain, where he hoped to find “some eggs
of the nautilus,” “the embryonic material of the
arachnida,” and specimens of the “baramunda,
or lung fish,” in order to prove his view of
the evolution theory (Eggs of the Nautilus. A
Scientist’s Quest// The Sydney Morning Herald,
21 February 1912, p. 17). During his trip, he also
visited Goaribari Island in the Gulf of Papua.
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Evidently, Patten not only collected fossils and
zoological specimens but was also interested
in the ethnography of Papuan people. Either he
or his expedition members took a series of their
portraits. Patten also collected several objects
of traditional Papuan craftmanship, which he
or his heirs presented to the Hood Museum of
Art in Dartmouth College. At least three of them
– a feather headdress, a braided beaded band,
and a green stone axe – have the curator’s note
that they were collected by Professor Patten on
the Goaribari Island on March 17-23, 1912. The
description of Patten’s papers on the Dartmouth
Library and Archives mentions “Records from
New Guinea expedition (1911-1912)”.
Our photo collection includes lively village
scenes and group portraits of Papuan people
– girls, children, families, elders, armed guards,
people approaching a ship in canoes, etc.
Several images show the details of people’s
dresses, hairdos and decorations, and traditional
houses on stilts. One of the photos, evidently
taken for a publication, shows Patten posing
in his office with a hammer, uncovering fossils.
Overall a historically interesting early visual
source on the history of traditional Papuan
culture.
Price: $2,250 USD
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[FIJI, TONGA, RAROTONGA, TAHITI, SAMOA & HAWAII]
[Album with 127 Original Gelatin Silver Photos and Real Photo Postcards Taken
and Collected During the South Pacific Cruise of U.S.S. “Buford” in Spring 1924, with
Unusual Views and Portraits from Suva and Lavuka (Fiji), Neiafu Village (Vavau
Island, Tonga), Niue (Island Country), Rarotonga (Cook Islands), Papeete (Tahiti), and
Samoa; with Early Photos of the Laie Hawaii LDS Temple (Oahu) and Vivid Tourist
Group Portraits at the Edge of the Kilauea Volcano (the Big Island)].
Ca. 1920s. Oblong Octavo album (ca. 18,5x28,5
cm). 36 card stock leaves (9 blank). With 94
mounted gelatin silver photographs, including
five large photos ca. 12,5x17,5 cm (5x7 in), and
eighty-nine smaller photos from ca. 8x13,5
cm (3 ¼ x 5 ¼ in) to ca. 6x6,5 cm (2 ¼ x 2 ½
in). With thirty-three real photo postcards ca.
8,5x13,5 cm (3 ¼ x 5 ¼ in). Most photos with
period white pencil captions on the mounts;
some also have period captions on verso. Period
brown full sheep album fastened with a string;
gilt-lettered title “Photographs” on the front
board. One leaf detached from the stub and
loosely inserted, a few images very mildly faded,
otherwise a very good album of interesting
strong photos.
Interesting collection of original photos and
real photo postcards of lesser-visited South
Pacific Islands, taken and collected during the
USS “Buford’s” cruise in spring 1924. During her
“cruise de luxe” to the “fascinating islands of
the South Seas,” “Buford” visited “Samoa, Tonga,
Fiji, Taiti, Rarotonga, Niue, and Marquesas” (The
Honolulu Advertiser. Wednesday, 6 February
1924, p. 13). While in Niue, the “Buford” took
“Professor E.M. Loeb and his wife off the island
where they had been marooned for nine
months” (Hawall Tribune Herald. Thursday, 20
March 1924, p. 1). [Edwin Meyer Loeb, 18941966, a noted anthropologist, with field studies
and works on Polynesia, Indonesia and Africa].
The album also includes thirty-three images
printed as real photo postcards. Ten of them
show the Fijian capital Suva and Lavuka village
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on the Ovalau Island, as well as scenes and
portraits of the locals - “municipal band,” “natives
selling curios at ship’s side,” “natives from
Bau,” “native dancers at Suva, Fiji” (captioned
on verso), etc. Eight photos were taken at the
Neiafu village (Vavau Island, Tonga Islands),
showing “a distant view of Neiafu,” the village
taken from the sea, “Buford at dock, Neiafu,”
“Swallow’s Cave,” “out in the country on the
island of Vavau,” “natives on the island of Vavau,”
“a native hut and boats on the beach at Neiafu,”
etc. There are also two images of the “natives
and Tamarangs at ship’s side” at the Niue Island,
a view of a “grave at Avarua” (Rarotonga, Cook
Islands), and ten real photo postcards of Tahiti
– mostly, Papeete (general views taken from
the sea, the waterfront, WW1 memorial, “women
sewing copra sacks,” “coral reef and native
fishermen,” “palm covered drive way on the
island of Tahiti”). Two photos show Moorea taken
from Papeete.
The original gelatin silver photos include
a portrait of native “Miss Mary Tia, Neiafu,
Vavau,” three photos of native canoes at Neiafu,
views of Avarua (Rarotonga) and Papeete taken
from the sea, scenes with dancing “Soloman
[sic!] natives in Suva, Fiji,” “Tahitian dancers at
Papeete,” “natives at Niue,” etc. A group portrait
at “Pago Pago, Somoa [sic!], huts, natives, guests”
is captioned on verso: “March 2, 1924. Samoan
village near Pango Pango [sic!]. Mrs. Judd, Mr.
Sweet, Mr. Aman.”
The photos of Hawaii include three views
of the Laie Hawaii temple near Honolulu,
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captioned as “Mormon temple,” “entrance
to temple,” and “statue of Brigham Young
at Mormon Temple near Honolulu.” Other
interesting photos show the towns of Wailuki
and Kahului (Maui), “Chinese graves, Wailuki,”
ruins of the Kualoa sugar mill and Diamond
Head (Oahu), etc. Several group portraits identify
the tourists, i.e. “Sitting on edge of Kilauea
volcano, Hawaii” (captioned on verso: “Lowe.
Miss Turner, Mrs. Raymond, <…?>, Livingston. Feb.
20, 1924. Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii Island. Crowd
sitting on edge of fire pit. Pit has circumference
of 6 miles”); “Boiling Pots, Hawaii. Mr. C.R. Smead,
Mrs. C.M. Syring, Miss Raymond, Mr. A. Aman, Mrs.
C.E. Judd, Miss Turner,” etc.
Five large photos include group portraits of
ladies, taking part in the cruise (“S.S. Buford
1924, Alameda best. Miss Ada Burrill, Miss

Mabel Linderman, Miss Dorothy Tabor, Miss
Marian Linderman”), “Buford’s” music band
(“Musicians on board the Buford. West Bros.
From Hollywood),” a scene with the tourists
“Looking into the crater of Kilauea volcano,” a
general view of the volcano, and a portrait of
“Suva, Queen Fia Fia” (Fiji). Twenty-five photos
at the rear illustrate the compiler’s voyages in
the Pacific Ocean in 1926. The photos depict
the steamers “Wilhelmina” and “Newport”
and identify several crew members, including
“Newport’s” master Mr. Rustad, “Daves and
Rustad fair well [sic!] cake,” “Humfry, first officer,”
“Mike,” “Erland, Smith,” “Wilson,” “Houghan,”
“McClune,” and others.
Overall an attractive collection of unusual
South Pacific photos.
Price: $3,250 USD
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[HAWAII]
[Album of Over 280 Original Gelatin Silver Photographs, Taken by an American
Soldier During His Service in the US Army Hawaiian Division, with Interesting Photos
of Schofield Barracks and Soldiers, Oahu Island and Hawaii Volcanos National Park].

Hawaii, ca. 1920-1930s. Oblong Folio (ca.
26x33 cm). 45 black stock leaves. With over 280
mounted original gelatin silver photographs
from ca. 11x16 cm (4 ¾ x 6 ½ in) to ca. 5,5x8
cm (2 ¼ x 3 ¼ in). Several photos captioned in
negative, ca. thirty with period ink captions on
verso. Many photos bear ink stamp “Chateau
Sauty’s Studio Print De Luxe, Hawaiian Islands”
on verso. With eight mounted real photo
postcards ca. 8,5x13,5 cm (3 ½ x 5 ¼ in). With
eleven mounted colour printed postcards
with Hawaiian views. With four negatives
of family photos ca. 6x9 cm (2 ¼ x 3 ¾ in)
loosely inserted. Period brown faux leather
album fastened with string. Binding rubbed on
extremities, a few images mildly faded, several
photos possibly previously removed, but overall
a very good album of interesting photos.
Interesting private album compiled by an
American soldier (most likely, a sergeant) during
his service in the US Army Hawaiian Division in
the 1930s. Over two hundred photos illustrate
his Hawaiian service in the 1930s, and about
seventy photos portray his family and friends in
Illinois in the 1920s.
Most of the “Hawaiian” photos focus on
the Oahu Island and the Schofield Barracks
military station. There are interesting views
of the entrance to the “Hawaiian Division,
Headquarters” (the sign above the gate),
the “Boxing Bowl” amphitheatre, a chapel
and several other buildings of the Schofield
Barracks, military batteries (one sign reads “Btry.
D. 11th F.A. 3rd Sec.”), rows of military trucks, a
portrait of a soldier with a violin posing in front
of a wooden building with “The Infantry Motor
Section” sign, etc. A group of photos shows tent
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camps and soldiers on reviews and drills. There
are also scenes with soldiers playing American
football, and numerous portraits of them posing
in front of their tents, next to military trucks,
on the beach, in front of scenic views, during a
friendly party at the camp with three ladies, etc.
Photos captioned in negative show “Buddhist
Temple, Honolulu,” “Entrance to the Mormon
Temple near Honolulu” (there are also five
real photo postcards depicting the same Laie
Hawaii Temple from different angles), “Honolulu
harbour from Aloha tower,” “Summit Pali Road,”
“Hairpin Turn, Pali Highway,” “Cane growing
near the sugar mill,” and others. One of the real
photo postcards shows U.S.A.T. “Republic” which
apparently was the transport that brought the
album’s compiler to Hawaii.
Over fifty photos at the rear show the sites
of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park which the
compiler apparently visited during his stay at
the Kilauea Military Camp. Some photos are
supplemented with detailed captions on verso
and include several panoramas of the Kilauea
crater, views of the Little Beggar volcano, the
Volcano House, numerous park signboards,
“house and buildings of a cattle ranch close
by to Kilauea Military Camp,” “a view from the
interior of the Thurston lava tube, looking
towards the entrance,” “the lava flow of 1873
can be seen just beyond this giant Koa,” “a
good example of the type of lava known as
Pahochoe,” “looking down through a chasm in
the southwest lip of Kilauea onto the floor of
Kilauea with the crater of Halemaumau visible
three-quarters of a mile away.” There are also
portraits of the compiler (apparently) and his
friends (two identified as “Lincoln Waldron”
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and “Sgt. Chas. A. Brenaman”) posing in front
of “the signboard with Halemaumau,” “at the
fern jungle,” “at the Pali Aloha on the edge of
Kilauea,” “sitting near the steam cracks on the
edge of Halemaumau,” “in the midst of the
disrupted area of the 1921 flow at the south
end of Kilauea,” on top of “a tree along the
route to Bird Park. Been pretty well mistreated
by the weather,” etc. Three photos of night lava
flow observed by the compiler “in the pit of
Halemaumau on the night of Nov. 26, 1930”
are thoroughly annotated on verso. One of the
notes: “the lava after being thrown up, falls back,
runs down the sides of the cone, undermines
the darkened & cooled crust around, then finally
breaks through showing cracks and fissures of
bubbling and boiling lava, after spreading into
lakes, then back to fine hair lines.”
Of the earlier family photos quite interesting
is a series of a dozen photos of Chicago, taken
in April 1924; most of them are captioned

on verso. Some of the captions: “Notice the
many different teams playing at once. This is
a regular sight to see every Sunday at Lincoln
Park” (baseball games); “One of the modern
busses on the north side. Coy drives one like
this, also Lloyd Smith, Ms. Nicol’s brother;” “This
is the north-west corner of the Drake Hotel,
just beyond is the lake;” “Polar bears in Lincoln
Park. How should you like to be in the cage with
them? To the left are eight other cages with
Grisley and brown bears;” “This is one of the
large hotels here in Chicago. This is the Drake
Hotel, where the broadcasting station WDAP is
located. Look closely on top and you can make
out a few of the wires;” “This is one of the motor
boat harbors on the north side of Lincoln Park.
The Bridge to the right is not opened for traffic
yet;” “These are Easter flowers in Lincoln Park.”
Overall a nice collection of original photos
illustrating American military service in Hawaii
in the 1930s.
Price: $1,250 USD
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[HAWAII, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND]
[Attractive Keepsake Album with Sixty-Seven Gelatin Silver Studio Photos and Real
Photo Postcards, and One Piece of Printed Ephemera, Compiled by a Sailor from
U.S.S. “New Mexico” during the US Fleet Exercise at Hawaii and its Good-will Tour
to South Pacific, Australia and New Zealand in April-October 1925; the Album is
Titled:] U.S.S. New Mexico. In Remembrance of Maneuvres at Hawaii – Australia – New
Zealand, 1925
Ca. 1925. Oblong Quarto album (ca. 21x29 cm).
40 card stock leaves. With 63 mounted gelatin
silver photographs, including six larger photos
ca. 11,5x16 cm (4 ½ x 6 ¼ in) and 57 smaller
ones, ca. 9x14,5 cm (3 ½ x 5 ¾ in). All but two
or three photos captioned in negative. Also
with four real photo postcards ca. 8,5x13,5
cm (3 ¼ x 5 ¼ in), all with printed captions
on verso “Issued by the Government of the
Commonwealth of Australia to the Officers and
Men of the American Fleet. July-August, 1925.”
With a printed leaflet ca. 17x22 cm (6 ½ x 8
½ in), completed in manuscript. Period brown
full sheep flexible cover album fastened with
a string; the front board with a decorative
vignette relief, depicting U.S.S. “New Mexico.”
Album slightly rubbed on the extremities, the
first two leaves with tears at the stub, a few
photos very mildly faded, but overall a very good
album of interesting strong images.
Attractive keepsake album, illustrating the
U.S. Navy’s exercise in Hawaii and its goodwill tour to Australia and New Zealand in AprilOctober 1925. The album’s compiler was one
K.L. Van Sant, a serviceman (most likely, a sailor)
from U.S.S. “New Mexico.” The interesting images
include three large photos of the US Fleet
parade in 1925 (one photo being captioned
“Fleet Parade, Auckland, N.Z. Aug. 19, 1925”),
and three smaller photos of the “U.S. Fleet
landing party – 1908 world tour,” “U.S. fleet in
Australia, 1908 world tour”; and “Australian
soldiers training near Sidney.” There are also two
large unusual views of George and Elizabeth
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Streets in Sydney, taken during the U.S. fleet’s
1925 tour. The rest of the photos, dating back
to the 1910s-1920s, include eighteen views of
Hawaii (Hilo, Kilauea and Haleakala volcanos,
Honolulu, Diamond Head, Pali highway, rice and
pineapple fields, etc.), fourteen views of Tahiti,
Samoa, and Fiji (Pago-Pago, Papeete, scenes of
traditional feasts and dances, war canoes and
ceremonials, villages, “the rain maker, Samoa,”
etc.); and four photos of New Zealand (views of
Wellington, and Christchurch and a portrait of
“Atama Rarawa tribe chief”). Eighteen photos of
Australia show Melbourne (“Government office
building,” “business street,” “new art gallery,”
Elizabeth Street, Bourke Street, Collins Street
West, “exhibition building,” “Central R.R. station”),
Sydney (harbour, the Circular Quay, “General post
office,” “Martin Place”), River Murray, Jenolan
Caves, Fitzroy Falls, etc.
The real photo postcards, especially “issued
by the Government of the Commonwealth
of Australia to the Officers and Men of the
American Fleet. July-August, 1925,” show
Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide, and Hobart. The
album opens with a photo and a printed leaflet
related to the celebration of the U.S.S. “New
Mexico” crossing the Equator on July 6, 1925.
The printed leaflet titled “Royal Summons,”
signed “Davy Jones” and addressed to “Van Sant
K.L.,” orders him to appear before the court of
Neptunus Rex and reply to the charges of “being
built to [sic!] close to the deck.” The photo
shows the declaration by “Neptunus Rex,” stating
that “K.L. Vans Sant having been found worthy to
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be numbered as one of our trusty shellbacks, has
been gathered to our fold and duly initiated into
the solemn mysteries of the ancient Order of
the Deep.” Overall an attractive personal account
of the U.S. fleet exercise and tour to Hawaii and
South Pacific in 1925.
“This movement to Hawaii was the first
occasion since before WW1 that the entire
U.S. Fleet had conducted a major transoceanic
deployment. The voyage, which involved over
75 ships (eleven battleships, Langley and two
seaplane tenders, several cruisers, some 50
destroyers, and a number of auxiliaries), was the
larges transoceanic movement in the history
of the U.S. Navy to that time” (Nofi, A.A. To Train

the Fleet for War: The U.S. Navy Fleet Problems,
1923-1940. Newport, Rhode Island: Naval War
College Press, 2010, p. 76). The Fleet conducted
major joint Army-Navy exercise no. 3 around
Hawaii in April, fleet type and tactical exercise
in May and June, and “the Antepodean cruise”
in July-September 1925, visiting Australia,
New Zealand, and Samoa. “…the fleet’s visit to
Australia and New Zealand, the largest extrahemispheric movement in the history of the
U.S. Navy until World War II, was also the only
occasion between the wars that a substantial
part of the entire fleet travelled outside the
Western Hemisphere” (ibid., p. 81).
Price: $1,500 USD
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[SUMATRA – STANDARD OIL CO.]
[Collection of Three Photo Albums with ca. 416 Original Gelatin Silver Photos, Taken
by an American Employee of the Nederlandsche Koloniale Petroleum Maatschappij
(Nederlands Colonial Oil Company) During His Work at the Oil Refinery in SoengeiGerong (Sungai Gerong, South Sumatra) in 1929-1931].

Ca. 1929-1931. Three albums with ca. 416
original gelatin silver photos. Oblong Folio
album (ca. 27,5x36,5 cm). 25 card stock leaves
with tissue guards. With 206 mounted gelatin
silver photographs from ca. 8,5x14 cm (3 ¼ x
5 ½ in) to ca. 6,5x10,5 cm (2 ½ x 4 ¼ in). Most
photos with period white ink notes in English
on the mounts (the captions relate either to
individual photos or groups of photos). Period
decorative cloth album fastened with a string;
gilt-lettered title “Photographs” on the front
board. One album leaf removed from the stub
and loosely inserted, five or six photos were
previously removed from the album, but overall
a very good collection of interesting photos.
Oblong Folio album (ca. 29,5x40 cm). 24 card
stock leaves with tissue guards (9 blank). With
132 mounted gelatin silver photographs of
various size, including one panoramic view
ca. 9x30 cm (3 ½ x 11 ¾ in) and seven larger
photos from ca. 17,5x24 cm (7 x 9 ½ in) to
ca. 16x20 cm (8 ¼ x 7 ¾ in). The rest of the
photos (some printed as postcards) are from
ca. 8,5x14 cm (3 ¼ x 5 ½ in) to ca. 6x9 cm (2
¼ x 3 ½ in). About fifty photos with period ink
notes in English, German or Dutch on verso.
About a dozen photos with ink stamps “Palmer
Photo Service, S.S. President Coolidge” on verso.
Period brown cloth album fastened with a
string. Ten album leaves removed from the stub
and loosely inserted, a few images very mildly
faded, but overall a very good album of strong
interesting photos.Oblong Quarto album (ca.
22,5x30 cm). 24 card stock leaves (13 blank).
With 73 gelatin siver photos (71 mounted, two
loosely inserted) from ca. 9x14 cm (3 ½ x 5 ½
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in) to ca. 6x8 cm (2 ¼ x 3 ¼ in). Four photos
with period white ink captions on the mounts;
three mounts with loosely inserted notebook
leaves with period pencil captions in English.
Period brown crocodile skin patterned papered
boards, fastened with a string. Album slightly
rubbed on extremities, but the photos are bright
and sound. With five loosely inserted photos,
including two large photos ca. 15,5x20,5 cm
(6x8 in), mounted on studio card of “K. Satow,
Palembang” ca. 28,5x34,5 cm (11 ¼ x 13 ½ in),
one photo with a presentation inscription on
verso to “G. Phil. O’Vary” from “G.J.E. Fribels[?],
Soengei Gerong, Koloniale Sumatra;” with two
ink New York postal stamps, one dated 1932. The
other photos are from ca. 12,5x17,5 cm (5x7 in)
to ca. 6x8 cm (2 ¼ x 3 ¼ in); three photos are
with period ink or pencil inscriptions on verso. A
couple of images mildly faded, but overall a very
good album of interesting strong images.
Historically significant extensive collection
of original photos documenting the early years
of the American oil refinery in Soengei-Gerong
(Sungai Gerong) near Palembang city in South
Sumatra. The Sungai Gerong refinery was built
in 1926 and operated by the Nederlandsche
Koloniale Petroleum Maatschappij (NKPM) – a
subsidiary of the American “Standard Vacuum
Oil Co.” The refinery processed crude oil from
the nearby Petak, Trembule and Talang Akar
fields. In the 1930s, it spread its operations
to the newly-discovered oil fields in central
Sumatra and became one of South East Asia’s
largest facilities. In 1942-45 it was occupied by
Japanese forces. After Indonesia’s independence
in 1945, American control over the Sumatra oil
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industry gradually lessened; in 1970, the Sungai
Gerong refinery was sold to the Indonesian state
oil company “Pertamina.”
The albums’ compilers were Geza Philip
O’Vary, an NKPM associate (apparently, an
engineer) from the United States and his
wife Helene. Originally from Budapest (then
in the Austro-Hungarian Empire), G.P. O’Vary
immigrated to New York in May 1914, shortly
before WW1. His wife Helene was originally
an Austrian (Ancestry.com. New Jersey, U.S.,
Naturalization Records, 1878-1945 [database
on-line]). In 1929-1931 O’Vary worked on the
Sungei Gerong refinery; the couple returned to
the United States later that year. For the rest
of their life, they lived in various towns of New
Jersey (Scotch Plains, Avenel, and Rahway). The
album compilers were identified on the basis
of the presentation inscription/address on one
of the loose photos: “G.Phil. O’Vary <…> ScotchPlains, New Jersey, U.S.A.” Another photo from
one of the larger albums has a pencil note on
verso: “Singapore, Nov. 26, 1931. Mrs. O’Vary.
Mr. Chua Choon Leong, Chinese Country Club.”
Several photos from the albums also have
pencil notes “O’Vary” on verso.
Most photos from the collection depict the
Sungai Gerong refinery, NKPM settlement,
managers and native workers. The smaller
album is solely dedicated to the oil industry
and shows the construction of new towers,
sewer lines, boiler houses at Sungai Gerong, a
fire on the reservoirs, the facilities at night, the
loading of pipes to a cargo ship, bulldozers at
the construction site, etc. Several photos portray
O’Vary and his white and native colleagues at
work. Some of the captions: “Boiler House # 2.
Oct. 1929,” “Old Edeleanu Plant. Oct. 1929,” “Old
Edeleanu torn down. Oct. 1929,” “New G.G. (700
lb). Oct. 1929,” “Bubble tower, October,” “Boiler
H. # 2. October. Condenser boxes, October,”
“Tank field, November,” “the self raising of main
separator, sewer lines, Nov. 29,” “Soaking drums
shipped back to N.Y.C., August,” etc.
One of the larger albums with captions in
English also concentrates on Sungai Gerong and
South Sumatra. The photos of the settlement
show Sungai Gerong clubhouse and main office
building, hospital, rows of managers’ bungalows,
“Gerong Ave.,” “Standard Tanker Japan Arrow at

Sei. Gerong pier,” “unloading of gravel,” “pipeline
through jungle,” etc. Several photos depict the
scenes of “jungle fire at Wax Plant,” “agitator
on fire” and the catch of a “crocodile marooned
in Tank Field, August 1930.” There are also
interesting portraits of NKPM associates and
workers: “Chinese boiler maker in front of his
house,” “Boiler Maker Foreman Andy Jansen,”
“Chinese bricklayer,” “Tambi, Al Bailey & Assts.,”
“Stevedore Foreman, Pye-Kow,” “Pye-Kow (Wild
Dog) and his Boss,” “Dr. Baints & Nurse, front of
Hospital,” “Head Mandoer <…> & wife,” “Head
Mandoer Wong-Kiang at Sei. Gerong,” “Americans
with their ‘Baboes’,” etc. A series of photos show
the scenes during the “Slamatan” communal
feast in March 1930, including “Hindu Parade at
Slamatan” and “Slamatan – Chinese Dept.;” two
photos feature a sign “N.K.P.M. Welcome, Indian
Moslimins [sic!].”
There are also interesting views of “Malay
barber shop – Sei. Gerong,” “Malay village,”
fishing villages on the banks of the Musi and
Komering Rivers, “Street in Palembang after
rain,” “Entrance to Lepra Colony, Koendoer
[Kundur Island],” series of photos from several
hunting trips on the Musi and Komering rivers,
images of children’s Christmas party with Santa
Claus in 1929, “children party, Sei. Gerong,” five
views of “Carnival at Soengei Gerong,” etc. Many
photos portray the O’Varys – on the porch of
their cottage, posing with two native associates
after a tennis game, with friends on a birthday
party, in the “virgin jungle near Sei. Gerong,” on
the “sugar cane field at S. Gerong,” playing chess,
“on gravel boat S.S. Promise,” playing drums with
the inhabitants of the “Gampoeng” village on
the Komering River, etc. About twenty photos
depict their vacation in Java in February-March
1930, with the views of botanical gardens in
Buitenzorg (Bogor), hotel and golf course in
Ngamplang, and three images of Weltevreden
(historic district of modern-day Jakarta), showing
the Museum, “General N.K.P.M. Office” and
“Palace of Gen. Governeur.”
The third album contains over fifty images of
Sumatra and Java, including a series of photos
from the farewell gathering at the Talang
Betutu airfield in Palembang, when O’Varys
left for the United States in November 1931.
There are also large views of Batavia (Jakarta),
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showing the National (or Elephant) Museum and
the main office of the Koninklijke PaketvaartMaatschappij (Royal Packet Navigation
Company). The other photos depict O’Vary’s
return trip to the United States via Singapore,
Hong Kong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Hawaii and
Panama Canal. Some of the captions: “Der letzte
Besuch, Soengei-Gerong, um 24, Nov. 1931,” “Die
lezte Stimche hat geschlagen, Soengei-Gerong,
um 24. November 1931,” “Die lezte Boatsfahrt
nach dem schönen Palembung, Soengei-Gerong,
um 24. November 1931,” “Flugplatz TalungBetutu, am 24. Nov. 1931” (Talang Betutu,
Palembang); “Tabeh. Talung-Betutu, am 24. Nov.
1931;” “Singapore, Nov. 26, 1931. Mrs. O’Vary.
Mr. Chua Choon Leong, Chinese Country Club,”
“Singapore, Nov. 26, 1931, Boat house, Chinese
Country Club;” “Singapore, Nov. 26, 1931, Chinese
Country Club seen from water front;” “Singapore,

Nov. 26, 1931, Chinese Country Club;” “Singapore,
Nov. 26, 1931, China Swimming Club;” “Shanghai,
Dec. 11/31;” “Jap. Battleship, Shanghai, Dec.
11/31;” “Entrance to Yokohama, Dec. 15/31;”
“En route to Yokohama, Dec. 15/31;” “Kobe, Dec
14/31;” “Kobe fishing boat – camera trial, very
cloudy, full open 100 %, Dec. 14/31;” “Balboa,
C.Z.;” “Locks, C.Z.;” “Culebra Locks;” “W. Dühring,
Berlin, 14 Annen st., Germany, etc.”
The collection also includes two large group
portraits of the NKPM associates, taken by a
Palembang photographer on the airfield during
O’Vary’s departure from Sumatra in November
1931.
Overall an important content-rich first-hand
visual source on the history of the American oil
industry in Sumatra in the early 1930s.
Price: $3,750 USD
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[SUMATRA & BANGKOK]
[Album with 180 Original Gelatin Silver Photos Taken by a European Couple during
their Travel to Sumatra and Bangkok in 1934, and Showing Bukittinggi, Medan,
Minangkabau Traditional Houses, West Sumatra Highlands, Bangkok’s Grand Palace
and Wat Phra Kaew Temple Complex, etc.]

1934. Oblong Folio album (ca. 28,5x38 cm). 36
card stock leaves with tissue guards. With 180
mounted gelatin silver photographs, including
108 larger images ca. 12x12 cm (4 ¾ x 4 ¾ in)
and 72 smaller images ca. 5,5x5,5 cm (2 ¼ x 2
¼ in). No captions. Period black full morocco
album fastened with metal bolts. Front cover
with a gilt-lettered title “Sumatra – Siam, 1934.”
Binding very mildly rubbed in extremities, a very
good album with strong interesting images.
Attractive album with one hundred and
eighty lively well-executed vernacular photos,
taken by a European couple who travelled to
Sumatra (then a part of the Dutch East Indies)
and the Kingdom of Siam (Thailand after 1939)
just a few years before the beginning of WW2.
About eighty-five photos illustrate their journey
around western and northern Sumatra, from the
port of Padang to Medan on the island’s northeastern coast. The photos show the market
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square in Bukittinggi with the Dutch-built
Jam Gadang clock tower (still with its original
roof, which was changed during the Japanese
occupation), the Grand Mosque and Maimun
Palace in Medan, a series of views of traditional
Minangkabau houses (most likely, near Fort Kock
in the vicinity of Bukittinggi), street and market
scenes, mountainous landscapes of the West
Sumatran highlands, coastal villages, portraits
of the locals and the travelling couple, etc.
Ninety-five photos of Thailand mainly focus on
the sights of Bangkok, especially the Wat Phra
Kaew temple complex and the Grand Palace.
There are also several lively street scenes, views
of native quarters on the banks of Bangkok
canals, portraits of Buddhist monks, Thai boat
riders, passers-by, a series of photographs of
the couple, etc. Overall a interesting photo
collection showing Sumatra and Bangkok in the
1930s.
Price: $2,250 USD
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[SOUTH PACIFIC & INDONESIA]
[Empain, Jean (Johnny), Baron] [Album with 214 Original Gelatin Silver Photos,
Including ca. 111 Photos Taken during Jean Empain’s Cruise to the South Pacific,
New Guinea, and Dutch East Indies in 1933].

Ca. 1930s. Oblong Folio album (ca. 32,5x43 cm).
35 card stock leaves. With 214 mounted gelatin
silver photos of various sizes. 111 photos from
the South Pacific and Dutch East Indies cruise
include 29 large images from ca. 21x26,5 cm
(8 ¼ x 10 ½ in) to ca. 15x21 cm (6 x 8 ¼ in);
the rest of the photos are ca. 9x12,5 cm (3 ½
x 5 in) or slightly smaller. No captions. At least
one of the larger photos with an ink stamp on
verso “Copyright Photograph by Edgar.” With
103 private photos of various sizes, from ca.
18x24 cm (7 x 9 ½ in) to ca. 3,5x5,5 cm (1 ½
x 2 ¼ in); three photos with manuscript ink
presentation inscriptions dated 1929. Period
dark brown full sheep soft cover album fastened
with a string. Both boards with elaborate blindstamped ornaments; moire endpaper. About ten
photos were previously removed from the album
(including six from the “South Pacific and Dutch
East Indies” part), covers slightly rubbed on
extremities, but overall a very good album with
very interesting strong photos.
Historically significant collection of excellent
portraits of the indigenous people of Polynesia,
Melanesia and Indonesia, taken during Baron
Jean Empain’s cruise around South Pacific, New
Guinea and Dutch East Indies in 1933. A Belgian
industrialist and millionaire, Jean Empain
owned or had shares in over eighty banks and
companies worldwide, including the Paris metro
and oil concessions in the Belgian Congo (now
the Democratic Republic of Congo). He inherited
his wealth from his father, Edouard Joseph
Empain (1852-1929), who made a fortune in
constructing electric urban tramlines in Europe,
Russia, China, the Belgian Congo, and Cairo. In
the 1930s, Jean Empain led a lavish lifestyle,
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and every summer went on cruises on board
his luxury yacht “Heliopolis,” accompanied by
a group of friends. In summer-autumn 1933,
Empain organized an around-the-world cruise,
visiting the Marquesas, Tahiti, Moorea and the
other Society Islands, Fiji, New Guinea, Sumatra,
Bali, Java, and Singapore (see more: Palatial
Yacht. Baron Empain’s Cruise in the Pacific//
The Pacific Islands Monthly. Vol. IV, No. 2, Sydney,
20 September 1933, p. 21; A Woman Peeps
at Singapore// Sunday Tribune (Singapore), 8
October 1933, P. 6).
The album contains about 111 photos taken
and collected during the cruise, including
twenty-nine excellent large ethnographic
photos portraying the people of Polynesia,
Melanesia (apparently, New Guinea), and
Indonesia. The portraits powerfully convey the
emotions of the photographed people. They
also capture traditional costumes, hairstyles,
jewelry, tattoos and scarification. The other large
photos show Indonesian temples and volcanoes,
a wooden statue from New Guinea, etc. The
smaller photos are vernacular snapshots taken
by Empain or his party members on board the
“Heliopolis” and during visits to native villages.
Interesting images include portraits of the
Melanesian people, views of native villages and
traditional houses, canoes, scenes with native
people dancing, interacting with the tourists,
etc. Several photos show the celebration of
crossing the Equator on board of “Heliopolis.”
The album also contains 103 photos, illustrating
Empain’s later life and other voyages onboard
the “Heliopolis,” social gatherings, fishing and
hunting trips, life in Egypt and France, his
friends and family, etc.
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Overall a rare collection of beautiful,
expressive photos of Polynesian, Melanesian,
and Indonesian people, taken in the first half of
the 20th century.
The following excerpt from a contemporary
Singapore newspaper’s article gives more
details about the cruise and lists all guests on
the yacht, some of whom are present on the
photos: “Leaving Ostend on June 1, the 30-year
old but sturdy yacht crossed the Atlantic past
Las Palmas to the West Indies and swung into
the Panama Canal to later reach Mexico. The
yacht then wended its way to the South Seas,
visiting the various islands where the Baron’s
guests spent a glorious time in delightful
weather. After weeks in the southern clime, the
pleasure-seekers sailed to British New Guinea,
up the Torres Strait to Thursday Island and
Dutch New Guinea. After calling at Timor, the
“Heliopolis” went on to the Dutch East Indies,
touching at Batavia and Belawan on its way
here. The yacht sails on Thursday for Colombo

on its return to Belgium by way of the Red Sea
and the Mediterranean. The owner of the yacht,
Baron Jean Empain, is a big electrical magnate
in Europe, the head of many large electrical
firms in Belgium and France. He has extensive
interests in the Belgian Congo and is one of
the best-known personalities in Egypt, where
he “owns” the city of Heliopolis near Cairo,
after which his yacht is named. He is a young
man of 30. His guests are: Count Philip de Pret
(Belgian); Count de Baillet Latour, a canned
fruit producer (Belgian); Mrs. Jasper Mignot and
Miss Olga Thioux, both of Belgium; Mr. Maurice
Cabriel, Miss Masie Louise Hermitte and Miss
Alice Milon, all French; Mr. Pio de Fonville Ethier,
a French Canadian engineer and his wife; Miss
Seigfried Knudsen, of Norway; Dr. P.A. Garizzo,
a well-known Italian painter; Mr. W. Woods
Plakinton of the United States; Miss M. Bishop,
a young English woman. The crew of 33 are all
British”
Price: $8,500 USD
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